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When cells are stretched through substrate strain they respond with changes to their
phenotypic behaviour. Given the highly dynamic and mechanically active environment of
the human body, this makes sense. In vitro experimentation has demonstrated both this
relationship together with the ability to control phenotype using mechanical stimulus
alone. Harnessing mechanical stimulus to engineer tissue is thus highly desirable to
create new and advance old therapeutics.
This thesis questions whether the relationships, as we understand them, between sub-
strate strain and phenotypic modulation are optimal. To build anything new, arguably
is it better to know more than you use than to use only what you know. To employ me-
chanical stimulus as a tool to either create or repair tissue, understanding relationships
in general is therefore better.
General strain-phenotype relationships, however, are not reported in the literature;
dose response type curves do not exists. Arguably this is because current commercial
available systems are not designed to do so and to do so would be inhibited by excessive
costs.
This thesis details the development of a new apparatus conceived to increase the
volume of information generated about strain-phenotype relationships with minimal ex-
perimentation and costs. The apparatus is based on the principle that the mechanical
stimulus delivered to a monolayor of cells, contrary to the majority of apparatus previ-
ously developed, is highly heterogeneous. Together with non-destructive assays, image
analysis and physical and theoretical modelling, a novel framework to understand these
general relationships is sought.
To this end, a bespoke 3D printed apparatus is developed which actuates augmented
BioFlexr plates with small magnets using secondary rotating magnets. The method of
actuation is such that it delivers a heterogeneous strain regime across the surface of a
BioFlexr well. The apparatus is accompanied both by hardware and software to control
the periodicity of actuation.
Both physical measurement and finite element modelling were utilised to characterise
the heterogeneous strain regime across the BioFlexr well. Physical measurements were
made using digital image correlation techniques offered by Dantec Dynamics GmbH. The
technique developed to measure strain deformation on BioFlexr plates provides results
which concur with intuition and offers a novel alternative to similar strain measurements
used on the FlexCellr actuation system. Results related to the system developed here
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highlighted that the variance of strain was not wide enough to suit the ends of the thesis.
Finite element modelling was employed to provide a way for the system to achieve the
goals of this work as part of future development.
The extraction of general strain-phenotype relationships is based upon recording
the behaviour of all cells on the BioFlexr membrane together with their position on
the membrane. A bespoke image acquisition and automated image analysis pipeline
is developed which translates cell behaviour across the whole BioFlexr membrane into
numerical maps for the purpose of statistical correlation studies comparing the equivalent
strain stimulus map.
Research was also conducted into finding a suitable cell biology paradigm in which the
proof of concept apparatus and methodology could be tested within. Experimentation
was based upon proliferation studies from the literature however results here are often
at odds. Alternative paradigms in the form of plasmid transfection are found to be an
avenue for future development.
Approaching the need for high-throughput in strain biology experiments through
utilising a heterogeneous strain regime as opposed to homogeneous is novel and the
development of the bespoke apparatus allows for this idea to be tested further. Char-
acterisation of strain across BioFlexr plates utilising digital image correlation has not
been done before and appears to be a good high resolution method for physical measure-
ments applicable to other strain inducing modalities, in particular the FlexCellr system.
The development of a bespoke image analysis methodology allows for tailoring the full
pipeline to suit experimental needs and offers an effective way of recording and analysing
all cells on a 35 mm BioFlexr membrane. Taken together, although the proof of concept
is left incomplete, this thesis still makes important contributions to the field.
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Preface
This PhD project was conducted through the four year interdisciplinary PhD program
created by CoMPLEX, University College London (UCL)1. The program seeks to bring
together life and medical scientists with mathematicians, physicists and engineers to
bridge the gap across disciplines and better equip researchers tackling complexity in the
life sciences and medicine.
My background before UCL was that of applied mathematics. For my PhD years I
was based in the Applied Biomedical Engineering Group (ABEG) in UCL’s Division of
Medicine. ABEG is part of the division’s Centre for Cardiovascular Biology and Medicine
and is led by Dr. Richard Day. The focus of the group is in experimental biology and
engineering medical therapeutics. For a mathematician, working in an purely biological
environment was entirely keeping with the ethos of CoMPLEX and the interdisciplinary
nature of this thesis is entirely reflective of this.
Together with CoMPLEX, this thesis was also supported by funding from the British
Heart Foundation.
Thesis Formatting
Throughout this thesis units are expressed in plain text whereas unit prefixes are ex-
pressed in italicised text. Software names are printed in bold text. Protocols, algorithms,
figures, tables, chapters, sections and footnotes have unique numerical identifiers and in
the .pdf version of this thesis are all hyper-linked to the original source. This is known
from the labels printed in red font. Citations in the literature are printed in blue font and
in the .pdf version are hyper-linked to the source in the bibliography. Where references
are given to parts of this thesis from different chapters, page numbers are also printed
with the numerical identifier.






As it is on the outside, the world inside our bodies is dominated by physical forces.
The contracting force of our hearts, for example, continuously pumping fluid around
a complex network of vessels. The vessels themselves, soft and deformable, forcefully
acting against the pulsating pressure generated as a result. Our bones maintain the
rigidity of our bodies against the external load our skeletal muscles purposely contract
to hold.
The cellular building blocks of our bodies not only actively generate or passively
resist these forces, but also, for better or worse, actively respond to as well (Orr et al.,
2006). The ability of our brain to maintain total pressure yet still increase oxygen supplies
through vasodilation is an example of such a biological response to a mechanical message
(Goriely et al., 2015). Forces have the power, as in nature, not only to form but also to
disrupt and destroy a biological system (Miller and Davidson, 2013; Peiffer et al., 2013).
Although the relationship between mechanical force and biological response has been
studied for decades, arguably the full potential of force as a therapeutic drug has not been
realised. The advancement of technology generates opportunity for exploitation of force
in medical therapeutics. An area from which the concept underlying this thesis initially
grew is the idea that cyclic stretch can modulate the rate at which cells synthesise
DNA and therefore proliferate (Sumpio and Banes, 1988). Although this can also be
controlled with delivery of molecular, exogenous, soluble agents – such as serum and
various growth factors (Lee et al., 2011) – the ability to control this without the use
of exogenous stimuli has obvious benefits. As magnetic technologies and therapeutics
advance (as demonstrated, for example, by the rise of magnetic nano particle technology
(Pankhurst et al., 2009)), it is not outside the realms of possibility that such forces can
be directly applied, within the body from outside, to stimulate the proliferation of cells
following damage in an effort to enhance repair. Compared to a systemic delivery of a
molecule, the local delivery of force potentially has far fewer peripheral effects.
Another area from which the ideas in this thesis has grown from is the ability to
control the alignment of cells using external forces. Particularly with muscle, engineering
functional tissue requires distinct alignment of cells relative to each other in order for
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successful contraction to occur. The therapeutic delivery of muscle cells to a region of
damage in vivo requires successful engraftment to native tissue. Currently there is no
robust guarantee that cells will en-graft with this required alignment. Exploiting the
behaviour of cells responding to controlled forces could offer potential to enhance the
efficacy of cell therapies if a method could be found to do this in vivo.
Much of the application of proliferative and alignment control has been in ex vivo
tissue engineering. In many cases engineered tissue, to function as close as possible to its
in vivo analogue, is now supplied with appropriate forces during development to enhance
growth and its biomimetic properties (Martin et al., 2004). The idea behind this being
that once implanted into the body the engineered tissue will en-graft and function better
with host tissue.
With regards to cyclic stretch, the work in this thesis is primarily less concerned with
its application as a therapeutic tool, and more so with the fundamental question of how
we discover what the relationship is between cyclic strain and cellular modulation. This
thesis is both a critique of current methods which investigate cyclic strain and cellular
behaviour and a multi-disciplinary development of a new system which, at its core, is
designed to substantially increase the volume of information currently available. This is
done with the ethos that to use cyclic strain as a tool in any form of tissue engineering
or therapeutics, it is advantageous to have a broad spectrum understanding of cellular
response to strain rather than understanding only a handful of strain parameters and
corresponding effects. The argument for doing this is that if a full, general relationship
between strain and cellular effects is not known, then the information available to re-
searchers to engineer tissues and therapeutics, and hypothesise further, is narrow, and
as a result anything developed further is potentially sub-optimal. This is an observation
shared by others (Balestrini and Hinz, 2014).
In this thesis I develop a new method and pipeline for the study of cellular modifica-
tion as the result of cyclic stretch. The aim of this method is to improve quantification,
increase the experimental throughput and allow for the generation of better data upon
which therapeutic engineering and testable hypotheses can be constructed. This intro-
duction provides both the context of this work as well as the arguments for why this
work is needed. Through a review of key literature and as well a novel theoretical anal-
ysis, this chapter will argue that current popular apparatus is not sufficient in terms of
throughput and that current methodologies generate an error which cannot be ignored.
Both are enough to justify the investigation of something new.
1.1 Cyclic Strain and Cellular Modulation
A reason for the lack of throughput in this field is due to a lack of appropriate technology.
This section provides context for the work developed in this thesis by way of describing
existing methods of experimentally stretching cells.
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1.1.1 Methods of Experimental Stretch
Stretch is the elongation of one or many axes of a material body beyond its natural
resting state caused by either internal or external forces. Compression is the counterpart
term for shortening of one or many axes. Strain, a term which encompasses both stretch
and compression, is a measurement of deformation of the body which describes the
displacement of particles within the body relative to a reference point.
Strains are experienced by cells throughout the human body. Engineering systems
to deliver strains to cultured cells for investigating cellular response is an endeavour
that has been conducted for decades. An early example is found by Arem and Madden
(1976) who investigated the effect of strain on tendon scar formation. They implanted
permanent magnets to the tendons of live rats. By applying a periodic external magnetic
field to generate strain upon the tendon they demonstrated a difference in tendon scar
formation relative to an unstrained control.
The engineering of apparatus to deliver strain to biological tissue has evolved over
recent decades and continues to do so. This is perhaps in accordance with the evolution
of available technology and their accessibility in experimental labs. Systematic reviews
can be found in Davis et al. (2015); Riehl et al. (2012); Brown (2000). In particular, the
review by Davis et al. provides a detailed evolution of custom and commercial apparatus.
Here, a brief description of the variety of apparatus engineered for in vitro delivery of
strain is given for context.
For completeness, the nomenclature for strain modalities used here are in line with the
definitions found in Davis et al. (2015). Uniaxial strain is defined as stretch along a single
axes. Usually, a device stretches a deformable, rectangular cell substrate at opposite ends
but in the same direction. With this type of strain materials undergoing deformation
are also subject to the Poisson effect; stretching in one direction is accompanied by a
compression in the perpendicular or transverse axis. Biaxial strain is where a deformable
membrane is stretched in two perpendicular axes. When the stretch is equal in all in
plane directions, this is referred to as equibiaxial strain.
In general, the apparatus discussed here deforms a cell substrate to which cells are
attached. Deformation of the substrate is translated to the cell via integrin components
and focal adhesion points. Therefore, the mechanical signals cells receive are greatly
dependent on anything which effects the cell-substrate junction, for example, surface
coating proteins and coating protocols. Friedrich et al. (2017) argues that because of
this, much more importance should be given to calibrating the cell-substrate junction in
cell stretching experiments. Consideration of this goes beyond the scope of this thesis
but is acknowledged as being a vital point to address for the advancement of the field.
The methods detailed below consider only methods which deliver strain to cells via
interaction with the cell substrate. Methods exist for single cell delivery of mechanical
force but are beyond the context of this thesis – a review and description of these can be
found in Friedrich et al. (2017) and a good example of magnetic nano particle induced
strain is found in Cartmell et al. (2005). Following on from the classifications given by
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Brown (2000), methods to deliver strain are stratified according to the mechanics used.
1.1.1.1 Clamp Based
Clamp based methods consist of fixing the ends of a deformable substrate to a controllable
fixture. Through a linear actuation of the clamps, the membrane stretches. An early
example of this is found in Leung et al. (1977). They used purified elastin membranes
from bovine aortas on which to grow cells. The membranes were then stretched using a
motor which was coupled to a support frame holding the membrane in place. They used
their system to show an increase in DNA synthesis in rabbit aortic smooth muscle cells
as a result of 48 hours of cyclic stretching.
There have been many clamp based methods for stretching membranes and some of
which are described in detail in the reviews mentioned above. There is still continual
developments of new apparatus to stretch membranes using clamp based methods. Ar-
guably, for 3D cell cultures and tissue constructs, clamp methods are better suited than
the methods detailed below.
For example, Seriani et al. (2016) build a system where Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
substrates are stretched by fixed clamps. The system was such that substrates can be
inserted into Petri dishes containing cell medium. The machine, however, is large in
comparison to the Petri dish. King et al. (2016) similarly constructed a platform which
delivered uniaxial stretch for PDMS substrates but only operated on a single substrate at
a time. Subramanian et al. (2017) constructed a uniaxial tensile machine which stretched
silicone loading chambers. The system allows for four chambers to be stretched at any
given time but also allows for stretching 3D collagen structures.
Common to almost all fixed clamp systems is a lack of throughput. Although they
are capable of generating uniaxial and biaxial strain, and despite being better suited
and easier to design for live cell microscopy, it is often only one substrate which can
be stretched at a time. A central pillar of this thesis is addressing and arguing for the
need of high throughput in mechanostimulation experiments in cell biology. Therefore,
no further attention is given here to clamp based methods.
1.1.1.2 Vacuum Driven
Vacuum driven strain is associated with those devices which use vacuum pressure under-
neath a sealed deformable substrate to, usually, generate downward force. The vacuum
pressure is such that the deformable substrate stretches against the pressure and trans-
lates this as strain to the cells adhered on the top side.
This form of delivery is the basis of the most popular system, FlexCellr , first con-
ceived by Sumpio et al. (1987). The work in this thesis is steeped upon an analysis of
this apparatus and is therefore reserved for a fuller description and deeper discussion in
Section 1.1.2. Contrarily, and around the same time, Winston et al. (1989) used positive
pressure underneath a deformable substrate to bulge the substrate upwards.
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Vacuum pressure driven strain is more amenable to throughput. The FlexCellr system
utilises both 6 and 12 well culture plates with deformable substrates. As discussed later,
although this makes experiments easier, it does not necessary help to increase through-
put.
1.1.1.3 Platen Driven
Where vacuum driven strain in the form of FlexCellr is the most popular commercial
tool, bespoke, in-house apparatus tend to favour the platen method. Platen driven
strain is the category given to those devices which use a mechanical force to push a
platen against a deformable substrate. The translation of the substrate strain is therefore
translated to cells adhered to the top side of the substrate.
Rosenblatt et al. (2004) created a system where a rotating piston actuates a hollow
cylindrical platen pushing down upon a soft membrane. They report membrane stretch
reaching up to 60% in their elastomer membranes of 76 µm thickness. The platen in
this system, uncharacteristically, pushes down onto the culture side of the membrane. A
recent platen based apparatus was constructed with a view to create arbitrary oscillations
(Lau et al., 2014). They argue that the BioFlexr system does not provide sufficient
control over the rates at which cells go from unstretched to stretched. The group 3D
printed bespoke apparatus where six platens push up against the commercial 6-well
BioFlexr culture plate. The upward push is generated from a magnetically controlled
see-saw type arm. Because the magnetic actuation is controlled with a pulse width
modulator (PWM), the waveform of the actuation can be arbitrarily set. On the theme of
augmenting existing products, recently Toume et al. (2016) 3D printed bespoke apparatus
which, through motorised screws, lowered BioFlexr plates over an array of hollowed
platens.
In a move to address the lack of throughput in cell stretching experiments, Moraes
et al. (2010) constructed a micro fabricated array based on the work of Schaffer et al.
(1994). They constructed 9 by 12 micro platen arrays made from Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). The platens are driven upwards against a single membrane by positive pressure.
Platens can be calibrated to deliver different strain regimes. Therefore the single cell
layer on top of the membrane will have multiple variations of strain delivered depend-
ing where they are in the array and so offers a higher throughput in the experimental
process. Although each platen can be calibrated to deliver a different stretch regime,
and as the authors note, because cells are cultured across a single membrane, paracrine
communication between cells over different platens may confound results.
A criticism of any platen driven device is the existence of contact between the stretch-
ing mechanism and the membrane to be stretched. Despite using lubricants, the contact
will never be frictionless and any alterations in the lubrication process will necessarily
change the friction dynamics between substrates. If there are deviations, then the strain
profile generated by platens will not be consistent and will confound experimental results.
A benefit of platen based methods is a greater ability to deform 3D constructs.
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Elsaadany et al. (2017), for example, constructed a system where cells embedded in
collagen constructs are deformed between controllable silicone posts. In this way there
were able to cyclically strain cells in 3D cultures.
1.1.1.4 Magnetically Driven
Magnetic driven substrate strain is of considerable interest to this thesis. This is the
category given to deformation of a substrate by way of magnetic force. Although mag-
netic forces have been used in biological testing for many decades (Arem and Madden,
1976), it has only been recently where its use as the generator of force has been used in
construction for substrate strain delivery.
Fuhrer et al. (2013), for example, created a substrate made of a combination of
hydrogel and inert carbon coated metal nano magnets. The nano-magnets are bound to
the polymer strands of the hydrogel. Similar to the BioFlexr plates, the membranes are
clamped above and below to form a circular well. An electromagnet underneath creates
the force to deform the membrane downwards. Strains have not been characterised in this
study but the authors claim that force is applied at each polymer strand in the membrane
such that all polymer strands will displace in a similar way. Using their apparatus they
showed that mesenchymal stem cells were shifted towards a chondrogenic state in cyclicly
strained cultures compared to static controls.
The use of magnetic forces by Khademolhosseini et al. (2016) is one which, inde-
pendently, resembles methodologies developed in oncoming chapters. The authors aug-
mented a BioFlexr plate so that two neodymium disc magnets were placed in the middle
of a well, one above the membrane and the other underneath, and held in place by the
magnetic attraction between the two. Upon a bespoke electro magnet base, the sys-
tem, which was named MACSAT1, deforms the membrane through interaction with
the electro magnet and the embedded magnets. Quantification using finite element
modelling (FEM) analysis suggested the distribution of strain across the membrane was
non-homogeneous with a strain range of -4 to 7%. They used their system to show a
strain dependent alignment in human umbilical vein endothelial cells as a result of cyclic
strain.
The apparatus constructed by Khademolhosseini et al., however, is lacking in through-
put. The depiction of their system shows only one of the wells in the 6-well BioFlexr plate
being used. It is likely that this is because multiple electromagnets acting on the same
6-well plate would have undesirable interactions both with each other and consequently
with magnets in the BioFlexr plate.
In a recent study, Harshad et al. (2016) constructed a device where magnets are
used to stretch a membrane along a single axes and in plane. The permanent magnet
is embedded in a PDMS device constrained at one end. Theoretical analysis in a sepa-
rate study (Kamble et al., 2016) show the distribution of strain to be non-homogeneous.
1As well as methodologies resembling those developed in this thesis, the name given to their system
also resembles the name given to the one here. This is entirely coincidental.
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Like the apparatus constructed by Khademolhosseini et al. there are similarities in the
methodology Harshad et al. (2016) use for experimental quantification to the methodol-
ogy proposed in this thesis. The authors exploit this heterogeneity by sampling images
from defined points across the membrane. For each image they associate the theoretically
calculated strain value at the image position and therefore capture a greater variety of
experimental conditions within the same experiment. This is a similar strategy as em-
ployed in this thesis.
1.1.2 The FlexCellr System
The apparatus discussed in the previous section is only a subset of those developed over
the last 40 years. Focus is instead diverted to the most popular of those used for cell
stretching experimentation.
The FlexCellr system has cornered the market. This is perhaps attributable by
the commercialisation and manufacturing of multi well culture plates with deformable
substrates which come with a variety of pre-coated surface proteins. Publications which
utilise this system are tallied at more than a thousand. The system, however, is not
without criticism. This section describes the evolution of the system in preparation for
analysis in Section 1.4. This analysis, in part, underpins the justification for the aims of
this thesis.
One of the first methodologies to investigate cyclic forces using vacuum driven strain
is found in the work of Banes et al. (1985). They used vacuum pressure to deform 60
mm and 100 mm plastic Petri dishes. The pressure deformed the base of the dish by
a 1.5 mm deflection generating an average maximum compressive strain of 0.13%. As
a general methodology this is an inconsequential amount, however, this is likely the
work which spawned the beginning of what is now the industry standard method for
conducting mechanical experiments on cells.
A move to culture cells on a deformable membranes with the use of a vacuum was
made by Sumpio et al. (1987). Sumpio et al. created 6-well type tissue culture with
deformable membrane, where each well is deformed by the vacuum acting on the wells
in parallel. This was named the Flex I plate and is schematised in Figure 1.1. In the
absence of the vacuum the membrane is in the undeformed state (Figure 1.1(a)). As
the vacuum is slowly increased, so that the underside of the membrane is in negative
pressure, the membrane deforms downwards as depicted in Figure 1.1(b).
Gilbert et al. (1994) first conducted finite element modelling (FEM) on this initial,
2.1 mm thick membrane to understand the distribution of strain caused by the vacuum.
They modelled the membrane as a incompressible, neo-hookean material with a Mooney-
Rivlin strain energy function, and an elastic modulus of around 600 kilo Pascals (kPa).
They don’t, however, provide justification for why this value was chosen. Their results
indicate that for the thick membrane schematised in Figure 1.1, the distribution of radial
strain is non-homogeneous for a negative pressure of 22 kPa. They show the presence of
a gradient of strain (itself non-uniform) ranging from 0% at the center of the membrane
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Schematic of Flex I Stress Unit using Flex I plates adapted from Sumpio
et al. (1987) and Gilbert et al. (1994). Within a vacuum chamber sealed
with a rubber gasket, negative vacuum pressure (the removal of air) deforms
a flexible membrane. The stretch caused by the deformation is translated to
cells cultured and adhered on-top of the membrane.
to a strain of 25% at a radial distance of 10 mm from the center.
Tools available at the time for cellular quantification generally relied upon popula-
tion averaging techniques. For example, in early experiments much focus was given to
the effect of cyclic strain upon proliferation of cells. Typically to assess proliferation
researchers would either count the cells or use a 3H-thymidine incorporation assay to
measure DNA synthesis. Both of these methods however ignore the position of the cell
on the membrane. Since strain analysis had shown that not every cell can be said to
have experienced the same stimulus on the Flex I plate, quantification using popula-
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tion averaging methods cannot be robust. Because of this, a heterogeneous strain is,
understandably, far from ideal.
Despite the confirmed strain heterogeneity of the Flex 1 plates, a number of papers in
the 1990’s instead found a way to exploit it. In a Flex I study of the effect of stretch upon
the proliferation of Bovine Aortic Endothelial Cells (BAEC), Li et al. (1994) selectively
seeded cells either in the central region of a Flex I well or in the peripheral region.
In this way they exploited the heterogeneous delivery of strain across the membrane by
discretising it into Two distinct regions: the central region where strain ranges from 0-7%,
and the peripheral where the range is 7-25%. Through performing binary experiments
with cells either in the center or periphery, they showed the BAEC’s proliferated at a
greater rate in the central region than cells in the periphery. This ‘fencing’ method is
also seen in the subsequent studies of Basson et al. (1996), Mills et al. (1997) and Sumpio
et al. (1998).
Although the utilisation of heterogeneity is arguably more sensible than ignoring it,
the range of strain included on each side of the fence is high. Considering that in Rat
Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (RASMC) a 5% stretch is considered ‘normal’ whereas 15%
is ‘pathological’ (Qi et al., 2010), as a method, the large strain ranges in the fencing
method could obscure any meaningful biology.
As well as analysing the Flex I system, Gilbert et al. (1994) also conducted analysis
for a thinner membrane with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The results of the thinner plate
indicated a much more homogeneous distribution of strain when compared to the thicker
plate.
It is unsurprising that the Flex I system evolved towards a more homogeneous system.
With patents filed under the assignee FlexCell International Corporation, the company
marketed the BioFlexr culture plate together with a vacuum system designed to produce
homogeneous, in plane-strain. Quite cleverly, they combined the vacuum driven strain
method with a platen design. A solid post was placed under each membrane for the
membranes to deform over. The addition of this post was to address a need for in plane,
homogeneous strain. This is schematised in Figure 1.2. The deformable membrane of
the BioFlexr culture plate is 35 mm in diameter with a thickness of 0.5 mm - both
thinner and larger in area than its Flex I counterpart. Given this is now a contact strain
system, as with all platen systems, a layer of lubricant is required between the post
and the membrane. The vacuum deforms the membrane around the post to, in theory,
stretch the membrane equibiaxially to generate a radially symmetric, homogeneous in-
plane stretch over the surface of the post. Like the Flex I plates, each BioFlexr is
in 6-well tissue culture format and the FlexCellr system is capable of deforming four
BioFlexr plates at a time. Each well, however, can only be prescribed the same strain
regimen as the other wells. In recent years the company also released a 24-well format of
the BioFlexr plates, however, like the 6-well counterparts, and what is here considered
a great limitation, each well will only deliver the same strain parameters across all the
plates.
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Schematic of FlexCellr Stress Unit using BioFlexr plates. Within a vacuum
chamber sealed with a rubber gasket, negative vacuum pressure (the removal
of air) deforms a flexible membrane over a solid post (platen). The stretch
caused by the deformation is translated to cells cultured and adhered on top
of the membrane such that the region above the post stretches in plane with
biaxial strain.
The system can be purchased with different sized loading posts - 25, 28 or 31 mm
diameters. The minimum and maximum strains achievable are dependent upon the post
diameter. According to the FlexCellr user manual the minimum and maximums are
0.08-21.8%, 1-15.9% and 0.8-6% for the 25, 28 and 31 mm posts, respectively.
The FlexCell FX-5000 Tension System – the latest in a long line of products – is
quoted for just over e40,000. The 6 well BioFlexr plates are sold separately and retail
for around e30 per plate depending on surface protein pre-treatment. The coatings
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available are amino, collagen type 1, collagen type 4, elastin, ProNectin and laminin.
Untreated BioFlexr plates are also available for e26 per plate.
FlexCellr has for over a decade dominated the field in terms of mechanical loading of
cells. This is demonstrated by the 1000 plus publications returned using Google Scholar
with the search terms ‘BioFlex FX Tension’2. Given this, a deeper analysis and critique
of the FlexCell system is discussed later in Section 1.3.
1.1.3 Heterogeneous Strain
The transition made by the company behind FlexCellr from a heterogeneous strain
delivery to something which they claim is in general homogeneous is important to this
thesis. Despite this move allowing for easier and more robust experimental protocols,
there are instances in the literature where a heterogeneous strain delivery is instead
sought.
Acknowledging that in vivo tissues are exposed to a wide range of non-uniform me-
chanical loads, Balestrini et al. (2010) investigated the effect of strain gradients across a
substrate cultured with dermal fibroblasts. The group augmented the FlexCellr system
in two ways. Firstly, they affixed a rigid glass coverslip onto the middle of the cell
culture side in BioFlexr wells. When the membrane deforms over the post in the
FlexCellr system, the central fixture causes a non uniform distribution of strain ac-
cross the membrane. Despite the FlexCellr system only being capable of delivering the
same strain to each well, based on theoretical modeling conducted by Mori et al. (2005),
Balestrini et al. included a retrofitted device to adjust the strain in each well regardless
of the vacuum pressure being the same for each well. An annular insert was placed
around the loading post of the FlexCellr system. This insert limits the distension of the
membrane caused by the vacuum. The height of this insert therefore directly affects the
levels of strain on the membrane above. This allows for parallel strain experiments within
the same BioFlexr plate and greatly enhances the throughput of the FlexCellr system.
Using microscopy images taken at defined regions along the radius of the membrane,
they showed a preferential alignment of dermal fibroblasts where prevalence was seen in
certain regions of the membrane.
The retrofit used to increase throughput is not itself without issues. As the authors
themselves note, annular inserts change the waveform of the oscillation period. Cyclic
strain which was programmed to be sinusoidal becomes more square as the height of the
inserts increases. As has been alluded to by Lau et al. (2014) and Leung et al. (1977),
the waveform should be a tunable experimental parameter in and of itself. Therefore
the insert method of increasing throughput results in diminished control of another
parameter: strain period waveform.
Richardson et al. (2011) was similarly interested in the effect of a strain gradient
rather than uniform strain. They constructed a motorised platen based system to push
down upon a circular membrane. Based on either creating a circular hole in the center of
2Conducted in December 2016
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the membrane or, similar to Balestrini et al. (2010), a central fixture, they were able to
generate a non-uniform, radially dependent strain distribution across a membrane. De-
pendent on the geometry of the fixture or hole, a variety of strain patterns and variations
were achievable.
The studies mentioned here are interesting for two reasons. Firstly, they purposely
generated a non-uniform strain distribution in their experiments and secondly, this was
done by augmenting BioFlexr plates. The methods employed in this thesis follow a
similar suit.
1.2 FlexCellr Usage in Literature
This section reviews some of the literature surrounding FlexCellr. Two biological phe-
nomena which this thesis utilises as ‘testing paradigms’ are described. The literature
itself is vast, and so the first part of this section presents a meta analysis of the litera-
ture.
1.2.1 Meta Analysis
When querying Google scholar for literature relating to FlexCellr the volume of results
is such that a full analysis is beyond the scope of this project. However, a meta analysis
is performed on publication titles to illuminate the size of the field.
The open source software Publish or Perish3 was used to extract the meta data of
all publications available by Google Scholar where titles and abstracts include the words
‘flexcell’ and ‘strain’. This generated 3646 entries spanning back to 1990. This list was
further filtered to include only the publication titles which included any of the keywords
‘mechanotransduction’, ‘strain’ or ‘stretch’. This filtered list included 1176 entries.
Figure 1.3(a) shows these publications stratified by year beginning 1990 – the year in
which FlexCellr became a commercial product – to February, 2017 – the date the meta
analysis was conducted. There is a linear increase in publications from 1990 with a peak
in 2014 where nearly 100 publications were released. This steady gradient demonstrates
the increasing popularity of FlexCellr. If the trend continues then the expectation is
another large release of publications by the end of 2017. This plot suggests that although
the technology is dated, it is incumbent. Therefore, discussion and critique of the system
is still justified.
To explore the span of biological topics which are associated with FlexCellr, the title
of each publication was analysed and visualised as a word cloud plot using Wolfram
Mathematica. The titles were split by word into a single list. From this list specific
key words were removed – for example, prepositions and erroneously printed words. A
full list of the removed keywords is presented in Appendix B.1. Figure 1.3(b) shows the
100 most common words from this list where word size is proportional to frequency. This
3Ann-Will Harzing: https://www.harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish
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High Level Literature Review of FlexCellr extracted from Publish or Perish
and further filtered using Wolfram Mathematica. (a) shows the number of
publications released each year where either the title or abstract contain the
words ‘flexcell’ and ‘strain’. (b) shows a word cloud analysis of the words used
in these titles to illuminate the biological fields investigated using FlexCellr.
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analysis provides an informal guide to the biological areas that FlexCellr has been most
used in investigation of.
As would be expected by a stretch inducing apparatus, biological focus has been
predominantly in human smooth muscle and endothelial tissue with protein and gene
expression being a strong area of study. A further predominant area of study is both the
differentiation and proliferation of cells. The latter of these is a topic of interest for this
thesis.
Figure 1.3(b) shows more than just the main areas of study using FlexCellr, but also
describes the variety of biological phenomena which are being elucidated by FlexCellr.
When coupled with the increasing number of publications each year using this system,
a discussion of the validity, and operational use of FlexCellr is both warranted and
needed; when much of the biological information is derived using this system, we should
be asking whether the information is valid. Importantly, given the cost of the system,
we should be asking whether it could be made better.
1.2.2 Phenotypic Modulation
Section 1.2.1 clearly indicates the vast biological space that FlexCellr is used within.
For this thesis, there are two biological areas of interest: modulation of proliferative
phenotypes and plasmid transfection efficacy. These two areas are reviewed below.
1.2.2.1 Inhibition/Stimulation of Proliferation
The proliferative response of cells by cyclic strain is an important foundational layer to
this thesis and a niche in which the ideas of this thesis grew. This section discusses
the literature within this subject employing the FlexCellr system as an investigative
tool. The inhibition and stimulation of proliferation in a variety of cell types has been
demonstrated using the FlexCellr systems (with both the Flex I and BioFlexr plates)
over the last 2 decades.
The first study which investigated a connection between cyclic strain and the growth
rate of cells is found in Sumpio et al. (1987). Using the newly developed Flex I system
the group subjected BAEC cultured on collagen 1 coated plates to 10% stretch at a
frequency of 0.05 Hz. Over a period of 7 days, and against a static control, they showed
a comparative increase in cell number and concluded the induction of a proliferative
phenotype as a result of cyclic stretch. This was shown again several years later by Li
et al. (1994). However, the cell seeding density, strain frequency and duration of the
experiment differed.
Woodell et al. (2003), using the then recently released BioFlexr system, also inves-
tigated the proliferative response of BAEC. Contrary to the studies of Sumpio et al. the
authors instead showed an inhibition of proliferation in response to cyclic stretch. Again,
however, the experimental parameters involved greatly differ: a strain frequency of 0.1
Hz or 0 Hz (indicating static stretch), 4% stretch and an experiment duration of 4 hours.
Cell density was calculated through trypsination and counting and DNA synthesis was
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measured through protocols utilising 3H-thymidine incorporation. Both measurements
indicated inhibition of proliferation both in the 4% static and dynamic stretch regimes.
Because the Woodell et al. (2003) experiment was a question of cell number and
proliferation, the group performed a series of optimisations so that both experimental
and control plates would have the same number of cells at the final time point. Therefore,
initial cell seeding was different for the control case. In light of this, it is difficult to
compare this result to other studies. For comparison of experimental parameters for the
above studies these experiments are stratified in the first four rows in Table 1.1.
The aforementioned studies were conducted on aortic endothelial cells. In the aorta,
the inner layer (the intima) is formed of endothelial cells and is the surface in direct
contact with the pulsatile flow of blood. The middle layer (the media), contains a
network of smooth muscle cells which provide contractile strength to resist the pressure
pulses against the intima. The intima is also the layer which vasoconstricts to maintain
physiological homoeostasis. Many subsequent studies were conducted on aortic smooth
muscle cells. However, just as with the studies using endothelial cells, studies using
aortic smooth muscle cells also at times conflict.
Sumpio and Banes (1988), alongside their study of BAEC also studied Porcine Aortic
Smooth Muscle Cells (PASMC). Using the Flex I system and over 7 days they subjected
these cells to 24% stretch at a frequency of 0.05 Hz. Through cell counting and 3H-
thymidine incorporation they showed an inhibition of proliferation over the duration
of the experiment. Using the same apparatus, Mills et al. (1997) instead showed a
stimulation of proliferation in Bovine Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (BASMC) and Li et al.
(1997) demonstrated a stimulation of proliferation in Rabbit Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells
(RbASMC). Experimental parameters, however, differ between studies as displayed in
Table 1.1.
At the turn of the century, the BioFlexr system replaced the Flex I system. With
this system Chapman et al. (2000) and Hipper and Isenberg (2000) demonstrated an
inhibition of proliferation in both Rat Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (RASMC). These
studies were conducted with different experimental parameters: different cell seeding
densities, strain frequencies, strain magnitudes and experiment duration. Schad et al.
(2011) demonstrated a similar result in RASMC using the BioFlexr system in the ab-
sence of the loading post (see Section 1.1.1).
Using RASMC and with a similar set up as the studies above, Qi et al. (2010)
discovered two values of stretch within the same study where inhibition and stimulation
of proliferation were observed, respectively. They exposed cells which had been serum
starved for 24 hours to 5 and 15% stretch at a frequency of 1.25 Hz. These stretch
values were chosen as the former is understood to be physiologically relevant (Asanuma
et al., 2003) and the latter pathologically relevant (Morrow et al., 2005). Using the
BrdU Proliferation ELISA, they showed, compared to a static control, an inhibition of
proliferation when stretched at 5% and a stimulation of proliferation when 15%.
That there must be a value in between 5 and 15% stretch where the proliferative
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phenotype of the cells switches from inhibitory to stimulatory is an important result for
the arguments of this thesis. All of the studies cited here tend not to titrate the stretch
regime but instead choose one or two values to test. To mitigate the potential for a
switching point in phenotype behaviour many more stretch values should be evaluated.
The high cost of consumables in FlexCellr may be a reason for the absence of this.
Many other studies using the Flex I stress system have also investigated proliferative
effects of cyclic strain in a variety of cell types. Predel et al. (1992) showed a stimulation
of proliferation in Human Saphenous Vein Smooth Muscle Cells (HSVSMC); Yang et al.
(1993): stimulation in Human Coronary Artery Smooth Muscle Cells (HCASMC); Wil-
son et al. (1993): stimulation in Rat Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells (RVSMC); Smith
et al. (1994): stimulation in Canine Tracheal Smooth Muscle Cells (CTSMC), and Bas-
son et al. (1996): stimulation in CACO-2 cells.
All of the studies mentioned above are stratified by experimental parameters in Table
1.1. From doing so, it is clear that the differences in experimental parameters (cell type,
frequency, percentage strain) make it nearly impossible to combine information from
the literature. This is characteristic of many studies involving FlexCellr. Arguably,
what little throughput there is in FlexCellr experiments is hindered further by a lack of
consistent experimental protocol.
1.2.2.2 Plasmid Transfection
Alongside proliferation, another biological area this thesis has interest in is stretch asso-
ciated increases in plasmid transfection efficacies.
Taylor et al. (2003) investigated whether cyclic stretch had an effect on the trans-
fection efficiency of A549 cells (a cell line derived from a human lung epithelial carci-
noma). They used FlexCellr to subject A549 cells to 10% stretch at 1 Hz on laminin
coated BioFlexr plates and subsequently transfected the cells with a luciferase express-
ing plasmid using lipolex. They discovered that with as a little as 30 minutes of stretch
immediately after transfection there was a significantly greater expression of luciferase
24 hours post transfection than in unstretched controls. A luciferase expression increase
of 10 times compared to unstretched controls was observed.
The same group have conducted several studies exploring the mechanisms behind
this. Geiger et al. (2006) suggested that this increased efficacy is in part caused by
cytoskeletal reorganisation of both the microtubule and microfilament network as a direct
consequence of cyclic strain. Lam and Dean (2008) used in situ hybridisation methods
to examine the location of plasmids as well as multiple transcription factors associated
with plasmid nuclear entry. They found a non-uniform distribution of plasmid focussed
around the nucleus as well as increased levels of transcription factors. Comparatively,
in non stretched controls the distribution of plasmids throughout the cytoskeleton was
relatively uniform. Later, Eldib and Dean (2011) suggest that an additional reason
for the enhanced gene transfer could be both increased levels of acetylated microtubles
responsible for directed active transport as well as a reduction in cytoplasmic stiffness
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which results in increased diffusion.
These studies use the lung epithelial carcinoma cell line, A549. In a separate study
Bryer and Koh (2007) examined the same principles in the skeletal muscle myotube cell
line, C2C12; a particular cell line of choice when investigating muscle. On collagen 1
coated BioFlexr plates they subjected cells to 20% strain at a frequency of 1 Hz for
1 hour before transfecting the cells with a luciferase plasmid. They showed a 2.5 fold
increase in the expression of luciferase in cells which had been cyclicly strained compared
to static controls. Not only this, they show also showed a dependence on this fold increase
by strain frequency, magnitude, and time which suggests that a set (or sets) of parameters
exist which generate an optimal response.
Regardless of the mechanisms or cell lines, an increase in plasmid transfection efficacy
due to mechanical stimuli is a promising development in gene therapy where arguably
the safety of viral transfection methods is still of substantial concern. Coupled with
potential technologies for in vivo delivery of mechanical force, there may be therapeutic
potential for spatially targeted gene therapy modalities.
1.2.2.3 Examples of Other Cell Types and Phenotypes
Predominance is here given to examples of stretch related proliferation in smooth muscle
and endothelial cells. However, as highlighted by Figure 1.3(b), the study of stretch and
cellular behaviour is not limited to these examples.
For example, cyclic strain is implicated in increased expression of collagen synthesis
and degradation compounds (Liu et al., 2015), secretion of growth factors (Sumpio et al.,
1998; Schad et al., 2011), gene expression (Birukov et al., 1995; Riha et al., 2007), and
cellular morphology (Standley et al., 2002; Cha et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008).
In cardiac biology, the FlexCellr system has also been used to explore stretch related
effects. For example, in cardiac myocytes, stretch is associated with hypertrophic and
apoptotic responses (Ruwhof et al., 2000; Pimentel et al., 2001), vascular endothelial
growth factor release (Seko et al., 1999) and gene expression (Van Wamel et al., 2000)
to name but a few. Myocytes derived from human-induced pluripotent stem cells in co-
culture with human embrionic stem cell have been shown to proliferate at a significantly
higher rate when exposed to cyclic strain compared to without (Tulloch et al., 2011). In
efforts to engineer cardiovascular tissue, cyclic strain has been implicated in beneficially
enhancing mechanical properties of tissue constructs (Boerboom et al., 2008; Syedain
and Tranquillo, 2009).
The mechanobiology field is large and the cell types known to be implicated as
influenced by mechanical stretch are far greater in number than mentioned here. The
promising results of mechanically conditioning tissue for, in particular, cardiac related
purposes is further indicative of the potential gains to be made by having a good general
understanding of the relationship between strain and phenotype, with the assumption
that more information better informs future studies.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4
Adapted results of Li et al. (1994) and Vande Geest et al. (2004) giving the
inferred relationship between distance from the center and percentage strain.
(a) is taken directly from Li et al. (1994) of FEM for the Flex I system.
Strain is radially dependent and symmetric. (b) results have been extracted
from the original plot of Vande Geest et al. (2004) using the open source
software ‘Plot Digitizer’. It shows FEM results for four pressures in the
BioFlexr system with a 25 mm post. The region to the left of the first
dashed line is the membrane which is above the post. The period in between
the two dashed lines is the region of the membrane over the fillet region of
the post. The region to the right of the second dashed line is the region of
the membrane beyond the post.
1.3 Strain Analysis of The FlexCellr System
Given the vast volume of literature on the FlexCellr system, a deeper discussion of the
distribution of strain delivered by the system is warranted. Theoretical work presented
in Section 1.4 argues that there are inherent problems with the system based on standard
experimental use. Here, the history and methodology of analysis of strain distributions
is presented for context.
The work of Gilbert et al. (1990) and Gilbert et al. (1994) is the first study of the
distribution of strain across the Flex I membranes. In the earlier of the two, Gilbert et al.
imprinted, using toner ink, a series of concentric circles onto the underside of a Flex I
membrane whilst it was partially cured. They filmed the membrane deforming under
vacuum pressure and, with a suitable reference image and armed with a protractor, man-
ually measured quantities from hard copies of the images. This allowed for calculation
of strain for each circle. Their results indicated a heterogeneous distribution of strain.
Although this method of calculation may now be considered primitive, their result was
subsequently backed by the finite element analysis (FEA) in Gilbert et al. (1994).
As previously discussed, Gilbert et al. treated the Flex I membrane as an incompress-
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ible, hyperelastic material with a neo-Hookean strain energy function. They assigned the
value of C10 = 100 kPa which corresponds to an equivalent elastic modulus of around 600
kPa. No justification, however, was given for why this value was chosen. The geometry
of the Flex I membrane is defined as 25.4 mm in diameter and 2.1 mm thick. Their
results, directly reproduced from Li et al. (1994) in Figure 1.4(a) suggest with 20 kPa of
negative pressure generating a radial strain ranging between 5% to 25% dependent on
radial location on the membrane.
As discussed in Section 1.1, a homogeneous distribution of strain is desired for quan-
tification methods of cell experiments. With this understanding Gilbert et al. also
conducted FEA of a measuring 34.5 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick. With 46 kPa of
negative pressure the membrane produces a relatively homogeneous strain of around 10%
but with a sharp increase to around 27% strain a few millimetres from the membrane
edge. This theoretical work is likely the foundation for the BioFlexr system.
For the system with the addition of the fixed platen (referred to as the ‘post system’),
there has been only two FEA studies since the device was patented in 2000. The first
and most cited comes from Vande Geest et al. (2004).
In the FlexCellr user manuals only a single strain value per vacuum pressure is
given. How these have been calculated is not disclosed. Vande Geest et al. realised
that a significant portion of the membrane would be deforming ‘off-post’ (see Figure
1.2) where the strain is unlikely to be homogeneous. They provided the first theoretical
investigation on the spatial distribution across the entire membrane in the post system.
Like Gilbert et al. (1994), Vande Geest et al. treated the (now thinner) membrane as
an incompressible, hyperelastic material using the neo-Hookean strain energy function
to characterise the material. They conducted uniaxial tensile tests of the membrane
together with non-linear least-squares methods to deduce the value of the parameter
C10. They determine the value of C10 to be 282 kPa for the BioFlexr membrane. This
corresponds to an equivalent elastic strain modulus of around 1638 kPa.
Vande Geest et al. (2004) constructed their FEM model as follows. The 17.49 mm
radius (0.5 mm thick) membrane sits over a rigid post with a radius of 12.70 mm. The
top edge of the post is given a fillet with a radius of 1.778 mm – a value provided by
FlexCellr. The lubrication layer between the membrane and the post is represented in
the model as a contact friction coefficient equal to 0.03. Membrane edges were prescribed
a zero displacement boundary condition to represent the edge of the well. Pressure is
applied directly to the underside of the membrane between the membrane edge and the
edge of the loading post.
Their results indicate a heterogeneous distribution of radial and circumferential strain
across the membrane. An increase in variation of this distribution is seen as negative
pressure increases. They demonstrate a notable difference in membrane behaviour be-
tween the regions over the post and the regions off the post. Specifically, differences
between radial and circumferential strain which suggest the absence of true biaxial strain
as claimed by BioFlexr . Their results have been adapted for this thesis in Figure 1.4(b).
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For pressure of -80 kPa, the theoretical strain at the center of the membrane is calculated
to be 15% and increases to 20% at the edge of the post region before decreasing in the
off post region and increasing near the boundaries of the membrane. Compared to the
results for -20 kPa of pressure, strain distributions become increasingly heterogeneous
when greater strains are programmed.
This analysis provides a major criticism of the FlexCellr system. If strain distribu-
tions over the membrane are neither homogeneous or even consistently heterogeneous,
then not only is the information generated using this system inaccurate, but also the
comparison of results from different programmed strain regimes may not be sound. For
example, an experiment comparing the response of cells when stretched at 5% and 20%
will actually compare cells stretched roughly at 5% with cells stretched anywhere in a
range between 15% and 20%. Not only is this not desirable as a method in cell biology,
but any statistical test which doesn’t take this into account will produce false p-values
and hence generate unsound scientific conclusions.
Chiang et al. (2010) present the second FEM analysis which has been conducted of
the BioFlexr system. The group identify a flaw in the method of Vande Geest et al.
and attempt to improve the model. They noted that the negative pressure in the FE
model was only applied to the portion of the membrane initially exposed outside the
post region. In reality, the area which the pressure is applied to would increase as a
greater proportion of the membrane stretches over the post. To address this, Chiang
et al. developed what they termed an ‘adaptive loading algorithm’. This ramps the
pressure from 0 to a desired amount in small increments where after each increment the
newly exposed membrane is subject to the pressure in the next increment. The group did
uniaxial stress-strain measurements, similar to Vande Geest et al. to deduce an elastic
strain modulus of 1750 kPa.
Critically, there is no discussion of heterogeneous strain in their FEM results. There
is also no indication of how they associate a strain value to a specific pressure load. For
example, for 20 kPa of pressure, their model suggests a strain on the membrane of 3%;
given that the distribution of strain is heterogeneous, how this value is calculated is not
disclosed. The aim of their work seems to be to generate a pressure-strain formula which
is dependent on the radius of the membrane and post, membrane thickness, and elastic
strain modulus with free parameters fit by regression analysis of multiple FEMs. Such
may be a useful tool if the distribution of strain is homogeneous. However, under the
assumption the Vande Geest et al. data (herin referred to as ‘VG Data’) is true, the
theoretical analysis presented in the next section arguably negates the value of deducing
a formula of this kind.
Discrepancies between theoretically measured strains and what the FlexCellr software
programs have been well established. Colombo et al. (2008), in particular, using empirical
strain measurements, showed significant differences from the FlexCellr user programmed
strain, the strain reported back by the software, and empirically measured strain when
frequency is varied. Woodell et al. (2003) showed changes in measured strain over time,
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initially lower than the software predicted but eventually exceeding predicted values over
5 days. Colombo et al. argue that user calibration to set the pressure-deformation equa-
tion (the central component of the programming for the FlexCellr vacuum) is needed
for each experiment in order to improve comparability of studies.
The FlexCellr system is still used by many and as discussed is the backbone for
at least 1000 publications. Given 1) strain distributions are not as homogeneous as
initially thought, and 2) programming the system to deliver a strain regime may not do
so without further calibration, it is reasonable to be asking whether the methodology is
valid.
1.4 A Theoretical Exploration on the Validity of FlexCellr
Section 1.3 discussed efforts to understand the distribution of strain across BioFlexr
membranes. This information has only ever been used in the literature as a description
of the FlexCellr system. Given a heterogeneous strain distribution, the question of
the validity of using population averaging quantification (for example, 3H-thymidine
incorporation, BrdU ELISA’s, trypsination and cell counting) has never been asked. In
this section, using data extracted from Vande Geest et al. (2004), a small, but novel,
analysis is conducted to assess the FlexCellr system. This analysis is based on two
assumptions:
1. The strain profiles across BioFlexr membranes generated by Vande Geest et al.
(2004) are true.
2. Arbitrary strain-phenotype (S-P) relationships of a fictional cell type can be ade-
quately defined.
The strategy is to use pre-defined S-P relationships together with the VG data to
build in silico experiments which are analogous to the current usage of FlexCellr where
cell population are averaged for behaviour. Because the S-P relationships are pre defined,
we can quantitatively evaluate the degree to which the in silico experiments are able
return the original S-P relationship. This analysis is designed to illuminate the validity
of experiments in literature.
1.4.1 Methods
An interpolating function is used inWolfram Mathematica to construct functions for each
of the Vande Geest et al. strain curves in Figure 1.4(b) where for any radial distance from
the center of the membrane the strain is given. This information is used to construct
2-dimensional distribution maps of strain across the membrane for each pressure value.
The interpolated mean values are calculated as being the spatial mean value of these
maps. That is, if the maps were broken into equal 1 mm square segments, the value of
strain in each is totalled and averaged across all square segments.
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Two types of hypothetical S-P relationship are defined. The first assumes a contin-
uous relationship between strain and phenotype where transitions between inhibition to
stimulation are possible. Such a model may be justified based on the work of Qi et al.
(2010) who used FlexCellr to show a switching of inhibition to stimulation of prolifer-
ation in smooth muscle cells when stretched at 5% and 15% respectively. In this case a










where the dependent variable, s, is strain, α ∈ {−1, 1}, β ∈ [3, 10] and {α, β} ∈ R.
Figure 1.5(a) displays this function for various choices of α and β. The y-axis value
represents an arbitrary metric describing phenotype activity relative to an unstretched
control. For example, if the phenotype of interest was proliferation, then r = 1 would
represent a 1 fold increase in proliferation. Equally, an r = −1 represents a 1 fold
decrease. The function imposes that at s = 0 there is no change in phenotype compared
to control.
The second type of S-P relationship we consider is one which is discontinuous. This
type of relationship assumes the requirement for specific strains to be reached in order




0, 0 ≤ s < x1,
y2(x1 − s)
x1 − x2 , x2 ≤ s ≤ x2,
y2, x2 < s < x3,
s(y2 − y4)− x4y2 + x3y4
x3 − x4 , x3 ≤ s ≤ x4,
y4, s > x4,
(1.4.2)
where x1 ∈ [0.5, 10], x2 ∈ [x1 + 1, x1 + 10], x3 ∈ [x2 + 1, x2 + 7], x4 ∈ [x3 + 1, x3 + 10],
y2 ∈ [−1, 1], y4 ∈ [−1, 1] and {x1, x2, x3, x4, y2, y4} ∈ R. Figure 1.5(b) shows function
r2(s) plotted for random parameters choices and is interpreted as above. Parameter
ranges in Equation 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 were chosen through trial and error.
In silico experiments are conducted by assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells
across the membrane. With this, the S-P functions are used to map the behaviour of the
cells according to the strain at each particular location in space. The function mapping
generates ‘phenotype maps’ (shown in the first row of Figure 1.6(a) for an example r1(s)).
As would be conducted in real experiments, this phenotype map is spatially averaged
where this averaged value is associated with the strain regime originally delivered.
The decision of which strain is associated with this averaged response will have an ef-
fect on the validity of the result. Three methods of defining this strain value is conducted
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Four examples for each hypothetical strain-phenotype (S-P) relationship. (a)
Type r1 relationships are continuous functions which are always 0 for strain
values of 0. (b) Type r2 relationships are piecewise and account for the
possibility that strain thresholds must be reached for particular changes in
phenotype activity. By randomizing the parameters in each model, different
hypothetical S − P relationships can be generated.
as follows: (i) ‘FlexCellr ’: using the value of strain that the FlexCellr documentation
associates with each pressure value, (ii) ‘Center’: using the value of strain at the center
of the membrane – as in Vande Geest et al. (2004), and (iii) ‘Interpolated Mean’: using
the mean value of the strain distributions from Figure 1.4(b) after interpolation. These
values are detailed in Table 1.2.
Given the strain phenotype relationship is pre-defined, the error returned in the in
silico experiments can be assessed by mean square error (MSE). If si = [s1, s2, s3, s4] are
the proscribed strain values for each applied pressures 20, 40, 60, 80 kPa, respectively,
and p¯i = (p¯1, p¯2, p¯3, p¯4) are the averaged responses from each phenotype map, then, for






(p¯i − r(si))2. (1.4.3)
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Table 1.2
FlexCellr Strain Regime Values Depending on Method. Values of strains
are associated with the averaged response for each pressure value depending
on method of calculation.
Pressure Strain (%)
(kPa) (i) FlexCellr (ii) Center (iii) Interpolated Mean
20 3.7 4 4.4
40 9.2 7 8
60 15.6 10.5 11.7
80 20.2 15.2 17
To generate distributions of MSE, stochastic re-sampling is run 10,000 times for both
r(s) functions and for each associated value of strain. This involves for each step:
1. Random assignment of the parameters detailed for each of the equations 1.4.1 and
1.4.2 based on their defined constraints.
2. Calculating the resultant phenotype mean after applying the randomly generated
r(s) to each of the four strain distributions.
3. Calculation of the MSE for each strain value in Table 1.2.
4. Repeat.
Accuracy of the FlexCellr system and methodology is therefore based on comparisons
of MSE distributions.
1.4.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 1.6 illustrates a single step in the stochastic resampling process for the r1 type
relationship with α = 1 and β = 5 (Figure 1.6(d)). The mapping of strain distribution to
phenotype distribution using the S-P function is displayed by density maps in the second
row of Figure 1.6(a). The greater the heterogeneity in strain distribution the greater it
is in the phenotype. This is shown more formally in the distributions in Figures 1.6(b)
and 1.6(c). Here, the spatial maps are discretised into 1 mm squares and the phenotype
values in each square obtained from the distribution. The phenotype distribution for
−80 kPa ranges from 0 to −1.5 but with a mean located around −0.5. Figure 1.6(d)
displays the results of associating each set of applied strain values (FlexCellr, Center
Strain, Interpolated Mean) with the mean phenotype distribution overlaid on the true
relationship. It is immediately clear that, if the results of Vande Geest et al. are held
to be true, the values of applied strain that the FlexCellr system proscribes for 20,
40, 60 and 80 kPa of pressure do not represent the true relationship when the cellular
phenotype response is averaged. For higher levels of pressure the predicted relationship
is skewed to the right. Similarly, when the central value of strain is associated with
the mean phenotype (values used by Vande Geest et al. (2004)), for higher levels of
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(a) Figure continued overleaf.
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10 . (a) shows graphically, the r(s) function being applied to the strain map
to generate the resulting phenotype map. (b)-(c) provide the distributions
from (a) showing that in this case the spread of phenotype values for 80 kPa
is wide. (d) shows the effect of associated different strain values to the mean
of the phenotype. MSE values suggest the best association is one which uses
the interpolated mean of the strain map.
pressure, the relationship is skewed to the left. However, this discrepancy is overcome
when the interpolated mean of the strain is associated with mean phenotype. Use of
this strain value results in a strong correlation even at higher pressures. The visual
interpretation is corroborated by the MSE values being 0.36, 0.16 and 6.4 × 10−5 for
the FlexCellr, Center, and Interpolated Mean values of strain, respectively.
This result is analytically trivial. The region over which the strain is most heteroge-
neous (80 kPa, 15 - 20% strain) coincides with the S-P relationship being approximately
linear. Given the distribution of strain for 80 kPa is roughly normal (Figure 1.6(c)), the
mean of the strain will correctly associate with the mean of the phenotype.
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The results from 10,000 re-sampling steps for both r1 type (a) and r2 type
(b) functions. In both cases, when the interpolated mean strain is associated
with the mean phenotype, the MSE is significantly lower than when using
the central strain value and the value FlexCellr gives.
There is no reason, however, to assume that the true relationship will be linear over
this region. Therefore 10,000 random samples of the S-P functions were generated and
each in silico experiment quantified using the mean square error function (Equation
1.4.3). The results of this are shown in Figure 1.7. For the continuous r1 type rela-
tionships the mean MSE incurred by using the FlexCellr strain values is an order of
magnitude greater than using the central strain value, and four orders greater than when
the interpolated mean is used (Figure 1.7(a)). A similar result is seen for the piecewise
r2 type relationships (Figure 1.7(b)).
The standard biological usage of the FlexCellr Tension System involves delivering a
strain regime to a monolayer of cells set by a computer – for example 20% stretch which
corresponds to 80 kPa of negative pressure – and then assessing the cells for a phenotype
of interest through a population averaging method. Although the finite element analysis
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of Vande Geest et al. is often cited in the literature for a standard description of the
FlexCellr system, there doesn’t appear to be a discussion of the implications of this
work, and in particular the validity of population averaging given the strain stimulus
heterogeneity.
The pressure-strain relationship of the FlexCellr system is in conflict with the values
Vande Geest et al. use to describe the relationship (Table 1.2). Using the analysis
described here, these values were tested in the in silico experiments together with an
interpolated mean of the VG data.
The results here suggest the need for caution when performing FlexCellr
experiments and interpretation of previous results. Under the assumption that the VG
data is true, if using the strain values that FlexCellr assigns to applied pressure then
the probability of uncovering a false or partially false S-P relationship is, compared to
when using the central strain value of the VG data, high. However, even in the central
value case there is still a chance of error that when compared to the results of using the
interpolated mean, is unsatisfactory.
Under the assumption that the VG data is inaccurate in describing the values of
strain but correct in the distribution, the results here suggest that population averaging
is, based on the r(s) functions chosen here, an acceptable method despite the hetero-
geneity. This however comes with the caveat that the strain value associated with the
averaged phenotype response must be the mean across the entire membrane. If the values
given in the FlexCellr manual are not representative of this, then there is an inherent
and unknown error in the FlexCellr method. Arguably, this can be rectified if further
investigation and scientific agreement can be reached about what this mean value is.
Although not examined as part of this analysis, an interesting continuation of this
work is asking the question of whether by considering only on-post regions of the BioFlexr
membrane, together with the VG data and this analysis method, does exclusion of the
outer annulus improve the MSE scores. In part this mimics the methodology employed
by Li et al. (1994) but would serve as an interesting addition to this work.
1.5 Limitations of FlexCellr
Although widely popular and an industry standard technology, there are still limitations
of the FlexCellr system.
Aside from not allowing for economical study of general strain-phenotype relation-
ships – a lack of throughput – there are unanswered questions of intra-experimental
strain variance caused by the manual lubrication of the loading post. There exists no
studies which examine the effect of lubrication volume and dispersion across the loading
post and any changes to the resultant distribution of strain in the FlexCellr system. It
stands to reason that the consistency of this lubrication process will not be constant.
Without an analysis of the effects of this, arguably confidence in the repeatability of the
system is hindered.
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Another limitation of the system arises from personal experience of its use. Through-
out this thesis the FlexCellr FX 3000 has been utilised for experimentation. The loading
plate, however, shows signs of warping and preliminary biological experimentation (not
here presented) alludes to a wide intra-well strain variance within each experiment. The
suggestion being that warping of the loading plate results in the delivery of differing
strain regimes to each well in a BioFlexr plate. Although not a limitation of how the
system theoretically works, it calls into question the validity of results based on the shelf
life of the apparatus.
1.6 Advantages/Disadvantages of Utilising Heterogeneous
Strain
The FlexCellr system delivers a relatively homogenous distribution of strain to a mono-
layer of cells. To address the problem with a lack of high throughput in strain-phenotype
experiments this thesis proposes utilising a heterogeneous strain stimulus as a method of
capturing as wide as possible population of strain-phenotype cell behaviour. However,
this itself is open to critique.
In particular this idea necessarily assumes that the response of a cell to a particular
magnitude of stretch does not influence its neighbouring cells. With strain induced
proliferation, at the very least, this assumption is not true. Wilson et al. (1993) showed
that neonatal rat vascular smooth muscle cells, when stretched using the Flex I system,
are induced to proliferate through an autocrine secretion of Platelet Derived Growth
Factor (PDGF). Therefore, in a heterogeneous strain regime it is entirely possible that
the PDGF released by a population of cells triggered by an unknown strain magnitude
would diffuse through media and similarly stimulate other cells experiencing a different
strain magnitude to proliferate. In this case, without advanced statistical methodology,
it would be impossible to decouple the general relationship between strain magnitude
upon cellular proliferation.
This highlights a limitation of utilising heterogeneous strain and demonstrates the
need for care taken over which phenotypes are investigated and how they are investigated.
As explored more in Chapter 5, the mechanisms for strain induced plasmid transfection is
likely to be due to cytoskeletal rearrangement and therefore purely intracellular (Geiger
et al., 2006). Because of this, although not certain, the triggering of rearrangement of
a cell caused by a specific strain magnitude is unlikely to influence neighbouring cells.
Therefore this serves as a better candidate for general exploration utilising heterogeneous
strain.
It is important to note, however, that the methodology developed here which is based
upon delivering heterogeneous strain is not designed to be a replacement for conventional
apparatus like the FlexCellr system or a methodology for conditioning tissue for engi-
neering therapeutics, but instead a strategy for uncovering relationships on a deeper
level. The primary purpose is to rapidly elucidate strain parameters required for a de-
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sired phenotype to better inform either further experimentation, using for example the
FlexCellr system, or the engineering of novel mechanical bioreactors for conditioning or
building biological tissue.
The problem of exploiting heterogeneous strain regimes and communication between
cells is a problem for those phenotypes where signalling molecules or cell junction com-
munication is implicated. However, this problem is theoretically mitigated by the assays
used to assess cell behaviour. For example, in the work carried out in this thesis and as
well as much in the literature, BrdU ELISA and EdU imaging assays are used to assess
proliferation after cells have been exposed to stretch. As discussed above, the implication
of PDGF as an autocrine/endocrine factor means that assessment using EdU imaging
assays will not allow correlation between the heterogeneous stimulus and the cellular
response. However, if instead of measuring for proliferation, the production of PDGF
could be appropriately recorded and associated with strain then perhaps general corre-
lations could still be uncovered utilising heterogeneous strain and still inform a general
relationship between strain and phenotype.
Using a heterogeneous strain stimulus for uncovering general strain-phenotype rela-
tionships has disadvantages, but the absence of a high throughput system using a ho-
mogeneous strain delivery (for example, a 48 well type BioFlexr plate where each well
could be exposed to a different but homogeneous strain magnitude) justifies exploration
of unconventional methods.
There are, however, advantages of developing a system using heterogeneous strain.
It is conceivable that force as a therapeutic could be harnessed using magnetic pressure
delivered within the body powered from outside, for example with the rise of magnetic
nanotechnology. The strain delivered would most likely rarely be homogeneous and
mechanisms to be able to understand the response of tissue to inhomogeneous strains is
useful in this respect. Therefore, caution is required in deriving general strain-phenotype
results when utilising heterogeneous strain, but the potential benefits currently outweigh
the disadvantages.
1.7 Thesis Aims and Objectives
This final section of the introduction synthesises the discussion up to this point. With
this, an argument for the need of improvement is made and a potential avenue for doing
so proposed.
1.7.1 Motivation for Generalisation
From the perspective of engineering an object from constituent components, regard-
less of what this object is, arguably the best strategy is to have a solid, foundational
understanding of each component which is to make up this object.
Prior to this thesis we were exploring tissue engineering strategies which utilised
cyclic mechanical strain as a therapeutic tool to condition tissue, both ex and in vivo.
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Although ex vivo tissue engineering was already utilising mechanical stimulus in bespoke
bioreactors, we saw potential for similar strategies in vivo using magnetic material as
the delivery vehicle of force to generate strains within the body.
The review in Section 1.2 highlights the lack of studies which quantitatively examine
the general relationships between a single cell type and strain parameters. Despite there
being evidence that different strain values can switch cell behaviour from an inhibitive to
proliferative phenotype (Qi et al., 2010), there is no effort to understand a single cell type
across a spectrum of strain values. Considering many ex vivo tissue engineering strategies
utilising mechanical stimulus would be anchored some extent upon FlexCellr studies, it
should be legitimate to ask whether these efforts are fully optimal.
As a point of argument, it is optimal to know as much as possible about a ‘thing’
before adding and manipulating ‘things’ to engineer something new; that as a maxim it is
better to know more than you use than to use only what you know. To this end, general
strain-phenotype relationships should be sought. Currently however, this is both time
consuming and expensive and perhaps explains why this is never done. The studies we
presently have which use FlexCellr, as a point of contention, tell us only that there is a
relationship between cyclic stretch and cellular phenotype modulation but not, crucially
for engineering, what this relationship is in general.
Because of this, the primary aim of this thesis is to develop a new method for con-
ducting experiments between strain and cellular behaviour which increases the volume
of data to allow for rapid and generalised characterisation of cellular behaviour.
1.7.2 Thesis Hypothesis: Exploiting Spatial Heterogeneity
The small theoretical work conducted in Section 1.4 grew from the discussion in Section
1.3. Given the FlexCellr system exhibits heterogeneity in the distribution of strain
across the membrane, by beginning with the supposition that the relationship between
strain and cellular phenotype is known, the theoretical analysis demonstrates instances
where the system completely fails to capture ‘truth’.
Although this work is purely theoretical it points to a possibility of experimental
failure. This failure is entirely due to a fundamental experimental mismatching which
applies a heterogeneous stimulus but quantifies with a homogeneous, population averag-
ing methodology.
The FlexCellr system was a redevelopment of the Flex I system in order to decrease
the variation of strain across the membrane. The Flex I system on the other hand had
a well known heterogeneous distribution. As discussed in Section 1.2, this was such
that researchers physically fenced the membrane into two annular regions and assigned
different strain values to the regions despite being from the same membrane. Where Li
et al. (1994) used a single physical fence to divide areas, the proposition of this thesis is
to deliver a strain regime which is highly heterogeneous and use many hundreds of virtual
fences to divide the area whilst at the same time attempt to substantially increase the
variation of strain across the membrane. This strategy is schematised in Figure 1.8 with
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Figure 1.8
Thesis Hypothesis Schematic. A well defined heterogeneous distribution of
strain is delivered to a monolayer of cells. Phenotype staining using fluores-
cent techniques and automated image acquisition will capture the behaviour
of all cells. Image analysis to extract the behaviour of every cell in small
voxels generates a ‘phenotype map’. Correspondingly, the heterogeneous
stimulus is understood on the same voxel resolution in the ‘stimulus map’.
Appropriate statistical correlation could then uncover the relationship be-
tween stimulus and phenotype for a range of strain parameters from within
the same experiment.
the detail as follows:
Right Branch 1: A highly heterogeneous strain stimulus is applied to a cell monolayer
of interest.
Right Branch 2: Rather than using a population averaging assay or method, the cells
are fixed and fluorescently stained to highlight a particular phenotype
of interest. For example, using a life technologies ‘Click-it’ imaging
kit to quantify the proliferative state of each cell. This step is shown
by ‘B’ in Figure 1.8.
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Right Branch 3: The fluorescently labelled sample is imaged at high resolution in its
entirety using many hundred or possibly thousands of images. Each
image serves to discretise the substrate into small ‘chunks’. The
border of each image is a virtual fence analogous to the physical
fences in Li et al. (1994). This is ‘C’ in Figure 1.8.
Right Branch 4: Using bespoke image analysis algorithms, the behaviour of each cell is
extracted using fluorescent information to create a discrete phenotype
map. This is ‘D’ in Figure 1.8.
Right Branch 5: The discrete phenotype map is considered as a matrix, P, where each
value represents the averaged cellular behaviour inside each image.
Left Branch 1: A highly heterogeneous strain stimulus is applied to a cell monolayer
of interest.
Left Branch 2: This strain stimulus, either through theoretical or physical measure-
ments, is understood and well defined on the same resolution and
with the same dimensions as the virtual fencing. This information is
used to create a discrete stimulus map.
Left Branch 3: The discrete stimulus map is considered as a matrix, S, where each
value represents the averaged strain stimulus for each of the corre-
sponding discrete stimulus entries in P.
LR Correlation 1: Because the entries of Sij are generated from the same area of
space that the entries Pij are generated from, statistical correla-
tion between the two matrices may uncover the relationship be-
tween strain and phenotype for a range governed by the variance
in strain distribution across a membrane.
Creating virtual fences using imaging allows for averages to be taken over a much
smaller area where the variance of the stimulus is negligible and therefore each image, or
voxel, is considered as a single experimental data point. In this way, from one experiment
many dozens of strain stimulus values can be simultaneously assessed, whereas many
methodologies only allow for one.
Coincidently, this idea has similarities with Khademolhosseini et al. (2016) who sam-
pled images from defined locations across a membrane having been exposed to a het-
erogeneous stimulus. This is also seen in the work of Harshad et al. (2016) (see Section
1.1.1.4). The key difference between these studies and this thesis is the emphasis on
discovering relationships in general. Where they sampled few images from designated
locations here the aim is to sample everything without bias which, together with com-
putational methods, utilises all the information to provide relationships as general as
possible.
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Based on the strategy outlined above, the hypothesis, or more accurately, the aim, of
this thesis is that an apparatus can be designed which follows the architecture of Figure
1.8 and does generate an increase in the volume of information available to researchers
relating cyclic strain to phenotypic modulation. If this approach is shown to work,
consideration of the results of Qi et al. (2010) alludes to potential benefits. Their results
indicate the existence of a strain value which switches phenotypic behaviour from a
inhibitory proliferative state to a stimulatory. To uncover these values many experiments
would need to be conducted on the FlexCellr system together with regression analysis of
the results to predict the switching value. Subsequent experiments would then be needed
to validate this prediction. The benefit of the heterogeneous strain method proposed here
is that, theoretically, this switching value should be uncovered from initial experiments
together with the results Qi et al. deduced. Under this approach, assumptions are
not required before experimentation and therefore experimentation does not need to
be tailored based on a best guess. Therefore, the approach explored here arguably
enhances cell stretching experiments and increases the volume of biological information
substantially.
This thesis is initially presented in discrete chapters addressing each of the ‘Left
Branch’/‘Right Branch’ requirements of the strategy.
Chapter 2 describes the development of a novel apparatus which address the criteria:
Right Branch 1 and Left Branch 1.
Chapter 3 describes the development of the protocol of acquiring images as well as
the development of bespoke algorithms to generate the discrete phenotype map. This
addresses the criteria Right Branch 3 - 5.
Chapter 4 describes efforts to both empirically and theoretically understand the
bespoke apparatus described in Chapter 2 in order to construct the discrete stimulus
map. This addresses the criteria Left Branch 2 - 3.
Throughout this research project efforts have always been directed towards a com-
pleted biological proof of principle. The testing paradigms and biological exemplars are
found within Chapters 5. Biological protocols used throughout this thesis are standard
methods. These are detailed in Appendix A and are referred to by hyper-linked Pro-
tocol reference numbers. The goals of this thesis, however, are never fully realised. In
part this is due to time constraints and in part due to the complexity of integrating all
components into a working prototype. This is discussed in more detail in the concluding
chapter of this thesis, where foundations for continuing research are laid.
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Chapter 2
Novel Apparatus: Cyclic Strain by
Magnetic Actuation
As discussed in Chapter 1.1.1; page 23 the FlexCellr tension system evolved to deliver
strain to BioFlexr membranes which is as homogeneous as possible. Thus, to charac-
terize cellular responses to cyclic strain as proposed in this thesis – by exploiting a het-
erogeneous stimulus – the FlexCellr system is insufficient. Together with other limiting
factors; that (i) the contact between manifold and membrane may not always be constant,
(ii) predicted strain regimens are often inconsistent with true strain, and (iii) the anal-
ysis conducted in Section 1.4; page 42, which, under the assumption that Vande Geest
et al. (2004) is true, shows theoretical inconsistencies with the traditional, population
averaging, usage of FlexCellr, a new system to impart strain to cells is needed.
Prior to the work conducted in this this thesis a new system to deform the mem-
brane of BioFlexr plates was conceived, for purposes other than the research here, by
Dr. Richard Day. It was realised early that this system may be suitable for providing
the heterogeneous strain distribution required for the virtual fencing method proposed
here. This chapter details a body of work focussed on engineering developments and
refinements to this initial system. The basis of the refinement is drawn from analysis
of Dr. Day’s original prototype. The refinement itself makes heavy use of computer
assisted design (CAD) modelling and Nylon selective laser sintering (SLS) 3D Printing.
The outcome of this work is the production of a novel, low cost, portable kit capable of
delivering heterogeneous strain to cell cultures in BioFlexr plates.
This work is delivered here in two distinct sections: (i) a description of the initial
prototype together with an analysis and critique, and (ii) the steps taken to refine this
into a low cost, engineered apparatus. Dr. Day’s original apparatus is herein referred to
as the ‘original prototype’.
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Figure 2.1
Schematic of Basic Principle of Magnetic Actuation. Each membrane in
a BioFlexr plate is augmented to include a small permanent magnet. In
this way, a second set of magnets underneath each well if rotated would
dynamically interact with the embedded magnet in such a way that, given the
magnet is fixed in place, it would periodically deform the flexible membrane.
Theoretically, if the deformation is sufficient, cultured cells on top of the
membrane would be stretched as in the case of the BioFlexr system, but
with a distinctly different strain profile.
2.1 Chapter Aims and Requirements
In accordance with the thesis aims detailed in 1.7.2; page 52 the aim of this chapter
is to construct apparatus capable of actuating a BioFlexr plate such that it fulfils the
following requirements:
1. A heterogeneous strain distribution is generated on each BioFlexr membrane with
a variance reaching up to 25% stretch (matching the capability of FlexCellr and
containing experimental stretch parameters from studies in literature as detailed
in Table 1.1; page 37).
2. The oscillation period of zero to maximum stretch is controllable for each well.
3. The apparatus is designed with consistency and repeatability in mind to be used
for experimental purposes.
2.2 Basic Principle
Where the FlexCellr system deforms a flexible membrane using vacuum pressure, the
basic principle in the original prototype is instead deformation using magnetism. By em-
bedding small permanent magnet to the underside of the membranes of BioFlexr plates,
the rotation of a secondary set of permanent magnets will create interacting magnetic
forces. The embedded magnet (EM), schematised in Figure 2.1, is attracted/repulsed as
a result of the rotating magnets. The magnetic pressure on the EM causes a deformation
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Figure 2.2
BioFlexr plate augmentation according to Protocol C.1. A Magnet is placed
in the middle of the underside of a well (by eye) before a 1ml preparation of
silicone elastomer is syringed over the top of the magnet and left to cure for
3 days. The magnet is then sandwiched between the 2 flexible layers acting
as a transducer of magnetic force to deform the dual elastomer membrane.
of the membrane. If the deformation is sufficient then the flexible membrane stretches
and this will be translated to a monolayer of cultured cells on the membrane as cellu-
lar strain. Thus, cells can be periodically stretched with a frequency governed by the
rotational speed of the motors.
The repeatability of the FlexCellr system is arguably hindered by the membrane
having to be in contact with the manifold post. An immediate benefit over the FlexCellr
system with a magnetic delivery of strain is the absence of membrane contact.
As will be discussed in the next section which details the initial prototype, the nature
of the deformation is one which is spatially heterogeneous across the membrane; cells
will experience different magnitudes of strain dependent on their spatial positioning on
the membrane. Together with the aims of this thesis, it is with this reason that analysis
and development of the initial prototype is sought.
2.3 Initial Prototype and Proof of Concept
The initial prototype and protocols were conceived and constructed prior to this thesis by
Dr. Richard Day. Where appropriate, all protocols developed by Dr. Day will be clearly
indicated and are detailed here in explicit form only for context. All work attributed to
Dr. Day is described here with permission.
2.3.1 BioFlexr Plate Augmentation 1
Magnet augmentation of the BioFlexr plates was initially conducted by sandwiching a
6(d)x2mm plastic bonded neodymium iron bonded magnet (Magnet sales UK, PNDC00123)
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between the underside of each BioFlexr membrane and a 1 mL layer of Sylgardr 184
Elastomer (VWR, 634165S). The procedure for this can be seen in Figure 2.2. In ster-
ile conditions a magnet is placed on the underside of a BioFlexr well before 1 mL of
Sylgardr elastomer is syringed on-top. Once cured, the magnet is sandwiched between
two layers of silicone. The full protocol for this is detailed in Appendix C.1; page 233.
2.3.2 Prototype Actuator Device
A prototype magnetic actuator according to the basic principle outlined in Figure 2.1 had
been constructed by Dr. Richard Day primarily using LEGO components and building
blocks. LEGO had been chosen due to ease its of construction, cost effectiveness and
durability.
The prototype includes the use of LEGO Power Functions XL Motors (LEGO 8882),
LEGO Power Functions IR Speed Remote Controller (LEGO 8879), LEGO Power Func-
tions IR Receiver (LEGO 884), an assortment of LEGO building blocks together with
custom made Delrinr components. The material Delrinr was chosen due its low
friction coefficients and dimensional stability. The Delrinr components consist of the
Delrinr Magnet Holder (DMH) and the Delrinr Magnetic Chassis (DMC) and were
commissioned by Dr. Richard Day according to the schematics reproduced in Figure
2.3.
The DMH is designed to hold a pair of magnets (12x8x6 mm ) opposing in pole
against a sheet of steel (30x8x3 mm ). The DMH is connected to the LEGO Power
Functions Motor by a steel rod and rotates inside the cylindrical cavity of the DMC;
Figure 2.4(a). The motors are powered by LEGO battery packs which hold six recharge-
able AA batteries. LEGO Power Functions IR Receivers control the speed of the motors
through an LEGO IR Speed Remote Controller. The controller’s dial turns in discrete
steps from 0 through to 6 and each step increases the motor speed but give no indication
of this speed. LEGO blocks were used to build a platform upon which the augmented
BioFlexr plate sits. Figure 2.4(b) visually describes the construction of the apparatus.
In total there are three rotating DMH actuating three augmented BioFlexr wells and
the remaining three wells are used as controls for experimental purposes.
Cross-hairs had been measured and marked out on the DMC to indicate the center
point between the rotating magnets. By eye, the augmented BioFlexr plate is aligned
with these cross hairs, as seen in Figure 2.4(d).
When the motors are on, the EM attached to the BioFlexr wells undergoes a peri-
odic rocking of the the EM. This rocking behaviour occurs as the DMH rotates to face
the EM. The EM is forced to align with the magnetic field of the magnet pair, schema-
tised in Figure 2.5. As the EM is fixed to the membrane, the passive resistance of the
silastic membrane results in the EM, and so the membrane, exhibits a periodic rocking
movement.
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Figure 2.3
Reproduced schematics for the Delrinr Magnet Holder (DMH) and the
Delrinr Magnetic Chassis (DMC). The DMH is designed to hold a pair of
magnets opposing in pole against a sheet of steel. The DMH slots into the
DMC and enables a chassis in which the DMH can rotate.
2.3.3 Proof of Concept 1
A proof of concept experiment was conducted by Dr. Richard Day prior to this thesis.
The prototype was used to stretch Human Rectal Smooth Muscle Cells (HRSMC) to
study the affect upon proliferation caused by strain. Along with this, Dr. Day, in
collaboration with Dr. Gaetano Buriesci, used finite element modelling to describe the
distribution of strain across these membranes as they were actuated. Full details of
experimental protocols are detailed in Appendix C.2; page 234. In brief, HRSMC were
actuated using the prototype device for one hour per day for five days. Following this,
the wells were analysed using the BrdU ELISA for a measure of proliferation.
The results of this work are displayed in Figure 2.6 and provided by Dr. Day. Figure
2.6(a) suggests through the use of the BrdU ELISA, HRMSC which have undergone
actuation exhibit a greater proliferative phenotype than unstretched controls. Figure
2.6(b) displays the strain distribution as calculated and provided by Dr. Buriesci. The
strain distribution is heterogeneous. Regions of higher strain, found in locations around
the EM as well as the peripheries of the membrane, are contrasted with regions of lower
to zero strain in the middle annular region.
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(a) DMH/Motor Interface
(b) LEGO Magnetic Actuator Device
(c) DMC and DMH Placement (d) BioFlexr Placement on Device
Figure 2.4
Initial Magnetic Actuator.
1: LEGO Power Functions XL Motors. 2: Customized BioFlexr plate. 3:
LEGO battery pack - houses 6x 1.2V AA rechargeable batteries. 4: LEGO
Power Functions IR Receiver. 5: DMC housing the DMH with magnets.
6: The DMH containing two magnets opposing in poll. 7: Steel rod which
connects the DMH connected to the motor.
This initial work suggests that both that the prototype is able to induce phenotypic
responses as a result of substrate strain and that, although the precise distribution of
strain isn’t known, the strain is likely heterogeneous in distribution.
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Figure 2.5
Illustration of Membrane Deformation due to Magnetic Actuation.
The magnet is fixed to the membrane. In the top image the magnets are
facing away from the EM. As the magnets rotate towards the EM, the EM
acts to align itself with the magnetic field lines of the rotating magnets. The
passive resistance of the silastic membrane causes the EM to exhibit a rocking
behaviour.
2.4 Analysis of Prototype Apparatus
The preliminary experiments in Section 2.3.3 were the initial seed for work in this thesis.
Since this apparatus is capable of generating a heterogeneous strain distribution as well as
generating phenotypic modulation in smooth muscle cells, the principle of actuation using
magnetism in this way is a platform suitable for the virtual fencing method proposed in
Section 1.7; page 51. However, the nature of this method is such that the level of precision
required is high. For example, if phenotype and stimulus maps are to be correlated then a
confidence is needed that the stimulus is the same in every well, every time. With this in
mind, the most immediate criticism of the original prototype is that, in all likelihood, this
will not be the case. EM’s are placed in the center of wells by eye before being embedded
by elastomer. Therefore there is no assurance that they are positioned in the center nor
positioned in the same location for the next well. BioFlexr plates are placed onto the
LEGO platform and aligned by eye over pre drawn cross-hairs. Therefore there is no
assurance that they are positioned over the center point between the rotating magnets.
The original prototype thus does not facilitate the required experimental condition of
repetition.
Alongside repeatability, a major drawback of the prototype is the lack of control of
the motor speed. Given the dependence of strain frequency on cellular phenotype (Liu
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(a) BrdU ELISA Results (b) FEM Strain Distribution
Figure 2.6
Dr. Day’s Original Prototype Proof of Concept Results.
(a) Shows the results for BrdU ELISA following 1 hour/day 5 day actuation.
The result indicates an increase in the number of HRSMC’s in a proliferative
state in the actuated wells compared to control. (b) Shows results from FEM
mapping the distribution of strain. It indicates a heterogeneous distribution
with distinct regions of high and low strain coloured as per the legend at left.
et al., 2008), the original prototype is insufficient due to the lack of control.
2.5 Motor Rotation Speed and Rotation Profile
As part of efforts to understand the motor speeds of the original prototype and as well
to facilitate a functional redesign of the prototype, a method suitable for capturing the
motor speed was investigated.
2.5.1 Evaluating Motor Rotation Speed
The LEGO IR Remote Control Unit sets the speed of each motor from 1 of 6 discrete
speed settings. The precise rotation speed is not here known. Since the rotating DMH
is hidden within the DMC, direct measurements to calculate rotation speed are near
impossible. However, because the motor is rotating magnets, it stands to reason that
the periodic change of magnetic field caused by the rotating magnets can be used as a
surrogate for the motor speed. Thus, a strategy was devised upon reading the magnetic
field at a particular point in space. Through analysis of this signal, the motor speed can
be indirectly known.
Recording the magnetic field can be done using magnetometers. Magnetometers are
instruments which measure both the magnetisation of a material and as well the strength
of a magnetic field at a point in space. Due to advancement in magnetometer design and
incorporation into small circuits the majority of smart phones contain magnetometer
microchips. By accessing this sensor signal the magnetic fields of the rotating magnets
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can be recorded. With this recording, basic signal analysis can extract the motor speed.
Attempts had been made to develop an Android ‘app’ to record the magnetic field
data but the complexity of this task required seeking simpler methods. For recording
magnetic fields, the smart phone application, Physics Toolbox Magnetometer was down-
loaded onto a Samsung Galaxy S4r smart phone1. The application records magnetic
field strengths of the three principle axes (x, y, and z) in micro Tesla and in discrete time
intervals. The data, along with the corresponding time points recorded, are exported to
.csv file format with the following matrix structure:
COL 1 COL 2 COL 3 COL 4






Algorithm 1 was constructed to process this data to extract average rotational speeds of
the motors.
Algorithm 2.1. Processing of Magnetic Field Data
Step 1: From the raw data, apply a low pass filter to the z-axis field readings
(COL4) with a cut-off frequency 0.05. This acts to smooth the waveform
and therefore minimizes the effect of noise.
Step 2: Compute an interpolating function between the time points (COL1) and
the filtered z-axis field recordings.
Step 3: Numerically differentiate the interpolating function. The peaks in the
original waveform become zeroes in the differentiated signal.
Step 4: Extract the positions of the zeroes through the time series of the inter-
polated signal and calculate the average time between each zero based
on the discrete time intervals in COL1.
Step 5: Since there are two peaks in one complete rotation of the motor, twice
the value given in Step 4 gives the period of rotation and the inverse of
the period gives the frequency of rotation. Formally, if t is the average
time between zeroes in the interpolated signal then the period, P , and
frequency, F , of the motors is:





End of Algorithm 2.1.
1Copyright August 2015. Vieyra Software. Chrystian Vieyra and Rebecca Vieyra
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1 2 3 4
Time
Original Sinusoidal Signal
Frequency = 2 Hz over 4 seconds
1 2 3 4
Time
Stochastic Noise + Original Sinusoidal Signal
Frequency = 2 Hz over 4 seconds
(a) In Silico Generated Waveform
Filtered Signal Interpolated Differential




















s) Deviation from Oscillation Constancy
Average Period =0.499471 seconds. Average Frequency = 2.00212 Hz
(b) Processed Output Using Algorithm 1
Figure 2.7
In Silico testing of Algorithm 1. (a): Left: A sinusoidal waveform was
generated in Wolfram Mathematica with a frequency of 2 Hz over 4 seconds.
Right: Stochastic noise was generated by adding a pseudo random value
from the range |x| ≤ 0.2 to each artificial data point. (b) The results from
the implementation of Algorithm 1. The algorithm correctly identifies, to
within some error, the average frequency of the signal. Right: A secondary
infographic displaying how constant the time interval between each peak is. If
the periodicity of the waveform is perfectly constant then then a straight line
is expected. If the line is not straight then the periodicity of the waveform
is not constant. In the context of the motors, this would indicate a ‘non-
smooth’ rotation.
To demonstrate this principle and Algorithm 1, in silico testing was performed by
artificially creating a sinusoidal waveform in Wolfram Mathematica. The waveform
was created as a sine wave with a frequency of 2 Hz (hertz) over 4 seconds, Figure 2.7(a)
left. Stochastic noise was generated by adding a pseudo random number, α, in the
region |α| ≤ 0.2, or ±20%, to each artificial data point, Figure 2.7(a) right. Algorithm 1
was implemented in a small Mathematica script and performed on the artificial data.
The results are shown in Figure 2.7(b). Given the noise, the script returns the average
frequency of the waveform as being 2.00212 Hz.
A supplementary plot is shown in Figure 2.7(b) right. It plots the time between
each peak and trough of the artificial waveform as calculated by Step 4: in Algorithm
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1. This graphic is indicative of how constant the periodicity of the wave is; a straight
line indicates that the periodicity, or rotation, is smooth and constant whereas a jagged
line would indicate a non constant rotation. In the context of the rotating motors in the
apparatus, a jagged line would indicate that the motors are stuttering at certain points
in the rotation.
2.5.1.1 Testing the Speed of the Motors: Method and Results
The method outlined above was used to calculate motor speeds of the LEGO motors
when controlled by the LEGO controller. This was done to analyse the performance of
the motors in the original prototype.
On multiple time points, separated by at least three days the motors from the pro-
totype apparatus were switched on in turn. A Samsung S4r smart phone running the
Physics Toolbox Magnetometer application was placed on top of the DMC containing the
rotating motor and the magnetic field was recorded. The motors were recorded at vari-
ous remote control speed settings and the resultant .csv for each recording was exported
to a desktop computer and was processed in Wolfram Mathematica using a custom
written script implementing Algorithm 1. Recordings were made for 10-20 seconds for
each motor2.
The results of the analysis are indicative of substantial inadequacies in the original
prototype and are summarised as:
Result 1 : Motors do not turn with the same speed between different time points
and the change in frequency is not consistent between motors; Figure
2.8(a).
Result 2 : Motor speeds decline after 24 hours inside a humidified CO2 incubator;
Figure 2.8(b).
Result 3 : The smoothness of rotation is not consistent between time points; Figure
2.8(c).
An explanation for these undesirable results are likely found from the fact that (1)
the prototype draws its power from a battery pack which decreases unpredictably over
time; (2) the axle connecting the motor to the DMH sitting inside the DHC may not
be aligned to the axes of rotation. This is further complicated by the observation that
LEGO is limited in precision by the dimensions of the LEGO blocks and the grid in
which they are secured. If there are discrepancies in alignment, it is possible that a
fully charged battery may provide the motors with sufficient torque to overcome any
misalignment to exhibit a constant rotation. Conversely, however, and explaining the
behaviour in Figure 2.8(c), if the power is depleting then the torque generated may be
insufficient.
2Wolfram Research, Inc., Mathematica, Version 11.1, Champaign, IL (2017).
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24 hours inside humidified envrionment wih 5% CO2
● Motor 1: Setting 1 ■ Motor 2: Setting 2◆ Motor 3: Setting 1
(b) 24 Hours, Incubated
(c) Profile of Rotation over 2 Time Points
Figure 2.8
Analysis of Original Prototype Apparatus: Motor Frequency Results.
Settings are the discrete steps on the LEGO controller. (a) Motor frequency
calculations taken for motor 1 setting 1 and motor 2 setting 2 over 4 time
points separated by at least three days. The results indicate that individual
motors do not keep to the same frequency between time points. As well as
this, the system does not preserve the difference in frequency between motors
through the various time points. (b) Frequency of three motors before and
after 24 hours inside a tissue culture incubator. Results indicate that the
speed of motors is not fixed after initial setting. (c) Peak to peak analysis
indicates that the rotation of motors is not always constant between time
points.
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Figure 2.9
Membrane Curvature: Protocol C.1; page 233.
The membrane deforms under the weight of the silicone elastomer causing an
unequal distribution weighted towards the center of the membrane. Therefore
the finite element analysis conducted in Section 2.3.3 cannot represent this
system.
2.5.2 Membrane Characteristics and FEM
From conversations with Dr. Buriseci, the finite element analysis conducted for the initial
prototype in Section 2.3.3 modelled the membrane as a hyper-elastic cylindrical material.
The material parameters were estimated but not made available. The magnet was a rigid
body attached to the membrane and the membrane edge was given fixed displacement
boundary conditions. The interaction between the magnets was not modelled but instead
a displacement was given to the magnet based on an estimate of the system. The analysis
represent a large approximation to the system and so any results generated here cannot
be used as a ‘stimulus map’ for the purposes of this thesis.
Further to this, through inspection of excised membranes prepared according to Pro-
tocol C.1, the membrane is not uniform in thickness throughout. Intuitively this makes
sense. The layer of silicone elastomer applied to the membrane pushes the membrane
down under its weight creating a silicone well. As schematised in Figure 2.9, this causes
an uneven distribution of elastomer on the membrane.
Taken together, an FEM approach which models the membrane as a cylindrical body
does not represent the membrane characteristics from the initial prototype.
2.5.3 Analysis Summary
The analysis of the original prototype uncovers some issues but as well it provides a
platform for prototype refinement. In particular, and together with the specific aims of
this thesis, redesign had to address the following points:
1. Membrane magnets are not necessarily placed in the center of each BioFlexr well.
If a system is to be successful in correlating heterogeneous strain stimulus and
phenotype, then this has to be rectified. If the EM is not positioned precisely in
the center then experiments are not repeatable.
2. BioFlexr plates are not necessarily positioned over the rotating magnets so that
the centroid of the rotating magnets is directly underneath the center of the mem-
brane magnet. Again, this will prevent repeatability.
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3. Using battery packs does not provide assurances that motor rotation frequencies
are constant or smooth. This assurance is required. Therefore the apparatus is not
reliable.
4. Positioning of the motors is limited by the modular spacings of LEGO. Therefore
LEGO is not suitable as the building block for re-engineered apparatus in this
thesis.
2.6 Prototype Refinement and Redesign
Given the analysis of the original prototype in Section 2.4, the need to re-engineer the
apparatus was evident. This section details the iterations of design to increase precision
of the prototype. The work culminates with working prototype termed MagAct. The
work is presented in two sections:
1. Refining the augmentation of BioFlexr plates for consistent EM placement.
2. Re-engineering the original prototype.
The following sections tackle improvements in BioFlexr plate augmentation, the
operation and control of the motors and apparatus housing redesign and construction.
3D printing using Nylon SLS printers has been heavily utilised for this purpose.
2.6.1 BioFlexr Augmentation 2.1, 2.2, & 3.1
Refining the augmentation of the membrane to include the EM has been a difficult
process. This is primarily because refinements have been constructed and reconstructed
based on work described in both Chapters 3 and 4. As work in these chapters has
similarly been refined by exploration of BioFlexr augmentations, the list of BioFlexr
augmentations to include the EM are detailed here, chronologically, only for reference in
future chapters.
Augmentation 2.1
In an initial step to increase the precision of the EM augmentation of the BioFlexr magnets
a system was conceived whereby magnets are placed precisely in the center on the un-
derside of the membrane and held fixed during silicone elastomer curing. Holding the
magnet fixed in place can be done using a secondary magnet on the other side of the
membrane. After the added layer of silicone elastomer cures, the magnet on the cell
culture side can be removed knowing the underside magnet is cured in place precisely
in the center. In comparison to the photograph in Figure 2.2, this principle is shown
schematised in Figure 2.10.
To facilitate precision placement of the embedding of the disc magnet under the
BioFlexr membrane, Magnet Spacers were constructed in Rhino 3D and printed using
Nylon SLS printing. The magnet spacers are discs with an outer diameter of 34 mm with
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(a) Photograph of magnet spacers on the underside of a BioFlexr plate. Us-
ing CAD modelling and 3D printing, the spacers are constructed to position
the magnets precisely in the center of each well. (b) Schematic of Protocol
C.2. A loading post consisting of 2x35 mm culture dish lids containing a
magnet is used to hold the EM in place during curing. This also prevent
sagging of the BioFlexr membrane during curing.
central holes and a height of 3 mm . Sat on the underside of a BioFlexr membrane, the
spacers sit snugly within the underside of the well allowing the placement of the 6 mm
diameter magnet precisely in the center. This is shown photographed in Figure 2.10(a),
bottom right corner well. Other spacers for various magnet geometries were also printed
and are shown in the same Figure.
The lids of 35 mm culture dishes were used to create a hollow magnetic posts which
included a 6(d)x1 mm magnet. Lids were joined together using autoclave tape. This
is depicted in Figure 2.10(b). These are referred to herein as ‘loading posts’. Through
appropriate alcohol sterilisation, BioFlexr plates sit on-top of loading posts. The magnet
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contained in the post is attracted to the EM in the spacer. With the spacer removed
the EM is then held in place in the center whilst the silicone elastomer cured. This is
schematised in Figure 2.10(b).
This refinement attempted to address two criticisms of augmentation used in the
original prototype (Protocol C.1; page 233). First, that there is no guarantee that EM
are sat precisely in the center of the membrane, and secondly, the addition of the 1 mL
elastomer solution causes the membrane to deform under its weight. With the flat surface
of the loading post supporting the membrane, it is anticipated that the membrane now
cures flat.
With both the new apparatus – magnet spacers and magnetic loading posts – a refine-
ment of Protocol C.1; page 233 was developed. An immediate outcome of augmentation
2.1, however, was that the distribution of silicone elastomer is more evenly distributed
over the BioFlexr membrane – images not here presented. This is as a direct result of
having a flat surface under the membrane to hold the weight of the elastomer. Although
an even distribution of elastomer was sought in this method, it was discovered that is
also created an overall stiffer membrane. A downstream implication of this is uncovered
in Chapter 4 through measuring strain distributions; such a thick membrane results in
very little stretch during magnetic actuation. Ultimately this EM augmentation method
proved to be insufficient for delivering heterogeneous strain. The full protocol for con-
ducting augmentation 2.1 is found in Protocol C.2; page 233 but ultimately the method
was refined again.
Augmentation 2.2
The stiffer membrane as a result of augmentation 2.1 was detrimental to delivering het-
erogeneous strain (discussed later in Chapter 4). Because of this, methods of augmenting
the membranes to include the EM were sought that did not involve adding a thick layer
of silicone elastomer.
To this end, the method described in Figure 2.11(a) was developed. The EM is pre-
coated with a silicone based glue. In the same way as augmentation 2.1, the magnet is
then allowed to attract the magnet contained in the embedding post and therefore cure
fixed to the center of the membrane.
Similar to the developments in Section 2.6.1, implications of this method were prob-
lematic in downstream work conducted in Chapter 3. It was discovered that the embed-
ding post described above (using lids of 35 mm culture dishes), although providing a flat
surface, did not sit directly underneath the membrane. Similar to the criticism of the
original prototype, this resulted in the membrane curing in a partially deformed status;
schematised in Figure 2.11(b). For development of imaging methods in Chapter 3, the
membrane is required to be as flat as possible. Therefore this augmentation protocol
was once again refined.
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(a) Building upon augmentation 2.1, instead of using a layer of silicone elas-
tomer to fix the EM in place, here the EM is pre-coated with silicone based
glue. This was introduced to reduce the stiffness of the membrane. (b)
Schematises the core problem with this method, that the embedding post
does not reach the membrane. This results in a deformation fixed because
of the glue and causes problems for downstream work involving imaging.
Augmentation 3.1
To address the issue of partially deformed membranes after augmentation 2.2 – an issue
vital for imaging purposes discussed further in Chapter 3 – 3D printing was employed to
re-engineer the embedding post. An embedding post was designed to fit perfectly inside
the wells of BioFlexr plate such that there is no gap between the top of the post and the
membrane. This is schematised in Figure 2.12. These embedding posts resulted in a flat
membrane, and as discussed in later chapters, allowed for efficient fluorescent imaging
of the membrane as a whole.
The exploration of imaging methods in Chapter 3 together with strain mapping
across the membrane in Chapters 4 have substantially influenced the final BioFlexr EM
augmentation protocol. Although having undergone several iterations, the method to
augment BioFlexr plates under augmentation 3.1 is defined fully in Protocol 2.1. The
loadings posts are shown photographed in Figure 2.13.
Protocol 2.1. BioFlexr EM Augmentation 3.1
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Figure 2.12
Membrane Augmentation 3.1.
Building upon Augmentations 2 and 3, 3D printing was utilised to reconstruct
the embedding post. This was done to ensure the membrane is cured flat –
a step vital for imaging purposes discussed further in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.13
3D Printed Loading Posts for BioFlexr Augmentation 3.1. 3 loading posts
per BioFlexr plate are placed under a sheet of cling film before being thor-
oughly doused with 70% IMS.
1. For each BioFlexr plate prepare six 3D printed loading posts, each containing a
single 6(d)x1 mm magnet. Place the loading posts in a class 2 safety biocabinet in
an arrangement that approximates a 6 well plate. Place a large sheet of cling film
on top of the six loading posts approximately 300 x 200 mm in size. Douse the the
cling film with 70% IMS and allow to air dry completely. This step ensures that
the sterility of the membrane is preserved.
2. Open an individually sealed BioFlexr plate inside the safety cabinet.
3. Remove the lid of the plate and hold upside down over the cling film covered loading
posts. Push the plate down onto the loading posts, allowing the cling film to move
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freely, until the top of the loading posts are touching the ridge of the well. The
top face of the loading post will be in direct contact with the membrane.
4. Place the magnet spacer on the membrane. Using a magnetic rod – such as a flat
headed screwdriver – attach an EM such that the magnetic poles are consistent
with a reference magnet. Squeeze a tube of silicone glue so that the glue protrudes
from the nozzle by around 5 mm . With the EM attached to the rod, push the
EM into the protruding glue so that the glue reaches, but doesn’t cover, the rod
side face of the magnet.
5. Separate the magnet from the tube of glue and slowly lower into the magnet spacer.
The magnet in the loading post will be attracted and a ‘click’ will be heard as the
magnet reaches the top of the loading post. Carefully separate the EM from the
rod and allow around 5 seconds for the EM to settle against the membrane with
the loading post magnet holding it in situ. Remove the magnet spacer.
6. Repeat for all wells and allow the glue to cure in the class 2 safety biocabinet for
48 hours.
End of Protocol 2.1.
2.6.2 Motor Housing
The rotation of the DMH was in the original prototype via a steel rod glued to the motor;
photographed in Figure 2.4(a). If this rod is misaligned to the axis of rotation then the
DMH will wobble. This may be the reason for the stuttering motion deduced in Figure
2.8(c). This section of work is concerned with reverse engineering the LEGO motor
housing used in the prototype and retrofitting parts to facilitate a smoother interface
between the motor and the DMH. Again, CAD modelling and 3D printing was utilised.
Based on the geometry of the DMH, an interfacing object was conceived using CAD
modelling in Rhino to sleeve over the 10 mm protrusion (detailed in Figure 2.3) as
shown in in Figure 2.14(a)3. A suitable design to connect the other end of the interface
to the motor was then sought to bridge the DMH. From herein this interfacing bridge
will be referred to as the Motor-Delrin Interface (MDI).
To drive design of the MDI, the LEGO motors were de-constructed. Removal of the
outer shell of the LEGOmotor revealed a double system of planetary gears, photographed
and annotated in Figure 2.14(b). The planetary gears serve to slow the natural speed of
the motors whilst at the same time maintaining torque.
Initial design of the motor side interface of the MDI was based on re-engineering the
entire planetary gear system using 3D printing. This design is shown in Figure 2.15(a).
The two attempts to make this design work, and the time spent in doing so, were not
3Rhino : https://www.rhino3d.com
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(a) Interface → DMH
(b) Internal Construction of LEGO Motors
Figure 2.14
Motor Housing Deconstruction and Interface Principle. (a) CAD Model of
the DMH side of the interface. The interface is designed to slot snugly over
the already constructed DMH. (b) The LEGO motors are geared using a
planetary gear system. The interface hole gear carrier is the outermost point
of the LEGO motor where previously the steel rod was glued in place. The
DMI is iteratively designed together with custom motor housing to integrate
with the LEGO motor.
enough to meet the high precision required for the gearing system. This, coupled with
frictional problems with the Nylon material used in the printing, halted this approach
in pursuit of different solutions and a better use of time.
In moving forward, the second design iteration was centred around keeping all of the
LEGO internal components but replacing only the Interface Hole Gear Carrier (IHGC).
The pegs in which the gears would have sat in this component were designed to be part
of the DMI as in Figure 2.15(b). Similar to the first iteration, the precision required
was not achieved. The design was based on vernier calliper measurements of the IHGC.
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(a) Iteration 1: Printing the Entire Network of Planetary Gears and Hous-
ing. Cut-away Schematic
(b) Iteration 2: Replacing only the inter-
face hole gear carrier
(c) Iteration 3: Joining only with the in-
terface hole gear carrier
Figure 2.15
Motor - Interface Design Iterations. (a) CADModel replacing all components
of the planetary gear system with a 3D printed system similar in principle
but the motor interface is rotated directly from the gear cogs. (b) CAD
Model where the pegs of the interfacing hole gear carrier were replicated
on the motor interface. Again, the precision required to replicate the the
triangular position of the pegs using only vernier callipers was not enough
to seamlessly integrate the interface with the gears. (c) CAD Model of the
interface which accommodates the interface hole gear carrier by slotting into
place. This design was implemented for its simplicity.
Calculating the coordinates of each gear post, however, was consistently steeped with
error. This error was enough so that the gears were not symmetrically positioned within
the ring gear.
After several attempts at designing and printing the two initial iterations enough
experience was gained to realise that interfacing directly with the gearing system was
not achievable in realistic time scales and with available equipment. Thus, the third
iteration was simpler in design and consisted of keeping the entirety of the planetary
gear system. A ‘docking port’ was designed in the DMI which would integrate with the
IHGC. This design is shown in Figure 2.15(c). Trials of this design proved were successful
in providing a smooth rotation of the DMI and so this design was fixed.
The addition of the DMI requires a new fabrication of the LEGO motor housing. A
new design to include the LEGO gearing system, the motor and the newly constructed
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(a) New Apparatus Motor Schematics
(b) Photographed Final Motor Construct
Figure 2.16
New Apparatus Motor Schematics. (a) Planes cut through cylindrical hous-
ing, ring gear and motor-DMH interface to observe internal structure. Hous-
ing was designed to accommodate the planetary gear system and to also hold
ball bearings to facilitate a smooth rotation of the motor-DMH interface. (b)
Image of final motor construct post 3D printing and assembly. 3D printed
parts have been given a coating of coloured primer to seal loose residual print-
ing powder. Once in place, the MDI was glued to the internal ball bearing
to maintain position.
DMI was designed in Rhino based on vernier calliper measurements of key components.
With the ability to construct objects freely, an additional cavity to include a 15x32x9
mm ball bearing system was built in. The ball bearing systems were purchased from
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amazon.co.uk4. This was build in to keep the DMI rotating on the axis of rotation as
well as keeping it fixed in place.
The design of this new housing and as well the entire redesign of the motor system
are shown in the cut away diagrams in Figure 2.16(a). Figure 2.16(b) shows the design
after printing, construction and integration with the DMH. A spray coating of coloured
primer has been applied in order to seal any loose powder as a result of the 3D printing
process. A two-part epoxy resin has been used to secure components.
2.6.3 Circuitry and Control
Due to the the limitations of the LEGO speed controller, the control and circuity of
the original prototype was overhauled. Basic circuitry was conceived so that the refined
prototype contained the following:
• A mains supplied power source provided in parallel to the motors.
• Continuous potentiometer dials to finely control the speed of each of the motors.
• On/off switches for each of the motors.
Generic 6V - 28V 3A pulse width modulator (PWM) DC Motor Speed Controller
boards were purchased from ebay.co.uk5. Pulse width modulators pulse a signal at
a high frequency. In the case of motors, pulsing the supply voltage between fully on
and fully off at varying frequencies results in changes to the speed of the motors whilst
keeping power dissipation to a minimum. Because the amplitude of the voltage supplied
to the motor is always constant, the motor is always at full strength. This allows the
motor to turn at slower speeds whilst still delivering a constant torque. Generic AC
6A Toggle Switches, power plug connector adapters, and cabling were purchased from
Amazon.co.uk6. An AC/DC plug adapter was purchased from Maplin. Circuitry was
assembled according the the diagram in Figure 2.17 using a 60W Soldering Station
(Maplin, A5KJ). Shrink wrap tubing, purchased from amazon.co.uk7was used to protect
soldered joints. Completed circuitry is shown photographed in later sections.
2.6.4 Motor Rotation Feedback Mechanism
The magnetic field analysis of Section 2.5 was a valuable tool to evaluate motor rotation
speeds in the initial prototype. Having a motor rotation feedback mechanism built into
the refined prototype is crucial when controlling the motors using potentiometers. Efforts
were spent investigating how this could be achieved using the same principles of magnetic
field analysis used in Section 2.5.
Initial investigation explored the use of magnetometers in smart phones together
with a custom written application to perform the magnetic field analysis (using the
4Amazon Marketplace. Supplier: Bearing ShopUK.
5Ebay Marketplace. Seller: Comyur.
6Amazon Marketplace. Supplier: Sourcingmap.
7Amazon Marketplace: Supplier: Rolson.
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Figure 2.17
Circuit Diagram for Prototype Refinement. The motor constructs are wired
after an on/off toggle switch with a pulse width modulator in between which
effectively controls motor rotation speed. Each of the 3 motor networks is
connected in parallel to a 9V AC/DC power supply.
phone’s processor) rather than having to export data to a desktop for processing. The
major limitation of this, however, is that motor speeds can only be analysed outside
of experimental conditions and only using a smart phone. This was quickly dismissed
in favour of a permanent system built into the refined prototype capable of continuous
magnetic field analysis. This would therefore provide near real-time motor speed analysis
throughout experimentation.
To this end, the use of the open-source microelectronic controller, Arduino, was
utilised8. Arduino is an inexpensive unit which can be programmed to control a variety
of peripheral components – including small sensors and actuators. Included in the wide
list of sensors available are magnetometers of the kind found in smart phones. The
sensors can be connected to an Arduino UNO through RJ11 cables. The Arduino can
be programmed to stream the raw sensor reading to a computer where bespoke software
interprets the data stream. Plans were drawn to have three magnetometer sensors built
into the refined prototype precisely underneath the centroid of each newly constructed
motor.
2.6.4.1 Arduino Feedback: Materials and Assembly
Materials
An Arduino UNO, with Data-Logging Electronics Kit, was purchased from ‘4tronix’
through www.amazon.co.uk9. An Arduino Box (housing for Arduino UNO) was pur-
chased from Trinity ICT through Amazon. Generic triple axis compass magnetometer
sensor modules (HMC5883L, GY-271) were purchased from www.ebay.co.uk10. 4P4C
RJ11 female ports were purchased from RS-online (388-2659). Three-meter male to male
RJ11 to RJ11 cables were purchased frm RS-online (446-658).
8Arduino: https://www.arduino.cc. Last accessed 28th Aug, 2017.
9Amazon Marketplace. Supplier: 4Tronix.
10Ebay Marketplace. Seller: electro_tv_partss.
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Table 2.1
Magnetometer to Arduino Wiring Connections






The basic network for assembling the Arduino circuitry is broken down by the following:
1. Each magnetometer sensor is wired to a 4-pin female RJ11 port.
2. The Arduino UNO is wired to a female 4-pin RJ11 port.
3. The Arduino UNO is connected to a desktop computer via its USB port and cable.
4. Connecting the Arduino RJ11 to the magnetometer RJ11 through a 4-pin male
to male RJ11 cable allows selective connecting to each of the magnetometers, and
thus each of the motors.
Each magnetometer sensor module was soldered to a five-breakout pad header strip11.
RJ11 ports are the same as found on telephone lines, and they were chosen here for
connection due to thin cabling. In terms of experimentation, this allows connection to
the prototype even when inside a tissue culture incubator. The female ports used here
have four input ports (4P4C). Although the magnetometer sensor has 5 breakout pads,
only four are needed for purposes here.
Arduino cables were soldered from the breakout pad pins on the magnetometer to
a RJ11 female port. Similarly, cabling was soldered from the Arduino UNO to its own
RJ11 female port so that the connections detailed in Table 2.1 are made when joined by
a male-to-male RJ11 cable.
The Arduino UNO, cabling and RJ11 port are held in the Arduino Case. A removable
window on the case was utilised to fit a bespoke 3D printed RJ11 port holder for secure
and simple connection. These are shown fully assembled in Figure 2.18. The apparatus
in Figure 2.18 is herein referred to as the MagSensor.
The MagSensor is controlled from scripts flashed to the unit from the desktop Ar-
duino IDE software12. With the assistance of various guides and forums for program-
ming the Arduino, a small script, based on the Java language, was written and flashed
to the MagSensor. When the MagSensor is connected to the magnetometers as well as to
a desktop computer through a USB cable, the script commands the MagSensor to read
11Prepared according to instructions found here: https://learn.adafruit.com/
adafruit-hmc5883l-breakout-triple-axis-magnetometer-compass-sensor/assembly. Last ac-
cessed 28th Aug, 2017.
12Arduino 1.6.5 can be downloaded from here: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
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Figure 2.18
Photograph of MagSensor. Arduino UNO connected to RJ11 female port.
Connections are made according to Table 2.1. The Arduino is held in a
purpose casing. A window in which was utilised to hold the RJ11 port for
outer access.
the z-axis magnetic sensor value and transmit it through the desktop COM port at a
frequency of 10 milliseconds. This script can be found in Appendix C.3; page 236. Since
the data is streamed in near real time, a bespoke program on the desktop can listen to
the COM port and process the data according to Algorithm 1.
2.6.4.2 MagSensor Software and Guide
Software to read and analyse the data stream provided by the Arduino sensors was
written inMATLAB 2015a. It exists as a single page graphical user interface to provide
near immediate feedback on the rotation frequency of individual motors.
The processing algorithm embedded in the software is the same as in Section 2.4. In
brief, the magnetic field of the rotating magnets is read every 10 milliseconds. These
data points are interpolated and differentiated. The distance between the zeros of the
differential signal represents the time between each half rotation of the motor. Thus, the
averaged rotational frequency can be extracted as well as the standard deviation of half
period intervals.
Software Guide
The software has been compiled into a standalone executable program for both Windows
and Mac operating systems. Notes on the uncompiled program are given in Appendix
C.4; page 237.
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When the program has been installed and opened, the opening window is displayed
as shown in Figure 2.19(a). The procedure to use the software is given by the following:
1. Ensure that the Arduino UNO is connected both to the sensors as well the com-
puter. For Windows based systems, to connect to the Arduino stream, select the
COM port the devices is connected to as well as the BAUD rate the device streams
data with. To discover the correct COM port search and open Device Manager
in Windows and expand the triangle next to ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’. If Arduino
is connected it will detail which COM port it is connected to here. In a Mac OS
environment this process is different in that the software automatically detects the
appropriate COM port.
2. The BAUD rate should be set to 115200.
3. Once the choices have been made, pressing the button ‘Test Connection’ will test
the connection. If there are connection problems, the error is highlighted by the
button colour changing to red, as in Figure 2.19(b). A successful connection with
the Arduino will result in the button colour changing to green and the ‘Record
and Calculate’ button becoming available for use, Figure 2.19(c).
4. The next selection box is to instruct the software over which period to observe the
rotation and perform the analysis. The general rule should be that the faster the
rotation the less time required to capture the frequency. For a rotation roughly
around 1 Hz, 4 seconds of recording is sufficient. Once pressed, the ‘Record &
Calculate’ button will become unavailable until the action is complete and the
graphs and results are displayed, as in Figure 2.19(d).
5. Based on the results, the motors can be adjusted using the potentiometers of the
PWM and the ‘Record & Calculate’ can be pressed again to refresh the results.
This is repeated until the desired speed is set.
2.6.5 Apparatus Housing
Although the design of the prototype refinements have been presented here sequentially,
in reality they were investigated simultaneously. Included within this is the design of
new housing to accommodate the list of additions and changes described in the previous
sections. The motor reconstruction, circuitry and feedback mechanism was, in reality,
investigated with a view to be contained as a single unit within bespoke apparatus
housing.
Again, CAD modelling and Nylon printing was utilised. Given the precision offered
by this modality, DMC’s and BioFlexr plates can be positioned exactly so that the center
point between rotating magnets sits underneath the center point of each actuating well.
The structure of the printed housing is a cuboidal box with panelled walls. Supporting
posts were designed to accommodate M6 square headed bolts running from the top panel
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(a) Opening Screen
(b) Connection Error (c) Connection Success
(d) Analysed Data Stream
Figure 2.19
Compendium Images to the MagSensor Software Guide: Section 2.6.4.2 for
Windows operating systems.
and fastened underneath the bottom panel using a corresponding nut and washer. For
rigidity, the panelled walls have purposely designed indentations for accommodating
supporting posts as well as square countersinks on the top panel to hold the bolts flush.
Screw holes have been positioned in both the panelling as well the supporting posts for
intended use with 3 mm screws. Supporting posts are featured at corners and break
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points in the panelling in order to connect together with rigidity and structural support.
Indentations are also made to the inner part of the top and bottom panels to hold the
DMC precisely in place. To hold the BioFlexr plate in place, an indentation was built
into the upper part of the top panel. These designs are annotated in the CAD model in
Figure 2.20. The resulting apparatus is herein referred to as MagAct.
The cost of 3D printing is decided by the volume of the bounding box of the object
to be constructed. Thus, to minimize volume and costs, the housing was designed to be
flat-packed requiring self assembly. To minimize costs, the height of the cuboidal box is
less than the diameter of the motor construct. Using the precision of CAD modelling,
excavations in the top and bottom panel of a cylinder the size of the motor construct
allows this; Figure 2.20.
Holes and additional panelling were constructed to accommodate the toggle switches,
potentiometers, power supply and RJ11 ports involved in the circuitry of both the motors
and magnetometer sensors. Figure 2.21(a) shows the 3D printed apparatus assembled
with all components in situ, but without the top panelling. The on/off toggle switch for
each motor is situated next to the corresponding PWM potentiometer; Figure 2.21(b).
The 9 volt power supply input, PWMs and RJ11 ports are annotated in situ in Figures
2.21(c)(d)(e).
The magnetometer sensors are slotted into three of the seven apparatus legs which
hold them precisely underneath the centroid of the rotating magnets. The three legs
were designed to hold the sensors on a shelf at a pre-defined distance from the mag-
nets. Cabling for the sensors feeds through purposely placed access ports in the bottom
panelling.
Because the system is to be used in cell culture environments, i.e. humid and warm
atmospheres, a conformal coating was sprayed on all internal components (rs-online, 497-
714). This coating protects electrical components to high temperatures, water, mould
growth and oxygen permeability.
2.7 MagAct Summary and Costing
Figure 2.22 shows MagAct fully assembled with a BioFlexr plate held in position over
the motors. When comparing this to the FlexCellr system the difference in cost is
stark. A quote from the European supplier for the latest FlexCellr Tension System
was just under £40,000, a breakdown of this quote is summarised in Table 2.2. This
starkly contrasts with the cost of the raw components of MagAct being under £300 and
demonstrates the financial benefit of designing and constructing apparatus system in
house as well as Nylon SLS printing for experimental and prototyping purposes.
However, cost is not the only difference between the systems. Table 2.3 highlights
some key features and differences between FlexCellr and MagAct. Aside from the pur-
posely built in heterogeneous strain distribution, the method of actuation is non-contact.
This minimizes any error and inconsistencies which are otherwise involved in applying
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Figure 2.20
CAD Model of MagAct. The body is designed as a panelled box printed flat
packed and requiring self assembly. Due to the nature of CAD modelling
and Nylon SLS printing, grooves, indentations and screw holes are built
into the design and allow for precision construction and ease in terms of
assembly. Panelling is held together by loading posts which anchor walls
through screws and M6 bolts. Indentations for the BioFlexr plates have
been precisely made so that actuated wells will sit precisely over the center
points between rotating magnets.
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(a) Top Down. Lid removed
(b) On/off Toggle Switch and Motor
Control POT
(c) Power Supply
(d) Pulse Width Modulator Board (e) RJ11 Ports for MagSensor
Figure 2.21
Photographs of Internal Structure of MagAct. (a) Displays the completed
assembly of MagAct viewed top down without the top panels. Motor con-
structs and support posts are positioned in pre-fabricated indentations. (b)
Displays the on/of toggle switch and PWM POT controls. This image also
displays pre fabricated screw holes placed to secure both wall-to-walls as well
walls-to-loading posts. (c) The access point for the 9 volt AC/DC supply unit
which feeds the motors switches with constant and equal power spread in par-
allel. (d) The pulse width modulator board is displayed which controls the
speed of each motor. (e) The RJ11 ports used to connect the magnetometers,
located underneath the apparatus, to the Arduino micro-controller.
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Figure 2.22
Completed MagAct. Image of MagAct after assembly including all circuitry,
motors and peripheral components. The BioFlexr plates sits snugly within
an indentation designed to hold the plate so that actuated wells are precisely
above the centroid of the rotating magnets.
lubricating silicone to the FlexCellr loading posts as discussed in the introductory chap-
ter. The FlexCellr system, as discussed in Section 1.1.2; page 27, is unable to deliver
differing strain regimes at any given time; all plates running on the system can only be
actuated with the same parameters. MagAct, with independent motor control for each
well, allows a greater variety of experimental conditions within the same experiment and
thus goes a step further in terms of throughput.
Another advantage of this system is portability. Weighing only a few kg, the device
can be transported with ease and accompanying software for the MagSensor can be
loaded from a lightweight laptop. The FlexCellr system is heavy in both the number
of components involved as well as the weight of each, with the vacuum pump and the
vacuum pump controller being the most cumbersome items.
In summary, MagAct is the novel low cost refinement of the original prototype from
Section 2.3.2. Together with precision crafted housing of both the motors and apparatus
in general, MagAct offers a built in feedback mechanism to report and control the oscil-
lation frequency of strain as well as a constant, mains driven, power supply. Through
addressing critique generated through analysis of the original prototype, this body of
work has therefore delivered apparatus more suitable for a proof of concept.
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Table 2.2
Comparative Costing Between MagAct and FlexCellr
FlexCellr costings provided by Dunn Labortechnik in Euros and are correct
as on 7th September, 2015.
MagAct FlexCell









Arduino UNO 47.91 FlexStops 86.29







Screws & Bolts 8.88
Total 225.61 Total 37,019.86
Table 2.3
Feature Comparison Between FlexCellr and MagAct.
FlexCellr MagAct
Strain Distribution Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Method of Delivery Vacuum Magnetism
Contact Lubricated Post Contact Free
Control No Well Specific Control Well Specific Control
Portability Fixed Transportable
Strain Feedback No No
Frequency Feedback Yes Yes
Cost High Low
2.8 Chapter Summary
In relation to the original chapter aims in Section 2.1, this body of work has fulfilled
the requirement for building a system capable of delivering heterogeneous strain across
a BioFlexr plate where the period of oscillation is controllable for each well. Although
it has been designed with consistency in mind, this has yet to be proven but further
addressed in later chapters. Similarly, although at this point intuitive, the distribution
of strain across each membrane is heterogeneous, however the precise values and variance
of this distribution is not known but explored in later chapters. In summary, this chapter
addressed these aims by:
1. Describing a novel prototype system for delivering strain to cells using magnetic
actuation.
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2. Analysing the original prototype system in order to refine and develop the ideas.
3. Constructing a novel, refined prototype which encapsulated the following:
(a) A refined and precise method for EM augmentation of BioFlexr
plates which allow for whole membrane imaging (to be discussed in Chapter
3).
(b) A redesign of motor constructs to generate consistency and control in actu-
ating the membranes.
(c) The development of a motor frequency feedback method which consists of
microprocessor together with novel, bespoke control software.
(d) A redevelopment of circuitry for the purposes of control and consistency.
(e) The construction of cost effective and precise apparatus housing.
The outcome of this chapter is a novel alternative to the FlexCellr system and apparatus
to facilitate the central goals of this thesis. With the ability to deliver a heterogeneous
strain distribution, the next two chapters each explore (i) imaging membranes for phe-
notype map development and (ii) physical analysis to generate the corresponding strain
stimulus map.
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Imaging and Automated Analysis
Chapter 2 refined the original prototype and engineered a new apparatus. The assump-
tion at this point is that it satisfies a requirement of this thesis by delivering a controlled
heterogeneous strain distribution to a monolayer of cells.
This chapter is concerned with the imaging of these cells over a large area and
the automated image analysis required as a result. This section of work spans the
duration of the research years and forms the ‘right’ branch of the research plan – that
of generating high resolution phenotype maps from fluorescent imaging. Although the
work is presented in two distinct sections – ‘Acquiring Images’ and ‘Automated Analysis’,
ultimately progress made in each was dependent on progress made in the other.
There is a choice over which strategy to employ when using image analysis for high
content screening - utilising commercial softwares, open source applications, or creating
bespoke in-house applications. This choice is arguably dependent on the context of the
requirement together with the cell assay being performed. Here, the context of utilising
image analysis pipelines is in the development of a proof of concept system for arbitrary
phenotype assays.
Image analysis suites bundled with microscopy systems are usually a first port of
call for researchers wishing to quantify images. However, these often have proprietary
data formats, obfuscated image analysis algorithms, and are often impossible/difficult to
extend beyond general functionality to make custom updates to software or hardware,
(Eliceiri et al., 2012; Lamprecht et al., 2007). Customisation is crucial for the purposes
here where all cells on a disc membrane are to be imaged and analysed to a high res-
olution and such that the behaviour of each cell can be related to the position of that
cell on the membrane. Indeed, the software accompanying the imaging system used in
later chapters, MetaXPress, does allow for customised macros but only through using
existing procedures within the software. Coupled with this, the software was available
only on the machine running the microscope at the time which meant that algorithm
and pipeline development would have been sub optimal.
Open source platforms and plug-ins are far more appropriate to enhancements and
development to suit experimental needs. For purposes here, data handling before and
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after image analysis protocols is vital as a component to have strict control over. Tools
such as ImageJ (Fiji) (Schindelin et al., 2012) and Cell Profiler (Carpenter et al.,
2006) are popular open source platforms where scripts and macros are contributed by the
research community and are all customisable. The requirements on the image pipeline
here require specific data handling and analysis of images such that there is high unlike-
lihood that something exists which fit these needs. Therefore, even with an open source
platform, scripting and development of existing functionality is likely needed. Together
with this, substantial understanding of the scripting languages these tools use is vital to
be able to develop anything meaningful.
Therefore, for the establishment of a pipeline consisting of sample preparation, imag-
ing, image preprocessing, image analysis, post processing and data visualisation, a be-
spoke and customisable application is easier to construct in a familiar programming
language than learning something new within open source platforms where several ap-
plications and macros within the platform may need to be strung together. Because
of this a proof-of-concept pipeline is here developed in Wolfram Mathematica which
allows for pipeline customisation, data handling, image analysis and data visualisation
within a handful of scripts. As part of proof-of-concept development, creating a bespoke
application in this way allows for rapid changes dependant on a biological feature of
interest and therefore doesn’t restrict development to any particular niche.
3.1 Chapter Aims
The aims of this chapter is to develop an end to end pipeline designed specifically for
capturing, processing and analysing the cells adhered to BioFlexr membranes. In par-
ticular:
1. A method to efficiently image the entirety of a BioFlexr membrane after actuation
from the MagAct system developed in the previous chapter.
2. Defining protocols for handling images such that they can all be inputted into a
single image analysis pipeline.
3. Develop and script algorithms to extract relevant information within acceptable
error from images. Here, this information is colorimetric behaviour of cell nuclei.
4. Demonstrate the end to end pipeline through the creation of phenotype maps - the
end result of analysis.
3.2 Acquiring Images
The principle idea of this thesis requires that all cells adhered to the BioFlexr membrane
can be imaged to a resolution which allows automated analysis. The analysis should
extract the phenotypic state of each cell together with the position of the cell on the
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Figure 3.1
Attempt to mount a large glass cover-slip on top of the membrane which
has undergone EM augmentation. Here the EM has been carefully removed
using a scalpel whilst keeping the membrane intact. The membrane can’t
be imaged in situ. Full coverage of the mounting medium – in this case
glycerol based – over the membrane is not achieved. Therefore, to image the
membrane it has to be removed from the BioFlexr plate.
membrane. It is only through this that the proposal of heterogeneous stimulus correlation
can be evaluated. To do this, the following is required from an image acquisition method:
1. The membrane is mounted for microscopy following cell fixation and fluorescent
staining.
2. The membrane must be imaged on a computerised and automated microscope
platform.
3. The membrane must be mounted in-plane with the microscope stage.
4. A logical acquisition of multiple images across the membrane is taken with a logic
allowing each image to be related to a point in space on the membrane.
The initial stages of this investigation made it quickly clear that membranes had to
be excised from the BioFlexr plate in order for whole membrane imaging. This was
because the in situ BioFlexr membrane does not sit completely flat. Either the weight
of fluid (culture medium or fluorescent mounting medium) or the augmentations made by
embedding magnets (EMs), distort the membrane in its natural state. This is shown in
the photograph in Figure 3.1. In this image attempt has been made to place a cover-slip
over the membrane with a layer of fluorescent mounting medium in between. However,
coverage of the medium across the membrane was not achieved and is demonstrated by
the crescent region of membrane where mounting medium is absent. This indicates that
the membrane cannot be held flat for imaging whilst it is part of the BioFlexr plate.
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Excision of the membrane in the early stages of this work was conducted carefully
using 15A disposable scalpels. The protocol was to cut at at the membrane boundaries,
and is detailed later in a more developed form. Excision and membrane mounting is
dependent on the microscope used for image capture. The following two sections detail
the exploration undertaken for two microscopes.
3.2.1 The Zeiss SteREO Lumar V.12
Preliminary investigation in capturing and analysing all cells of the BioFlexr membrane
was conducted using the Zeiss SteREO Lumar V.12 microscope. This was chosen due to
its programmable and automated stage capable of capturing fluorescent imaging of large
areas.
Efforts were conducted through engineering new microscope platforms using 3D print-
ing, development of membrane mounting protocols and processing and analysis pipelines
to handle the outputted images. Figure 3.2 displays images generated using this micro-
scope on both a small cover slip as well as an excised and mounted BioFlexr membrane.
Use of this microscope was deemed not to be appropriate to achieve the aims of this
chapter. This was due to a number of factors:
1. The membrane was never in plane to the optics and so multiple z−stacks were
required. This resulted in a massive dataset as well as the need for intelligent
algorithms to determine optimal images from stacks as part of processing. This is
seen in Figure 3.2(b).
2. The resolution of the images was poor and such that complex image analysis al-
gorithms would be needed to extract relevant information. The balance between
complexity of post processing and image analysis with with quality of image ac-
quisition was sub optimal in terms of efforts.
3. The system, and controlling computer, were not powerful enough to handle the
volume of images required and on many occurrences would crash resulting in total
data loss.
Although this work was not carried forward lessons were learned about what the imaging
pipeline would need to contend with. In particular, because images are not preselected for
analysis, the analysis pipeline would need to contend with image artefacts. Investigation
using the Zeiss highlighted artefact types detailed in Figure 3.3. In the following section,
utilisation of the ImageXPress system is found to be a more efficient way of imaging as
well as fostering minimisation of image artefacts.
3.2.2 The ImageXPress System
Around the same time as the development of the membrane augmentation 2.2 in Section
2.6.1; page 72 (where the EM is fixed using glue rather than an additional layer of
silicone), a new imaging system was sought after rejecting the Zeiss SteREO. Since the





HRSMC Cultured on a Small Cover-slip. Cells were fixed in 4% formalin
before mounted on a slide using a DAPI mountant. Imaged using the Zeiss
SteREO Lumar V.12 and serves as a proof of capability.
membrane is free of an additional layer of silicone elastomer, it was now more pliable and
assumed to be flatter. Consequently, it no longer needed the magnetic pressure clamps
and epoxy resin for flat mounting. An alternative mounting protocol was developed
to accommodate the ImageXPress Micro XL Widefield High Content Screening System
(Molecular Devices). The objective lens for this system, as opposed to the Zeiss SteREO,
is below the sample.
A feature of the ImageXPress system is the ability to load 6-well tissue culture plates
for automated high throughput image capture of each well. Therefore a protocol was






Category of microscopy images gathered from pilot data from the Zeiss
SteREO. An image analysis algorithm needs to identify inevitable problem-
atic images since manual filtering is impractical. Problematic images include
those with fibres, dark bubbles, large bubbles and bright spots. As well as
cell nuclei segmentation, the boundary of the membrane has to be identified
in order to build the phenotype map.
developed where, after membrane excision from the BioFlexr plates, the membrane were
mounted cell-side down into a black walled, glass bottomed 6-well tissue culture plate
(P06-1.5H-N; CellVis). These plates are herein referred to as the ‘imaging plates’. The
protocol is detailed at the end of this section in detail, but in brief, after excision of
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the membrane using a scalpel, the membrane is carefully picked up using clean tweezers
and a magnetic rod is used to connect with the embedded magnet. The membrane is
then lowered into the glass well which has been pre coated with 40 µL of an appropriate
mounting medium (20 µL from top to bottom in a line, and 20 µL from left to right in
a line resulting in a cross). The magnetic rod is weak enough magnetically to manually
separate the membrane magnet from the rod once the membrane has been lowered into
place in the well. This is schematised in Figure 3.4(a) and the mounted membrane in
the imaging plate is shown photographed in Figure 3.4(b).
The ImageXPress system was programmed using its accompanying software – Meta
Xpress – with dimensions of the imaging plate provided by the manufacturer. Prelim-
inary tests were conducted to acquire images from BioFlexr membranes seeded with
C2C12 cells. Two of the wells from Figure 3.4(b) are shown imaged and stitched (using
scripts written in Wolfram Mathematica) in Figure 3.5. These images are from the
‘UV’ channel and show the nuclear Hoechst 33342 staining of C2C12 cells. For print,
the images have been colour inverted and enhanced in Adobe Photoshop CC. Figure
3.5(a) shows images from a membrane having undergone augmentation 2.2. The bubbles
present around the center left of the membrane in Figure 3.5(a) are typical of many
images acquired at this time. The absence of these bubbles in membranes which have
not been augmented – as in Figure 3.5(b) – indicated that the augmentation protocol
cures the membrane in a deformed state. When mounted flat on the bottom of the
imaging plate the resting tension of the membrane causes the center to rise up. Usually
bubbles which occur in mounting procedures like this can be gently guided to the edge
of a sample where they can diffuse. Here however, due to the upward force of the center
of the membrane, the bubbles were always drawn to the center, despite guidance. This
implied that under augmentation 2.2 the membranes undergo permanent deformation
with magnet augmentation.
It is precisely this which drove the redevelopment of the augmentation procedure 3.1
in 2.6.1; page 73. Following this refinement of protocol, the ImageXPress system showed
better capability of achieving the aims of the imaging component of this project. Figure
3.6, having been imaged at a higher magnification, demonstrates this. With it’s built in
automated focusing algorithms, the ImageXPress system both captures images of cells
with a clarity far superior than the Zeiss SteREO and with fewer images.
3.2.3 BioFlexr Membrane Excision and Mounting Protocol
The development conducted with respect to the imaging portion of this thesis cul-
minates with the use of the ImageXPress system to provide the cellular data in or-
der to extract phenotype maps using image analysis. The protocol for preparing the
BioFlexr membranes for imaging has been refined through many iterations with the
primary purpose of minimizing artefacts in images – for example, bubbles and fibres.
Measures were introduced which used cling-filmed surfaces to prevent debris and fibres
from making contact with either side of the excised membrane. Alongside this, cling
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(a) Schematic of Membrane Mounting Procedure.
(b) Image of Membranes Following Mounting.
Figure 3.4
Mounting Membrane in a 6-Well Plate.
(a) Schematic representation of the method of mounting membranes. This
replaces the magnet clamp procedure discussed previously. A magnetic rod
is used to lower the membrane into a glass well coated with an appropriate
mounting medium. Once the membrane is in place, the rod can be removed
with a little pressure. (b) A photograph of the membrane in the glass 6-well
plate after mounting. Membranes are mounted cell-side down.
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(a) Augmented (b) Not Augmented
Figure 3.5
ImageXPress Imaging 1.
(a) shows a membrane which has undergone magnet augmentation 2.2. The
formation of bubbles to the left of the center – which were not possible to
guide to the borders of the membrane – indicate the membrane is deformed
in its resting state. This spurred the redevelopment of magnet augmentation
which resulted in Protocol 2.1; page 74. (b) shows a membrane which has
not undergone any augmentation.
film was also used to protect the underside of BioFlexr plates during experimentation
to minimise debris making contact with the membrane and therefore minimising image
artefacts. This is possible due to the method of actuation being non-contact. These
processes are fully described in Protocols 3.1 and 3.2.
Protocol 3.1. BioFlexr Image Artefact Prevention
Once EM’s are cured to membranes using Protocol 2.1; page 74, preparation for exper-
imental use should follow these steps to minimise artefacts for imaging purposes.
1. In sterile conditions remove the loading posts and cling film used in Protocol 2.1.
2. Place the lid of the BioFlexr back onto the plate and affix with a small amount
of autoclave tape to ensure it does not accidentally fall off.
3. Place the BioFlexr upside down and overlay a large sheet of cling film with one
edge aligned with an edge of the plate. Affix the edge of the cling film to the
BioFlexr plate using autoclave tape.
4. Repeat with all other edges using a blade to trim cling film edges and ensuring
that the cling film is affixed taught.
End of Protocol 3.1.
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Figure 3.6
ImageXPress: Whole Membrane Imaging.
This image set is the result of having refined the magnet augmentation pro-
tocols (Protocol 2.1; page 74). As can be seen, there are no bubble type
artefacts. This is typical of images acquired using this Protocol. The mem-
brane here has been imaged at a higher magnification. The clarity of the cell
nuclei in these images and the number of images which has been acquired
demonstrates this systems power over the original Zeiss platform initially
explored.
Protocol 3.2. BioFlexr Membrane Excision and Mounting Protocol
1. On a clean bench with minimal draft, such as that caused by air conditioning
systems, lay down several sheets of tissue paper, enough to create a soft cushion.
On top of the cushion lay down a clean sheet of cling film, enough to sufficiently
cover the area of tissue paper. Using autoclave tape, seal the edges of the cling
film to the bench ensuring a taught surface. This is the work surface for excision.
2. Take the cling film-protected and augmented BioFlexr plate (Protocols 3.1 and
2.1; page 74), and carefully remove the cling film protecting the underside of the
plate. Place the plate right-way-up on the working surface.
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3. In the imaging plate in which the membrane will be mounted, dispense 20 µL of
mounting medium (FluoromountTM Aqueous Mounting Medium, Sigma Aldrich)
in a line from one end of the well to the other. Repeat with 20 µL creating a second
line so forming a cross of mounting medium in the well.
4. Aspirate and discard any fluid in the well from the BioFlexr plate to be mounted.
Using a clean scalpel of size 15A (Swann-Morton Disposable Scalpel 15A, VWR),
slowly pierce the membrane at its edge and trace around the edges of the well
to excise the membrane. Allow the excised membrane to fall onto the cling-filmed
working surface and move the BioFlexr plate to the side. Due to the tacky surface
generated by the cling film any debris on the underside of the membrane has an
increased chance of being removed.
5. Using clean tweezers, lift the membrane by its edge and, from underneath the
membrane, allow the embedded magnet to make contact with a magnetic rod (this
is done here using a flat-top torque screwdriver). Whilst holding the membrane by
the magnetic rod, inspect the cell side for debris and carefully remove any fibres or
particles using fine tweezers. Often during excision the scalpel catches the plastic
rim of the BioFlexr plate causing plastic fragments to disperse on the membrane.
These should be large enough to be carefully removed.
6. Hold the membrane upside down (cell side facing down) and lower the entire mem-
brane into the imaging well. Once the membrane is in complete contact with the
glass well, gently separate the magnetic rod from the embedded magnet.
7. Using a non-magnetic object, for example, a 1 mL pasteur pipette, apply pressure
to the membrane to ensure an even distribution of mounting medium across the
membrane. If bubbles have formed, gently push the bubbles to the edge of the
membrane so that they pop and dissipate. Under the magnet augmentation 3.1
(Protocol 2.1; page 74), this should be possible.
8. Repeat for all other BioFlexr wells requiring imaging, and image within the same
day. Do not use clear nail varnish to seal the membrane into place for risk of the
varnish bleeding into the cells.
End of Protocol 3.2.
3.3 Automated Analysis
The ability to capture cellular data on the BioFlexr membrane is the first step in forming
the phenotype map discussed in the introductory chapter. Given the size of each mem-
brane image set, illustrated by Figure 3.6, it is clear that an automated image analysis
pipeline is required to extract relevant information.
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The images shown in the previous section have been for a single fluorescence channel
– namely UV (488 nm) – intended for a background stain. Together with the data set
in Figure 3.6, there would also be at least one more image set for a separate fluorescent
channel describing the phenotypic state of each cell. The objectives of the automated
analysis are therefore simple, identify all the nuclei across the membrane, and for each
cell nuclei, decide, from the second imaging channel, whether it is positive or negative
for a phenotype of interest.
Imaging systems like the ImageXPress are equipped with image processing software
similar to what is developed in this section. The primary reason for designing something
bespoke rather than relying on commercial software is control, as discussed previously.
Often commercial softwares do not detail the algorithms behind automation to protect
intellectual property. The benefit of creating a bespoke pipeline is to allow full customi-
sation, optimisation and control of data structures.
The remainder of this section is split in two parts: the first defines and introduces
preliminary concepts to understand the second part, the development of a nucleus iden-
tification and phenotype decision making algorithm.
The field of image analysis is not one of focus for this thesis. Rather, the tools
employed in this body of work are used only as a means to an end. It is helpful,
however, to clearly define the terminology for context of the methodology and algorithms
developed here.
3.3.1 Preliminaries and Definitions
3.3.1.1 Digital Images
An image is here defined as a graphical representation of a matrix where each element
is a single value or a vector of values which maps to a pixel, a digital representation of
colour, by the colour space the image is defined within.
For example, in the 8-bit Grayscale model, each element has a single integer value
from 0 to 256. In this model, each element is interpreted as an intensity which ranges
from 0 – complete absence of intensity (black) – to 256 – maximum intensity (white) –
with all other values ascribed to ‘greyness’ in between.
In the 8-bit RGB colour model each pixel is a triplet of values where each takes a
single integer value from 0 to 256. Each element of the triplet represents the level of
total red, green, and blue, respectively, to be summed giving a specific pixel colour. In
this model there are 2563 colour options available.
In terms of notation, we define an image in standard matrix notation as, I = Iij
where Iij is the element in the i-th row and j-th column where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Thus, the resolution of the image, defined as the total number of pixels,
is equal to n×m.
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3.3.1.2 Algorithmic Manipulation
Digital images are a representation of numerical matrices and thus images can be al-
gorithmically transformed by manipulating this matrix. Furthermore, through suitable
manipulations, ‘features’ can be extracted from images. A feature is here defined as
an object of interest, be it the eye colour of all faces in photographic images, or more
particular to this thesis, specific biological aspects in microscopy images.
3.3.1.3 Image Arithmetic
Just as with mathematical matrices, images also have basic algebraic properties for image
operations. For example, if I1 = I1ij and I
2 = I2ij are images then the following is possible:
1. Addition. Images can be added together:





2. Subtraction. Images can be subtracted from one another:
(I1 − I2)ij = I1ij − I2ij . (3.3.2)
3. Scalar Multiplication. If c ∈ R then:
(cI1)ij = c× I1ij . (3.3.3)
3.3.1.4 Thresholding
Often in digital image processing, thresholding is employed to binarize a grayscale image
into either black or white. The simplest method of doing this is by replacing pixel values
below a set threshold, Icrit, with 0 if Iij is below and 1 if it is above. With this, it is
hoped that the pixels equal to 1 are only those of the features of interest in the original
image. The choice of this value can be set manually, however, and as discussed later, for
processing of many images in a batch, the choice of Icrit is likely to cause error.
Methods to calculate the best shareholding value for an image exist. For example, a
common method is Otsu’s Thresholding Algorithm (Otsu, 1979). Broadly, this method is
based upon minimizing intra-class variance. Otsu’s method is packaged with Wolfram
Mathematica and is used in this chapter for the construction of an image analysis
pipeline.
Although there are many choices of thresholding algorithm to use, none may be
suitable for use on a large collection of images and this is a subject discussed in later
sections. Table 3.1 displays the application of several algorithms to an image of cell
nuclei. As can be seen, none are able to threshold only cell nuclei.
For work in this thesis the Otsu method is chosen as the algorithm of choice. However,
this choice is arbitrary. Instead of refining algorithms for thresholding, the focus in this
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body of work is to standardise images through pre processing such that thresholding
becomes trivial. Therefore, the choice to use Otsu’s method is one of convenience.
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Table 3.1
Examples of thresholding algorithms applied to a microscope image of cell
nuclei. Thresholds performed in Wolfram Mathematica.
Threshold Description Image
Original Image
Image shows HUVEC’s nucleii








Uses the mean pixel in the
image value as the
thresholding value.
Median
Uses the median pixel value
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3.3.1.5 Image Kernels
Image kernels are heavily used in image processing applications to extract or enhance
features of interest in an image. These kernels are usually small, square matrices ‘con-
volved’ with the matrix representation of an image. Convolution is an operation loosely
related to mathematical convolution but not the same as matrix multiplication. Given a
kernel, K = Kkl where {k, l} ∈ {1, . . . , N}, convolution with an image, I, can be written







for (2θ + 1)2 = N2 and θ ∈ Z. Equation 3.3.4 can be understood by considering the
following small kernel and image:
K =
 a b cd e f
g h i
 , I =

I11 I12 I13 I14
I21 I22 I23 I24
I31 I32 I33 I34





I ′11 I ′12 I ′13 I ′14
I ′21 I ′22 I ′23 I ′24
I ′31 I ′32 I ′33 I ′34
I ′41 I ′42 I ′43 I ′44
 . (3.3.6)
Then, to take I ′22 and I ′23 as an example, equation 3.3.4 gives
(I ?K)2,2 = I
′
22 =iI11 + hI12 + gI13
+fI21 + eI22 + dI23
+cI31 + bI32 + aI33;
(3.3.7)
(I ?K)2,3 = I
′
23 =iI12 + hI13 + gI14
+fI22 + eI23 + dI24
+cI32 + bI33 + aI34.
(3.3.8)
Image kernels transform each element in an image through a linear combination of sur-
rounding elements. In photographic manipulation software, as well as image feature
extraction algorithms, kernels can be used for blurring, sharpening, detecting edges and
gradients amongst others. Table 3.2 gives examples of various kernels convolved with
an image for context and reference for kernels used in algorithms developed later in this
chapter.
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Table 3.2
Examples of image kernels convolved with ‘Lena’ – the archetypal image
used in exploration of image analysis techniques. Convolutions performed in
Wolfram Mathematica.
Description Kernel Convolved Image
Identity
Similar function as the
identity matrix in linear
algebra. This kernel leaves
the image unchanged.




This blurs the images by
reducing the pixel value
differences in adjacent pixels.
1
16




This does the opposite of
blurring; this kernel enhances
the pixel value differences in
adjacent pixels.




A popular filter in image
processing applications. This
filter enhances the pixel value
differences in a given direction
and creates the illusion of
depth.




This kernel helps to detect








Like the ‘Outline’ kernel
above. This filter highlights
the large differences in
neighbouring pixels in a given
direction. In this case it is the
differences from bottom to
top.
 −1 −2 −10 0 0
1 2 1





Histograms of example images 1 and 2 are shown underneath. By matching
the histogram of Image 2 to Image 2, the image becomes visually comparable
(Image 2 HM).
Image 1 Image 2 Image 2 HM
3.3.1.6 Histogram Matching
The histogram of a grayscale image is the discrete probability distribution of all the
pixels in the image. Histogram matching is the process of transforming one image so
that its histogram matches the histogram of another image. This is a useful tool to
standardise images in order to maintain constant brightness and contrast levels.
Table 3.3 shows this in practice. Image 1 and Image 2, although captured from a
single sample using the ImageXPress system, are visually different. This is because the
software controlling the microscope also controls how the system processes the image.
The second row shows the histograms of each image which are also notably different.
By matching the histogram of Image 2 to Image 1 the image and histogram becomes
visually comparable.
This process is useful when automation is required. Standardising all images by a
single image helps to ensure that an algorithm based on defining specific parameters will
work in the same way across all images.
3.3.1.7 Image Partitioning & Image Stitching
Image partitioning is used later in this chapter. It is the process of dividing an image
into smaller images. Image stitching is the process of assembling a single image from
joining smaller images.
3.3.1.8 Watershedding
Watershedding is a commonly used method in image analysis to segment features within
an image. The details of watershedding algorithms go beyond the scope of this project
but because they were packaged with Wolfram Mathematica, are used in incoming
development of image analysis pipeline.
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3.3.2 Nucleus Identification: Algorithm Building
In the research conducted in this thesis, fluorescent staining is predominantly in the cell
nucleus. Thus for quantification, cell nucleus identification from fluorescent images needs
to be automated. This section leads to and details an algorithmic processes to identify
cell nuclei in images to achieve the aims of this research. Once every cell nuclei has been
identified, a secondary step in the pipeline decides whether for each cell nuclei, the cell
is positive or negative for a phenotype of interest.
The image in Figure 3.7(a) is frequently used as an example in the coming sections.
For completeness, the image is of Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells stained with
Hoechst 33342 and taken from a set of images acquired on the ImageXPress system.
By considering a greyscale image to be a density plot, it is useful here to view the
image as a 3-dimensional surface plot. This is shown in Figure 3.7(b) where pixel values
of the image in 3.7(a) are considered as physical heights. Viewing the image in this way
shows the level of noise generated by the grainy background. Pre processing the image
using a Gaussian Filter with a radius of 5, defined in Table 3.2, decreases the effect of
this noise and accentuates the spikes representing the cell nuclei. The representation of
this as a surface is shown in Figure 3.7(c).
3.3.2.1 The Problem With Thresholding
Thresholding an image to extract objects of interest is a useful tool when the value
of Icrit is selected manually. However, for large numbers of images where unbiased
automation is required – that is, images which cannot be preselected for analysis – it is
not always the case that a single value of Icrit will successfully binarize only the objects of
interest. Further to this it is not true that a value of Icrit exists that successfully binarizes
only the objects of interest. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.8. In terms of surface
representations of images, thresholding can be considered as a cut-off plane (shown in
green) where everything above the plane is characterised uniquely from everything below.
In Figure 3.8, there exists no thresholding plane which separates the cell nuclei from the
background.
In the original image (Figure 3.7(c)), there is lens shadowing in the bottom left
corner. This amounts to a steady gradient increase in the background of the image seen
in Figure 3.7(c). It is thus impossible to find a cut-off plane value which separates cell
nuclei from background. In Figure 3.8, the cut-off plane varies from 0.5 to 0.8 illustrating
that either to much of the background is captured or too little of the feature of interest.
3.3.2.2 Conical Specific Enhancement
Given thresholding is so useful for feature identification, research was focussed on meth-
ods to solve the thresholding issue discussed above. If images can be reliably thresholded
so that only cell nuclei were included, then a watershedding algorithm would be able to
segment the nuclei.
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(a) Hoechst Stained Nuclii (b) Pixel as Height
(c) Pixel as Height: Gaussian Filtered
Figure 3.7
Grayscale Image Visualised as A Surface Plot
(a) Shows the original microscopy image taken from an image set acquired
using the ImageXPress system. The image is of Human Umbilical Vein En-
dothelial nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342. (b) Here the image is expressed
as a surface plot where each pixel value translates to height. The surface
plot is clearly noisy. (c) Here the image is represented as a surface plot after
the application of a Gaussian filter with a radius of 5. The background noise
has been diminished and cell nuclei are clearly visibly as spikes resembling
cones.
A solution to this problem began with the realisation that in 3-Dimensional space
(Figure 3.7(c)) cell nuclei appear as cones. The geometry of a cone is such that there is
a symmetry in the gradient around the z-axis. Along with this, the second derivative of
the cone is both non-zero and recovers the ‘cone spike’ but in the opposite direction. This
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Figure 3.8
The Difficulty of Single Value Image Thresholding
Thresholding can be considered as a plane cutting through the surface plot of
Figure 3.7(c). The images here demonstrate that for this image, no threshold-
ing plane exists which successfully seperates the image features (cell nuclei)
from the background. In this image, this is because the background is not
flat, and instead increases in gradient towards the left corner.
is visualised in 2-dimensions in Figure 3.9. The curve in Figure 3.9(a) is differentiated
to give the curve in Figure 3.9(b). The second differentiation in Figure 3.9(c) produces
a cone like curve with additional spikes at what would be considered the edge of the
original cone. The increasing gradient in the background of the original image, because
it is linear, would not be recovered in the second derivative and would be zero.
To exploit this conical feature of cell nuclei, kernel operations were defined and used.
The gradient of an image can be computed by subtracting each pixel value from a chosen
value neighbouring the pixel. Here, four kernels were defined in four spatial directions
across the image. Equation 3.3.9 produces the first derivative in the x direction (i.e.
from left to right in the image), 3.3.10 gives the first derivative in the y direction (top
to bottom), 3.3.11 gives the first derivative in the diagonal direction (top left to bottom
right), and 3.3.12 gives the first derivative in the opposite diagonal direction (top right
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(a) C (b) C ′ (c) C ′′
Figure 3.9
Gradients of a Conical Projection. The shape of cell nuclei is conical after
a Gaussian filter. It follows that the spatial derivative (and 2nd derivative)
of the nucleus will be symmetric in every direction and suggests the use of
2nd derivatives to specifically enhance cell nuclei in an image. (a) shows a
















 0 0 −10 1 0
0 0 0
 . (3.3.12)
Two convolutions of the image with each kernel would produce an approximation of the
second derivative of the image for each of the four directions. Given the symmetry of
the cone, it was hypothesised that by adding the second derivative images for each of
the four directions, the resulting image would be an enhancement of the original where
only conical type features are emphasized. In terms of mathematics, this process can be
understood through:
(I ∗ dx) ∗ dx + (I ∗ dy) ∗ dy + (I ∗ dxy) ∗ dxy + (I ∗ dyx) ∗ dyx. (3.3.13)
The application of Equation 3.3.13 can be seen in Figure 3.10. In this figure the
resulting images for each kernel convolution can be seen for each of the four directions.
Even after the first derivative operator has been applied, the lens shadowing which
caused major problems with thresholding (Figure 3.8) has been filtered out. This is
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Figure 3.10
Example of Conical Specific Enhancement. The original image from Figure
3.7(c) has been convolved with the four conical specific enhancement kernels.
The results upon adding the resultant images (Cone Enhanced) show an
enhancement of cell nuclei against the Original Image.
expected as this gradient is approximately linear. The cells themselves have become
split between being half black and half white as expected from Figure 3.9(b). Extending
to the second derivative returns a slightly skewed version of the cell nuclei. Adding
these images together produces a version of the original image where the cell nuclei have
become enhanced. Note also that in the second derivative images there is a dark halo
around each white cell nuclei – this corresponds to the peaks around the base shown
in Figure 3.9(c) and further helps to enhance the shape of the nuclei. The effect of
this ‘conical specific enhancement’ can be easily visualised by looking at thresholding
planes. Figure 3.11 shows that even a thresholding plane of a value of 0.5 is now able to
distinguish all cell nuclei from the image background.
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Figure 3.11
Thresholding After Conical Specific Enhancement.
Once the original image in Figure 3.7(a) has undergone this conical specific
enhancement, by visualising again as a surface plot, it is immediately clear
that a single thresholding value exists and can be easily found which separates
cell nuclei from the background of the image.
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3.3.2.3 Further Notes on the Conical Specific Enhancement
Mathematically, kernel convolution is associative. Therefore Equation 3.3.13 can be
re-written as:
I ∗D, (3.3.14)
where D = (dx ? dx) + (dy ? dy) + (dxy ? dyx) + (dyx ? dyx). Computing the kernel
convolution (by padding the matrix) gives:
D =

1 0 1 0 0
0 −2 −2 0 0
1 −2 4 0 0
0 −2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
 . (3.3.15)
It was realised retrospectively that this kernel is simply the backward difference approx-
imation to the first derivative. For example, the backward difference approximation to





≈ Ii,j − Ii−1,j . (3.3.16)














= Ii,j − Ii+1,j − (Ii−1+1,j − Ii−1−1,j) (3.3.18)
= −Ii−2,j − 2Ii−1,j + Ii,j . (3.3.19)
Note that the coefficients of Equation 3.3.19 – the 2nd derivative approximation in the
x-direction – give the central row of dx ? dx.
With the realisation that the original conical specific enhancement (CSE) equation
is, in reality, the well known backward difference approximation, the central difference





≈ Ii+1,j − Ii−1,j
2
. (3.3.20)
The central difference approximation intuitively corresponds to the following kernels in
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the x, y, xy and yx directions as:
dcdx =


























Combining these kernels through Equation 3.3.14 gives the kernel Dcd:
Dcd =

1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 −8 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1
 . (3.3.25)
With Equation 3.3.25, it became immediately clear that the development of the ‘conical
specific enhancement’ had implicitly been a deduction of a kernel which approximates
the well-used discrete Laplace operator:
DLAP =
 1 1 11 −8 1
1 1 1
 . (3.3.26)
A lack of baseline knowledge in the fundamentals of image analysis renders the devel-
opment of the conical specific enhancement somewhat naive. However, beginning from
a naive perspective has forced the development of a logical argument for why second
derivative kernel approximations enhance cell nuclei in fluorescent images. As such, the
utility of this section is self evident.
The three kernels defined here: D, DCD, and DLAP are tested in oncoming sections
through image analysis validation using ground truth.
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Table 3.4
Example of Image Normalisation Difficulty With Bright Spots.
Image 1 and 2, due to the large bright spot in Image 2, have the same
histograms. In brightening Image 2 by +4, the cell nuclei can now be seen
as in the native version of Image 1. But under this same brightness increase,
Image 1 is completely bleached.
Brightness Image 1 Image 2
+0
+4
3.4 Image Sorting and Preprocessing
Before information can be extracted from the microscopy data set, images require ex-
tensive sorting and preprocessing.
One of the obstacles involved in analysing images indiscriminately is the potential
existence of one of many types of artefact in images such as shown in Figure 3.3. A
consequence of these types of artefacts is a mishandling of the image by the controlling
software of the ImageXPress system. For example, the ImageXPress system attempts
to standardise each image it captures against images it has already captured. One way
it does this is assumed to be through histogram matching. However, when bright spots
are inherent in an image due to some artefact, the images produced are not capable of
being standardised to look similar. This is seen in the images in Table 3.4. In their
raw form, Image 1 and Image 2 appear completely different. When the brightness is
enhanced on both by +4, the cell nuclei in Image 2 can be seen together with the bright
spot/fibre. Image 1 is now, however, completely bleached. The presence of artefacts
makes it impossible to standardise images using histogram transforms because their
histograms already match.
This section develops methodology to prepare the images up until the point in the
pipeline where nucleus identification occurs.
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3.4.1 Correction/Information Metadata Mask (CIMM)
Given images will need to be indiscriminately fed into an analysis algorithm the question
of how to deal with artefacts in images has been long drawn. Artefacts in images are
typically either fibres picked up from the environment during membrane mounting or
bubbles incurred from the mounting process. Before the final protocol for mounting
membranes (Protocol 3.2), fibres were often present in images. Much image analysis
research was focussed on automated steps to manage these artefacts. The difficulty with
this task directly guided refinement of the BioFlexr plate augmentation procedure, plate
preparation, and membrane mounting procedure culminating in Protocols 2.1; page 74,
3.1, 3.2. These steps drastically reduced the presence of fibre artefacts. The methodology
described here to counteract the presence of inevitable artefacts is a semi automated
approach based on user made annotations of the images. These annotations are defined
as the Correction/Information Metadata Mask (CIMM).
The CIMM is, in essence, an image created by the user which using various colour
codes indicates the presence of various features in an image. This image is then used
by a bespoke image processor as metadata to correct for artefacts and standardise all
images. and as well creating informative reference points for later use in data handling.
The process is expanded upon in the following sections but in brief the steps required
are:
1. Visualise the whole imaged membrane.
2. Create the CIMM using tools in Adobe Photoshop CC.
3. Automatically process the images using the CIMM.
3.4.1.1 CIMM Processing 1: Image Stitching
Images from the ImageXpress system are saved according to the following file name
structure:
ExperimentName _ α_ sβ_ wγ .TIF
where α ∈ {A01,A02,A03,B01,B02,B03} which describes the well the image belongs to
in the 6 well format, β ∈ {1 . . .m2} describes the position in the m ×m imaging grid
from each well, and γ ∈ {1, 2} represents the fluorescent channel.
With this, and using basic string manipulation in Mathematica, the file names of
all images are selected and sorted to give a vector of file names per well: Nα = Nαγ . The
images the file names represent are imported in turn giving the corresponding vector of
images Iα. Partitioning this vector into m subunits produces an m×m matrix of images
which corresponds spatially to the original well. Using Mathematica’s ImageAssemble
function, this matrix is exported as a single stitched image with an image resolution of
1.2 ×m2 megapixels and a file size 2.22 ×m2 megabytes. This step is shown in Figure
3.12(a) to 3.12(b) for two rows of images.
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Table 3.5
CIMM Colour Key.
Colour RGB Representation Annotation Key
Green {0,255,0} Outside well.
Black {0,0,0} Membrane border.
Blue {0,0,255} Prime Image.
Red {255,0,0} Image Artefacts.
Yellow {255,255,0} Alignment.
3.4.1.2 CIMM Processing 2: Mask Creation
The CIMM is a secondary image created to store crucial information about the stitched
image. Namely, annotations of image artefacts (bright spots, fibres, bubbles etc.), the
orientation of the membrane, the borders of the membrane, the center point as well as
the most visually ‘ideal’ image (herein referred to as the ‘prime image’). The mask is
created here in Adobe Photoshop CC but could equally be created in a variety of
other image and graphics editors.
In simple terms, after importing the stitched image into Photoshop, the mask is
created by ‘painting’ over artefacts in the stitched image in an independent image layer,
in predefined colours and saved as a separate image. Features are marked with colours
according to Table 3.5. Protocol 3.3 lists the steps involved in fully creating the mask.
Once Protocol 3.3 has been completed, the CIMM will be as in Figure 3.12(c).
Protocol 3.3. Creation of the CIMM (Adobe Photoshop CC Version)
1. Import the stitched image for both fluorescent channels into Photoshop CC and
layer them on top of each other in the same Photoshop page.
2. Create a new, clean layer over the stitched images.
3. Create a circle with a black border and transparent inner section and place as close
as possible so that the circle is concentric with the image of the well and the black
border straddles both the inside and outside of the edges of the well. Ensure that
no edges of membrane are visible outside the black border.
4. Colour the area outside the membrane green.
5. Select the paintbrush tool with soft edges and set the colour to red. Carefully paint
over all fibres, bubbles, and other artefacts.
6. Although the image has been stitched, it should still be possible to make out
the individual images. Choose the image which is visually best in brightness and
contrast and free from any artefacts. Place a small blue circle inside this image.
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(a) 2 Rows of Images Pre Processing.
(b) Image Stitching
(c) CIMM Creation
(d) CIMM Guided Processing
Figure 3.12
Example of processing images using the correction mask. The regions out-
side the well are replaced (according to the green areas in the mask) with
pseudo random pixel values as well as regions of artefact (according to the
red areas). After this each native image is histogram transformed with the
image corresponding to the blue dot in the information mask.
7. Draw a line which corresponds to the marked line on the membrane. This is usually
visible in the GFP channel.
8. Reduce the size of the CIMM layer to 10% and save as a .tif file.
End of Protocol 3.3.
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3.4.1.3 CIMM Processing 3: Image Processing
A bespoke program was written in Wolfram Mathematica to process the images
together with the CIMM.
In brief, the CIMM .tiff file is imported into the program and scaled up to 100%; that
is, to match the size of the stitched image. The CIMM, partitioned into sub images with
the same dimensions as the images in I, produces a vector of ‘mask images’, M = Mk
with k ∈ {1 . . .m2}.
The first step in the processor is to find the prime image – in the CIMM this corre-
sponds to the blue dot. Since this blue is unique in the CIMM, the algorithm searches
through M for the presence of blue pixels, that is, pixels in RGB space with a value of
{0, 0, 255}. If blue pixels are present in say MPr then the ‘prime image’ is IPr.
The next step is artefact correction. For each of the mask images, only those pixels
which are either green ({0, 255, 0}), black ({255, 255, 255}), or red ({255, 0, 0}) are se-
lected from the CIMM. This vector of these mask images is denoted M′ = M′k. If for




k)ij 6= {0, 0, 0}, i.e.
the green, red and black pixels, then the ‘mask corrected image’, I′k, is defined as:
(I ′k)ij =
RND(Ik, σ(Ik)), if (i, j) ∈ Pk,(Ik)ij , otherwise, (3.4.1)
where RND(Ik, σ(Ik)) is a pseudo-random number from a normal distribution with
mean= Ik and standard deviation=σ(Ik). This step replaces all the pixels in the mi-
croscopy image coinciding with the non-zero pixels in the mask with a random number
based on the mean pixel value of the image. Thus, artefacts are removed and substituted
with pixel values likely to be similar to the background.
With artefacts removed from the images, histogram transformations can now be used
to standardise the brightness and contrast in the images. The histogram of the prime
image is used to histogram transform all other images. Figure 3.12(d) shows the total
effect of artefact removal followed by histogram transforms. The removal of the artefacts
in row 1 image 4 and row 2 image 6 have allowed the histogram transforms to standardise
all images so they look visually similar. The green area of the CIMM undergoes the same
procedure as the red artefacts and creates a standard image type for areas outside the
membrane – this is a useful step for later in the pipeline.
3.4.2 x-Pixel Voxel Partitioning - Data Resolution
In the introductory chapter the idea of virtual fencing to exploit the heterogeneity of
a stimulus was discussed. That is, averaging cellular behaviour on a scale where the
stimulus can be considered homogeneous.
Each image in I′k is split into smaller pieces which are here termed voxels. Voxels can
be considered the area over which analysis between the stimulus and phenotype map is
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(a) Native Image. (b) 90-Pixel Voxel Partitioning.
Figure 3.13
Example of image partitioning with a voxel size of 90 pixels. Each voxel
image in (b) is 90x90 pixels. The size of this voxel, and so the resolution of
the phenotype map, can be chosen from the list of integer divisors of 1080 -
the native image resolution.
considered. A large voxel size results in greater heterogeneity of the stimulus over each
voxel. Thus, the decision of what resolution is needed is dependent on 3 factors:
1. The spatial heterogeneity of the stimulus.
2. The integer divisors of the resolution of the native images.
Each image given by ImageXPress is at a pixel resolution of 1080x1080. Thus, the set
of possible voxel sizes, V, is given by:
V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 27, 30, 36, 40, 45,
54, 60, 72, 90, 108, 120, 135, 180, 216, 270, 360, 540, 1080}. (3.4.2)
Figure 3.13 shows a native image partitioned into 90-pixel voxels using Wolfram
Mathematica’s inbuilt ImagePartition function. The entire membrane image set
split in this way therefore produces 14400 ‘virtual fences’.
3.4.3 Logistic Regression Classifier
In using the ImageXPress system to image the entire well it is necessary that images taken
from outside the well are also recorded. The usage of the correction mask standardises
these areas as seen in Figure 3.12(d). As nucleus identification here relies primarily
on gradient based methods, and since all images are fed into an analysis algorithm
without pre-selection, images from outside the well produce false results. This is shown
systematically in Table 3.6. This occurs because the image outside the boundary contains
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no features which comparatively minimise the effect of the noise. For the cells inside the
boundary, the gradients of the backgrounds are entirely diminished by the gradients of
the cell nuclei.
To overcome this problem Mathematica’s inbuilt classification function is used: Clas-
sify. This is a machine learning classification algorithm which works on images. Given a
set of images annotated with either a ‘0’ or ‘1’, the algorithm seeks to find a way based
on this ‘training data set’ to decide whether an image is a ‘0’ or ‘1’.
At stage 3 in Table 3.6, the images look distinctively different. A training set devised
of random 90-pixel voxel images (from a single well imaged in the ImageXPress) are
manually classified as being from inside or outside the well. These are fed into the
classification function to automatically develop a set of rules to distinguish images at
stage 3 as being images of cells or images of outside the well.
A small script was written in Mathematica to both generate and save training data,
as well as train the classifier. The script does the following:
1. From a set of images from a single well after CIMM correction, a random choice
is made 200 times. For each choice the image is partitioned into the desired voxel
size, and 1 random choice is made from this list.
2. A pop-up dialogue window presents each image and a user choice is made between
‘CELL’ or ‘NO CELLS’.
3. The images are exported to a designated folder with the classification embedded
into each file name for later availability.
4. 150 images were used to train the classifier (using logistic regression) and the
remaining 50 used as the test for classifier accuracy.
The classifier is judged by the accuracy against the 50 images used as testing. In general,
this method works well for classifying images. The downside, however, is that for each
set of images taken from the imaging plate, this process has to be completed at least
once, and so reducing the automation of the pipeline..
3.5 Feature Extraction Algorithm
With images preprocessed and standardised, this section details the algorithmic steps
taken to extract relevant cellular information from each x-pixel voxel to build the phe-
notype map. For illustration of the algorithm, the images in Figure 3.14(a) to 3.14(b)
are used as an example. In this example, the images are the result of an experiment
designed so that cells positive for a successful pEGFp-C1 plasmid transfection express
green fluorescent protein. This is from work relevant to Chapter 5.
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(a) Hoechst 33342 Cell Nuclei. (b) All GFP Positive Cells.
(c) Conical Specific Enhance-
ment.
(d) Otsu Binarization.
(e) Watershedding. (f) Location Matching on Second
Channel.
Figure 3.14
Feature Extraction Algorithm Example. 90-pixel voxels. For C2C12 cells
having undergone pEGFp-C1 plasmid transfection and subsequently fixed
and stained with Hoechst 33342. (a) Hoechst channel (UV) and (b) is from
the GFP channel. (c) shows the application of the conical specific enhance-
ment filter. (d) is image (c) after an automatic thresholding algorithm (Otsu)
has been applied. The use of the watershedding algorithm segments cells
which are touching and the centres of each unique cell are shown in (e)
marked by a red dot. (f) shows the GFP image with each of these dots
overlaid.
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Table 3.6
Demonstration of Errors Produced With Images Outside of Cell Region. The
details of each step are provided in the next section. Images from outside
the boundary result in errors. This is caused by the stage in row 2. In row 4
the binarized image from row 3 are watershed and results in visual error. In
row 5 red dots are placed at the center of a uniquely identified nucleus given
by watershed segmentation. The images in row 3 are visually distinct which
allows a machine learned algorithm to automatically distinguish between
images from outside the boundary or inside. This is done using a ‘black box’
approach with Mathematica’s Classify function.
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Step 1: Classification
For each image fed into the algorithm, the logistic regression classifier decides if the
image contains cell nuclei or whether the image is from outside the well. If the image
is not one containing cells, the algorithm stops and moves onto the next image in the
sequence. If it does, the algorithm commences with Step 2.
Step 2: Nucleus Identification
For images which have been classified as containing cells, the following steps are applied
to identify each nucleus:
1. A Gaussian filter is applied with a radius of 3.
2. The conical enhancement filter (Equation 3.3.26) is convolved with the image as
shown in Figure 3.14(c).
3. The Otsu binarization method is applied to the filtered image in order to generate
Figure 3.14(d).
4. The watershedding method described in Section 3.3.1.8 is applied to segment ob-
jects from the binarized image on the condition that objects are generally circular.
This process is shown in Figure 3.14(e). In this image, each red dot represents the
center of each identified cell nucleus and so completes nucleus identification.
Step 3: Phenotype Classification
Once the cell nuclei have been identified in the UV channel, the information is used to
extract phenotype information from the secondary channel – in this case, the GFP chan-
nel. The steps used to identify whether each cell is positive or negative for a phenotype
is detailed as follows:
1. For each identified cell nucleus, the pixel positions assigned to that nucleus are
sampled from the the corresponding GFP image. The intensities of these pixel
positions in the GFP are averaged. See Figure 3.14(f).
2. Once all nuclei have been sampled, each mean intensity is normalised by the average
of all intensities. Figure 3.15(a) shows the result of this when displayed in ascending
order.
3. Much like in cell analysis in flow cytometry, manual gating is here required to
decide which of these cells is positive or negative for GFP. In the case presented
here, prior knowledge that the majority of cells are negative is used to define a gate
equal to the ‘major outlier’ of the distribution. That is, if T is the set of mean
intensities for each identified cell then the gating value, g, is defined as
g = 3[Q3(T)−Q1(T)] +Q3(T), (3.5.1)
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(a) Ordered List of Nuclei Intesities in GFP Channel. Figure con-
tinued overleaf.
where Qi is the function calculating the interquartile range i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The value
of q for this example is shown by the green dotted line in Figure 3.15(a). Any cell
caught above this line is deemed to be positive for GFP presence.
The result of this phenotype classification can be seen in Figures 3.15(b) and 3.15(c).
Here, each number is a unique cell and numbers printed in green are those which are
GFP positive.
It is important to note two points from this method. Firstly, that the choice of
gating procedure is dependent on user interaction and setting which therefore reduces
the level of automation of this pipeline. Secondly, the example displayed here erroneously
identifies a cell nuclei as being positive for GFP. With a simple algorithmic procedure
such as this, these errors cannot be avoided. A discussion of error is given in later sections
in this chapter.
3.5.1 Phenotype Map
Once the cell nuclei have been identified and classified for phenotype, visualisation of
the original well can be done through heat maps. In the example shown in Figure 3.16,
100,000 C2C12 cells were transfected with a pEGFP-C1 plasmid using Lipofectamine
2000. Cells successfully transfected with this plasmid produce GFP throughout the
cytoplasm. Figure 3.16(a) shows the original image set from a 35 mm diameter well
imaged on the UV channel and after preprocessing. Figure 3.16(b) shows the result of a
90-pixel voxel selection and the nucleus identification algorithm. The colour scale on the
right indicates how many cells are present in each voxel. Figure 3.16(c) shows the result
after phenotype classification for each cell evaluated using the corresponding image taken
from the GFP channel. This map displays the total number of GFP positive cells in each
voxel. Figure 3.16(d), on the other hand, displays a similar map but instead represents
the percentage of GFP positive cells present in each voxel.
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(b) GFP Positive Identified Nucleii on UV Channel Image. Figure continued overleaf.
There are a number of comments to be made regarding Figure 3.16. Firstly, there are
regions across the sample where the analysis procedure fails. Note the bottom and right
edge of Figure 3.16(b). This is due to the density of cells being sufficiently high that
the logistic regression classifier cannot classify the voxel as ‘contains cells’. This failure
corresponds to when the voxel cell density is greater than 200 cells and roughly equates
to a total well density of 3 million. The implication of this is that any experiment has
to ensure that total cell density falls significantly short of this point.
The second point to note is in Figure 3.16(d), there is a notable heterogeneity in
transfection efficiency distribution in the well with a visually higher efficiency percentage
in the top left quadrant. This appears to correlate with a lower cell density in this
region. Interpreted holistically, this demonstrates a proof of principle of using image
based methods to capture single cell phenotype behaviour in order to generate a data
map displaying heterogeneous behaviour.
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(c) GFP Positive Identified Nucleii on GFP Channel Image.
Figure 3.15
Phenotype Assignment of Identified Cell Nuclei.
(a) Shows a plot of the ordered list of identified cell nuclei against the mean
intensities of each nuclei taken from the GFP channel. With the assumption
that the majority of cells are negative for GFP, the ‘major outlier’ is used as
a gating value to separate the two classes of cell. In this example, the gate
is set by the green dashed line. Everything above this line is deemed GFP
positive. (b)-(c) is the result of GFP positive identified cells overlaid on both
the UV and GFP channels.
With the theme of this thesis, this completes the ‘right branch’, that of a generating a
discrete data map by ‘virtual fencing’. It remains now to develop a stimulus map on the
same resolution where each voxel, instead of representing cellular behaviour, represents
values of strain stimulus which can be considered the homogeneous stimulus of cells in
that particular location.
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Visualising the Phenotype Map.
Where previous figures have shown examples of the analysis pipeline for
single images, this figure shows the result of applying this procedure on an
entire data set. (a) Shows the image set for a single well stitched after
preprocessing. (b) maps the cell density across the well. Failures in the
bottom and right edge are due to a cell density after which the algorithm
falsely classifies images as being from outside the membrane. This implies a
cell density limit for this analysis pipeline to work successfully. (c) and (d)
show the maps after each cell nuclei has been classified for phenotype. (c) is
the total number of each cells in each voxel which is expressing GFP whereas
(d) is the percentage of cells in each voxel expressing GFP.
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Figure 3.17
Scanned Ground Truth Annotation Example. 270 pseudo-random 90-voxel
images of Hoechst 33342 stained C2C12 cells were printed to .pdf documents
for manual cell nucleus counting.
3.6 Validation of Automation
The final section of this chapter details investigation to quantify the validity and error
of the image based virtual fencing method.
Validation of the image analysis algorithms was conducted by first establishing ground
truth; a set of images where features of interest have been manually identified. With this,
statistical analysis is conducted against the automated feature extraction and ground
truth.
Note that only the nucleus identification has been tested and validity of the phenotype
assessment remains as an area of future work.
3.6.1 Cell Identification Validation
3.6.1.1 Methods and Materials
Images were used from a preliminary experiment investigating the Lipofectamine induced
plasmid transfection of C2C12 cells (discussed in Chapter 5).
Cells on the surface of each well from a 6-well plate were imaged using the ImageX-
Press system. Following the mask correction stage and image classification stage of the
analysis algorithm, two hundred and eighty 90-pixel voxel images were pseudo-randomly
selected using a small script written in Mathematica. The images were assigned a
unique number and printed to a .pdf page nine at a time in a grid resulting in thirty
.pdf pages of images. The thirty .pdf pages were printed onto A4 paper for manual
counting. Within each voxel cells were crossed out using red pen and at the same time
tallied using the free application Mouse Clickr1. Following the completion of each
voxel the cell count was written below the image. After all the images had been manu-
ally annotated, the data was entered into Mathematica where a small script exported
the original images with a file name encapsulating both the unique number as well as
the manual cell count into a pre-defined folder. Figure 3.17 shows a scanned copy of the
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one row of these pages as an example. The cell identification stages of the analysis
algorithm was then conducted over this sample of images under four separate analysis
conditions (AC):
AC1: In the absence of the convolution filter, that is without the process generating
Figure 3.14(c).
AC2: Using the convolution filter D given by Equation 3.3.15 (based on the backward
difference approximation)
AC3: Using the convolution filter Dcd given by Equation 3.3.25 (based on the central
difference approximation).
AC4: Using the Laplace convolution filter given by Equation 3.3.26.
To analyse results, manually counted cell values for each voxel were plotted against
machine generated cell count values and correlation statistics were used to assess linear
dependence. Given that manual voxel cell counts are unlikely to be normally distributed,
Pearson χ2 tests were used to assess distribution fits. Percentage error is calculated for





where ti is the true voxel count (given by ground truth), pi is the machine counted value
and i ∈ {1, . . . , 270}.
3.6.2 Results
Figure 3.13(a) shows the results of the analysis under AC1. For each voxel tested, the
manual cell count is plotted against machine cell count. If the machine count is the
same as the manual, all purple dots would lie on the red line. It is clear from the left
figure that under this condition the algorithm does not count cells in each image with
any accuracy. The Pearson χ2 results, shown on the right, quantitatively agrees with
this with a rejection of the null hypothesis.
Figures 3.18(b) and 3.19 show the same set of analysis results but for AC2 - AC4. In
all of these cases the Pearson χ2 test does not reject the null hypothesis suggesting on
the whole the machine cell counts are on par with ground truth. The cell count plots
on the left of these figures suggest that the Laplace filter condition (AC4) gives machine
counts which are closer to ground truth than in any other condition. This is made clear
from the plots by the green dashed line (which is the line of best fit of the pairwise data
points) being closer to the red line (the line of perfect identification).
These conclusions are solidified through consideration of error as defined by Equa-
tion 3.6.1. The results of the error analysis is shown in Figure 3.20. The median error
1Credited to dejco. http://dejco.deviantart.com/art/Mouse-Clickr-186410353
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Cell Density Representation (6 Well)Measured Cell Counts against Computed Cell Counts
r = 0.83r
2 = 0.69
n. of voxels = 277
True Line Linear Fit







Comparisons of Distributions(Smooth Histogram)
Statistic P- Value
Pearson χ2 311.777 1.81235× 10-55χ2 Results ⇒ Reject
Ground Truth Image Analysis
Binarization Only
(a)












Cell Density Representation (6 Well)Measured Cell Counts against Computed Cell Counts
r = 0.96r
2 = 0.91
n. of voxels = 277
True Line Linear Fit







Comparisons of Distributions(Smooth Histogram)
Statistic P- Value
Pearson χ2 23.3037 0.179189
χ2 Results ⇒ Do not reject





Cell Identification Error Analysis: No Kernel and Backward Difference Ap-
proximation. (a) shows the results from the analysis under the condition of
AC1. It is clear, that without the conical specific enhancement (CSE) step
in the algorithm, cell identification performance is poor with a rejection of
the null hypothesis under the Pearson χ2 test. (b) shows the results from
condition AC2. This is the CSE filter generated by Equation 3.3.15. The
performance of this is strikingly better than under condition AC1.
(distance from ground truth) that each of the conditions produces is 50%, 5.1%, 5% and
4.1% for conditions AC1 through to AC4, respectively. To put this error into context, a
separate analysis of error relating to the popular CyQuant assay for counting cells (a bi-
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Cell Density Representation (6 Well)Measured Cell Counts against Computed Cell Counts
r = 0.95r
2 = 0.9
n. of voxels = 277
True Line Linear Fit







Comparisons of Distributions(Smooth Histogram)
Statistic P- Value
Pearson χ2 13.0646 0.787722
χ2 Results ⇒ Do not reject
















Cell Density Representation (6 Well)Measured Cell Counts against Computed Cell Counts
r = 0.95r
2 = 0.91
n. of voxels = 277
True Line Linear Fit







Comparisons of Distributions(Smooth Histogram)
Statistic P- Value
Pearson χ2 12.9965 0.79178
χ2 Results ⇒ Do not reject





Cell Identification Error Analysis: Central Difference Approximation and
Laplace Kernel. (a) and (b) show the results of conditions AC3 and AC4.
Under these conditions, the algorithm performs much better than AC1 and
marginally better than AC3.
ological method) resulted in errors ranging between 5.31% to 26.6% (results ommitted)2.
The results of this section thus indicate that the cell identification algorithm performs
within an acceptable level of error.
2This was an analysis of inter-sampling error of Cyquant readings for single cell samples. Cyquant
data was provided by Eseelle Hendow of the Applied Biomedical Engineering Group, UCL.
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Figure 3.20
Cell Identification Kernel Error Comparison. The results of the analysis
using Equation 3.6.1 as a marker for error. The results demonstrate that use
of the Laplace Filter (Equation 3.3.26) for the CPE step is most optimal in
terms of reducing error.
3.6.3 Discussion
This chapter was concerned with laying the groundwork to generate the right branch
of the research aims as discussed in the introductory chapter. That is, to extract cel-
lular data using large sample imaging together with a pipeline delivering automated
image analysis. The purpose of this is to produce a ‘phenotype map’; a spatial map
which represents the behaviour of cells on the membrane. Theoretically, averaging the
behaviour across this phenotype map should return precisely the same descriptions as
would have been generated by biological population averaging assays and ELISA’s. In
a situation where the stimulus of the cells is heterogeneous, having a spatial map of cell
behaviour allows for the use of statistical correlation between a heterogeneous stimulus
and a heterogeneous response; such that population averaging methods will ultimately
fail to do.
The beginning of this research, which also coincides with the beginning of this chap-
ter, investigated an approach using the Zeiss SteREO imaging system. After a steep
learning curve in both fluorescent microscopy as well as image analysis methods, it is
noted that this approach is retrospectively naive. With hindsight, too much time was
spent trying to make the Zeiss system work, both in terms of image acquisition and
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image analysis. The approach here was one which dealt with inefficiencies in the quality
of images by using image analysis algorithms and corrective measures. The research,
therefore, was only advanced when the Zeiss system was abandoned and with the reali-
sation that image acquisition should itself minimize the complexity of an image analysis
pipeline, rather than image analysis correcting the weakness of image acquisition.
Together with appropriate protocols for sample handling and mounting, the acqui-
sition and handling of a large number of images has been shown to be possible using
the ImageXPress imaging system. The clarity of images this system provides, together
with the need to capture only one focal plane of images despite the large diameter of
the sample, allowed the development of a method for extraction of cellular data. At the
beginning of the ‘learning curve’, during the ‘Zeiss era’, image analysis algorithms were
complicated and inefficient. This period of time which produces nothing tangible is one
which I think was absolutely necessary to learn the tools to create, in the end, a sim-
ple algorithm. Together with this, working from inexperience of image analysis allowed
an approach based on first principles. This generated a logical argument of why the
Laplace filter (CPE) enhances cell nuclei in images to better allow binarization methods
to segment nuclei.
The novel pipeline developed in this chapter produces phenotype maps at user defined
resolutions. The majority of investigation presented here utilises 90-pixel voxels. Viewing
each voxel as a unique data point, this translates to 14,400 ‘virtual’ data points across a
single 6 well surface. This is in stark contrast to the 2 physical fences created by Basson
et al. (1996) on the BioFlexr membrane as discussed in the introductory chapter.
Error analysis of this pipeline is also explored in this chapter. The results of this
analysis suggest acceptable margins of error for cell nucleus identification benchmarked
against standard protocols. Therefore, methods to generate phenotype maps for experi-
ments using BioFlexr plates is complete. What remains in terms of methodology is the
corresponding creation of stimulus maps generated on a resolution comparable to the
phenotype maps described here.
3.7 Chapter Summary
With reference to Section 3.1, the aims of this chapter were achieved. In particular:
1. BioFlexr protocols for minimising artefacts in images were defined – both for pre
and post experimentation.
2. A modality was established to acquire images of all cells on the BioFlexr membranes
following experimentation.
3. An image analysis pipeline was established consisting of the following:
(a) The manual creation of a metadata image (CIMM) to assist in image normal-
isation and corrections.
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(b) A machine learning method to categorise cells as either inside the well or
outside the well.
(c) A kernel convolution approach to enhance only cell nuclei in images based
on mathematical arguments. This enables an arbitrary choice of thresholding
algorithm.
(d) A nucleus identification, segmentation and phenotype identification protocol.
(e) Ground truth comparison to show error is within reasonable bounds.
4. Completion of the ‘right branch’ of the thesis design.
Through this, and taken together, the novelty of the pipeline is also established. Al-
though designed specifically for MagAct experimentation, it applies equally to FlexCellr. This
chapter demonstrates the feasibility of high throughput, single cell analysis using BioFlexr
plates and indeed in any case where preservation of cell position relative to the cell sub-
strate is crucial for meaningful information. That it was conducted with low cost demon-
strates an advantage of bespoke, in-house pipeline development over utilising costly,
black-box commercial software.
In the context of this thesis, establishment of the pipeline completes the right branch
of the thesis and what remains is understanding the physical distribution of strain across
the BioFlexr plate generated in MagAct and piecing all the components together to
demonstrate a biological proof-of-concept.




Understanding the distribution of strain across membranes with as much accuracy as
possible is imperative for the strategy proposed in this thesis. As discussed in the intro-
ductory chapter, Vande Geest et al. (2004) previously used finite element modelling to
quantify the strain field for the FlexCellr system. With any complex in silico modelling
assumptions have to be made in order to make computation simpler – assumptions
for example in symmetries and material parameters. Indeed, a FEM analysis of the
initial prototype conducted by a collaborator prior to this thesis (Section 2.3) made
large simplifications in order to execute a model. Most notably it did this by calculat-
ing strain distributions through prescribing estimated displacements to the embedded
magnet rather than, as would no doubt be more complicated but greater in accuracy,
computing the time-dependent forces between all magnets and feeding this into the finite
element analysis as appropriate boundary conditions.
An alternative to finite element modelling to understand strain distributions is the
empirical approach. In general, markers are created on the membranes and through
video capture the displacements of each marker between video frames can be measured
and directly related to strain. Vande Geest et al. used this method to validate the
finite element approach but don’t specify how many markers used or the position of each
marker. A similar approach was used by Colombo et al. (2008) who drew four lines
on the membranes in a square formation centred at the origin of the membranes in a
study of the post based FlexCellr system. Being empirical, this approach has the benefit
over FEM purely because it is not a prediction of the strain but rather a measurement.
However, in general, these types of empirical approaches are limited in resolution by the
number of markers used.
This chapter is concerned with discovering the strain distributions generated on the
BioFlexr membrane with the MagAct system. Given the importance of strain distribu-
tion maps for this thesis, a more advanced method to empirically quantify the apparatus
was found in Dantec Dynamics Gmbh, a company which specialises in measurement
systems, based in Ulm, Germany. An overwhelming advantage of their system is that
deformation and strain of a material under load, although empirically acquired, is pro-
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vided in a resolution on par as what would be expected from finite element approaches.
The aims of this body of work was to develop the strain ‘stimulus map’ for the
virtual fencing method proposed in this thesis. To this end, together with the empirical
approach given by using the system from Dantec Dynamics Gmbh, an FEM approach
was also developed based upon this empirical data.
The outcome of this chapter highlights detrimental limitations of the MagAct system.
This is due to the discovery that MagAct in its current form does not deliver a strain
value greater than around 4%. Therefore the requirement of apparatus delivering a wide
ranging heterogeneous stimulus is not met.
4.1 Chapter Aims
The aims of this chapter in general are to establish the profile of strain over the BioFlexr membrane
when actuated using the MagAct system. In particular:
1. Exploration of the DIC method offered by Dantec Dynamics as a method for phys-
ically measuring strain.
2. Answering whether the MagAct system as it currently stands is capable of fulfilling
the overall aims of this thesis. That is, delivering a variance of strain on par with
the FlexCellr system but on a single membrane.
3. If the requirements of the MagAct system are not fulfilled, exploring methods to
make it so.
4.2 Digital Image Correlation: Dantec Dynamics Gmbh
The digital image correlation (DIC) system was developed by Dantec Dynamics Gmbh
and is a 3-dimensional, non contact optical method with full-field capability used to
measure deformation and strain. Where the empirical methods mentioned previously
use only a few number of markers on the membrane, the DIC method is principled upon
creating thousands of markers across the entire surface. This is done through speckle
coating a material or object of interest. The method uses two high resolution digital
cameras to film the material, and so the speckle coating, as it goes through a deforma-
tion. The speckle coating is such that it is stochastic across the surface of material so
that small segments of the coating can be considered unique. This uniqueness allows
small segments to be automatically tracked throughout the video using image analysis
methods. This is similar to the method of Colombo et al. but instead segments now
cover the entire surface. Their segment correlation algorithms, use of stereoscopic cam-
eras and calibration techniques allow for complete deformation to be digitally mapped
in 3 dimensions, and in high resolution, through their software Istra4D1.
1The principles of DIC may be found here:
http://www.dantecdynamics.com/measurement-principles-of-dic. Last accessed 28th Aug, 2017
and are discussed further in the following Section 4.2.1.
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Owing to the compact and lightweight design of MagAct, the entire system was
shipped to Dantec Dynamics headquarters in Ulm, Germany for testing on two occasions.
On the first occasion the MagAct system using the BioFlexr augmentation 2.1 (Protocol
C.1; page 233) was tested. Results from this indicated this EM augmentation method
produced an insufficient range of strain and so, after redevelopment, the system was once
again taken for testing under BioFlexr augmentation 3.1 (Protocol 2.1; page 74).
For the second set of measurements a different version of MagAct was also tested.
This is described in later in Section 4.2.3. The results of the first set measurements were
invalidated during this subsequent trip. Here, flaws were identified in protocols used by
Dantec engineers. These are included here for both context and because they were the
foundations for modifications made to the original MagAct system.
Building upon these second measurements, a FEM based approach was developed
(discussed in Section 4.3) to define a characteristic strain map of the MagAct system.
4.2.1 DIC Methodology
An object which is speckle coated generates a stochastic pattern across the surface where,
when breaking into smaller image chunks, here termed facets, each chunk can be consid-
ered unique. The DIC method records this speckle coated material during deformation
using two high frequency capture cameras. Parameters relating to the positions of the
cameras in relation to both the sample and each other are calculated using a calibra-
tion method. The greyscale images recorded for each frame of the recording are then
discretised into facets. With the calibrated parameters together with image correlation
algorithms, the software (Istra4D) tracks each facet through the frames and produces
contour, deformation and strain data for the entire surface throughout the entire length
of video capture and on a resolution governed by the size of the facet.
Figure 4.1 shows a magnified image of a speckle coated sample with facets created
at a resolution of around 0.5 mm . In comparison to the resolution of the membranes
images in Chapter 3, a facet size of around 0.5 mm is a resolution on par with the fluo-
rescent microscopy images captured using the ImageXpress system. The high resolution
capabilities of the DIC system therefore provide a promising method for generating high
resolution strain ‘stimulus maps’.
4.2.1.1 Data Handling and Analysis
The DIC system captures video of an object deforming at variable capture rates. In the
experiments conducted in oncoming sections, the frame rate was 20 Hz (20 images per
second of recording). The output of each Istra4D DIC analysis is a data set consisting
of multiple .ascii files. For the analysis of one recording (here, the recording of a well
undergoing deformation), the output of the analysis is an .ascii file for each frame (or
step) with each containing the locations of all facet grid points together with every
measurement Istra4D is capable of computing – for example, the (X,Y, Z) coordinate
position of the mesh point; total displacement of the grid point relative to a reference
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(a) shows a single BioFlexr well after having been speckle coated and each
image the vantage point of each of the stereoscopic cameras. (b) shows the
discretisation of the speckle coated stochastic pattern – termed facets. Here
each facet is on the scale of 0.5 mm, a resolution on par with microscopy
imaging.
frame; the grid point displacement in the x-direction relative to a reference frame, and
a variety of others (a full list of measurements is given in Appendix D.1; page 240)
A typical .ascii file here contains around 3500 entries. For 10 seconds of recording and
analysis, a single data set therefore contains around 70,000 data entries. Data handling
requires extracting relevant information from these data sets. In particular:
1. The (x, y) coordinate positions of all facet mesh points.
2. The DIC calculated displacements of each facet mesh point relative to a reference
frame.
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3. The DIC calculated maximum principle engineering strain values of each mesh
point relative to a reference frame.
A script was written in Mathematica to run through each .ascii data set, extract
relevant features and to produce information graphics of the results. The script ex-
tracts for each facet mesh point, the maximum and minimum values of displacement and
engineering strain throughout the time series.
4.2.2 DIC Strain Analysis 1
The first measurements taken using the DIC system were for the MagAct system de-
scribed in Chapter 2 with BioFlexr plates augmented with method 2.1 (Protocol C.2;
page 233); the EM sandwiched between the membrane and an additional layer of silicone
elastomer. The primary questions these experiments intended to answer were:
1. What is the range of strain magnitudes present on the membranes?
2. Can DIC be used to produce the strain ‘stimulus map’?
4.2.2.1 DIC Method
The MagAct system was taken for testing to Dantec labs in Ulm, Germany. To create
the speckle coating on the membranes two types of spray based paints were used by
engineers working in the Dantec laboratories. A white primer was first applied using
a spray-paint can ensuring complete coverage of BioFlexr membrane. After this had
dried, an airbrush pen loaded with black paint was used to spray a spitting-type mist
over the white; shown in Figure 4.2(a). This created a stochastic speckle coated pattern
across the top of the membranes which were shown images through the stereoscopic
cameras in Figure 4.1(a).
After calibration of the DIC system, the speckle coated plates were placed in the Ma-
gAct system and positioned underneath the stereoscopic camera system; Figure 4.2(b).
Positioning is guided by the Istra4D capture software which shows real-time images from
the stereoscopic cameras. The MagSensor and accompanying software (Section 2.6.4.2;
page 82) were used to set the speed of the motors. Each of 12 augmented BioFlexr wells
were recorded undergoing deformation with multiple motor speed – 1, 1.5 2, 3 Hz and
for around 10 seconds each.
The image data was saved and the DIC analysis using Istra4D was conducted in
UCL after having had tutorials in Istrta4D at the Dantec laboratories.
4.2.2.2 Results
As generated by the Mathematica script, Figure 4.3 is indicative of the results of this
set of experiments. The figure shows the analysis from a single well having been recorded
at three different frequencies. The top row shows the maximum displacement map for
each recording relative to the first frame; here each facet is replaced by the maximum
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(a) Speckle coating the magnet embedded BioFlex plate.
(b) DIC In Use
Figure 4.2
Images showing the DIC system in use. (a) Speckle coating the BioFlex
plate. After a solid white primer has been sprayed onto the plate using a
spray paint can, an airbrush pen paints a fine mist of black paint across the
white undercoat to create a speckle pattern. This provides the stochastic
pattern used for image correlation. (b) The MagAct system is positioned for
each well under the stereoscopic cameras which feed the recording directly
into the Istra 4D software. Red light is used to provide the highest contrast
between white and black speckling.
displacement experienced at that point throughout the entire time series. The middle row
shows density maps of the temporal change in position undergone by a line through the
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Figure 4.3
DIC Results of an Analysed Well Recorded at 3 Different Motor Frequencies.
The top row displays the maximum displacement density maps for each fre-
quency. Each facet is represented by the maximum displacement this facet
undergoes throughout the time series. The middle row shows the time series
of a line across the membrane (indicated by the dashed line in the top row).
The density plot shows the displacement at each point in the line for all time
steps and is therefore used as an indication of motor frequency. The bottom
row displays the maximum stretch maps across the time series in a similar
way to the first row. The stretch maps indicate a lack of discernible patterns
of strain with this version of the MagAct system and that potentially no
strain is present on the membrane.
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Figure 4.4
Probability Density Plots of DIC Results 1.
The left figure shows the probability density function (PDF) of facet dis-
placement when all recorded wells and corresponding analysis have been
amalgamated together. Similarly for strain (both compression and stretch)
on the right. Assuming the DIC method has worked, these plots indicate
that both very little displacement and very little strain are generated as a
result. In general, the strain value across the membranes appears to average
to 0.
membrane. This line segment is marked in the first row by the dashed lines. These plots
qualitatively describe the frequency of the motors and therefore corroborate Algorithm
1; page 65 and its implementation using the MagSensor and accompanying software.
The bottom row shows the maximum stretch maps throughout the time series using
DIC maximum principal engineering strain values. These are generated and interpreted
similarly as the displacement maps. The stretch maps lack the characteristic look and
smoothness of the displacement maps. This indicates that either there is no strain
generated by the MagAct system as it is, or the DIC method has not worked.
This type of behaviour was typical for all recordings of wells. To quantify this,
the displacement and strain data was amalgamated for all DIC analysed wells at all
frequencies and expressed as probability densities. These probability plots are shown in
Figure 4.4. They indicate that, in general, the deformation of the wells is very low – the
majority of the membrane doesn’t move. As expected given Figure 4.3, the probability
density for strain indicates that, in general, the majority of the membrane remains
unstretched with the strain averaging close to zero. Under a MagAct system working well
one would expect displacement distribution centered around a non-zero displacement.
4.2.2.3 Discussion
The results of Section 4.2.2.2 were at the time concerning. The DIC results were as-
sumed to be true and the the absence of strain was attributed to the MagAct system –
specifically the characteristics of the membrane as a result of augmentation 2.1. Because
the silicone elastomer used to embed the EM was distributed with greater homogeneity,
the result was a stiffer membrane than previously generated with Dr. Day’s original
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protocol (Protocol C.1; page 233). It stands to reason that given the same force to the
stiffer membrane, the less movement is generated. Therefore stretch is greatly dimin-
ished. This was the driving force of the redevelopment of the BioFlexr augmentation
2.1 procedure which culminated with Protocol 2.1; page 74: the method which glues a
magnet to the membrane using a silicone based glue and purpose built loading posts.
This work sought to discover whether the DIC could be used to build a characteristic
strain ‘stimulus map’. Attempt was made to amalgamate DIC outputs for each well to
generate an averaged density map. The recordings in the Dantec laboratories required
repositioning the MagAct system under the cameras when wells were swapped over. Any
information regarding the positioning of each well relative to another is completely lost
during the DIC analysis procedure. Therefore, normalising the data such that it could
be amalgamated to generate an averaged stimulus map is near impossible.
Another difficulty with creating a characteristic map was related to the surface area of
the membranes capable of DIC analysis. As the stereoscopic cameras are angled towards
the membrane, the walls of BioFlexr obstructed the field of view. Analysis can only be
conducted by areas of the membrane which are visible by both cameras. As annotated
in Figure 4.1(a), the visible area is significantly less that the total area of the membrane.
Therefore, even if data could be amalgamated, the characteristic strain map would not
describe the entire membrane.
Subsequent usage of the DIC method, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.3, has
resulted in an invalidation of these results. During the second trip to Dantec for repeated
MagAct testing, cracking of the speckle coating was observed on the membranes during
actuation. This observation led to the realisation – and major criticism of the DIC
system – that whatever is used to create the speckle coating is assumed to deform and
stretch in the same way as the underlying material. The cracking of the speckle coating
suggests that the membrane is deforming underneath the speckle coated layer and the
dynamics is hidden from the DIC cameras. For the measurements in this section, this
implies the results do not represent the true dynamics of the membrane but instead the
dynamics of the coating. Therefore, the results from this set of measurements are false.
4.2.3 DIC Strain Analysis 2
Although the first measurements made at Dantec Dynamics were uninformative, much
was learned of the system so that methodologies were improved during a subsequent trip.
4.2.3.1 DIC Method
BioFlexr plates were prepared according to Protocol 2.1; page 74. To maximise the field
of view the DIC system is able to capture, the plates were held in a vice and, using a
hacksaw, the top half of the plate above the membrane was removed as shown in Figure
4.5(a). The increase in the DIC’s field of view can be seen in Figure 4.5(b) relative to
Figure 4.1(a).
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Field of view comparison to Figure 4.1(a). (a) Image of BioFlexr plate
after cutting away the well walls. This was done to maximise DIC field of
view. (b)Screen grab of speckle coated bioflex well as input into Istra 4D.
The field of view from both cameras is now increased due to removing the
upper portion of the BioFlexr plate using a hacksaw. Speckle coating is here
generated using a chalk/solvent spray mixture together with a fine mist of
black paint. By eye, this speckle coating deformed with the membrane better
than the previously used white acrylic paint base coat.
To control the position of each well during DIC acquisition as much as possible relative
to each other, a simple cross-hair laser system was constructed using generic 5 mW 650
nm cross-hair lasers purchased from ebay.co.uk2. Coupled with carefully marked points
on the top plate of MagAct, this enables the MagAct system to be positioned such that
2Ebay Marketpalce. Seller: zhibinoppa.
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Figure 4.6
DIC 2: Conditions for DIC Testing. The top row shows the EM variations
for MagAct v1.0. The bottom row shows the variations for MagAct v2.0.
Both were tested using the DIC method with a chalk based speckle coating.
every well will have the same reference position and orientation.
Before the second trip, and based on the assumed true results of the first, modifica-
tions were made to the MagAct apparatus itself. It was anticipated that if there is only
a single, centrally placed magnet in the DMH, then the EM would be pulled directly
down from the center of the BioFlexr well as the DMH rotates to face the EM. Under
perfect conditions, this was anticipated to produce a radially symmetric distribution of
strain as would be seen in the FlexCellr system. If this was shown to be true, then
amalgamation of data to create a characteristic (averaged) strain map would be easier
to achieve. For nomenclature, the MagAct system with the double magnet actuator is
referred to as ‘MagAct v1.0’ and the single magnet actuator is referred to as ‘MagAct
v2.0’.
A greater number of conditions were planned for testing using the DIC method under
Protocol 2.1; page 74 (shown schematically in Figure 4.6). These are listed as follows:
1. 6(d)x1 mm EMs. MagAct v1.0.
2. 6(d)x2 mm EMs. MagAct v1.0.
3. 6(d)x1 mm EMs. MagAct v2.0.
4. 6(d)x2 mm EMs. MagAct v2.0.
The speckle coating had initially been performed using the same method as the
previous section – acrylic white spray paint with a black mist. As previously noted, the
observation of cracking suggests this coating deforms independently from the underlying
membrane. Therefore a new method was developed by a Dantec engineer. Rather than
spraying the membrane with an acrylic undercoat, he instead sprayed a mist of chalk
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particles on the membranes. The chalk is delivered by aerosol can together with a solvent
which, once the solvent evaporates, leaves a layer of chalk on the membranes. A fine
spray of black paint using the spray-pen generates the speckle coating as seen in Figure
4.5(b).
DIC recordings were made using the conditions detailed above and for 1 and 2 Hz
motor rotation speeds using the MagSensor and accompanying software. DIC analysis
using Istra4D was conducted at UCL using similar data handling methods described in
Section 4.2.2.1.
4.2.3.2 Results
In the following set of analysis all data (displacement, stretch and compression) is nor-
malised to a reference frame chosen such that the membrane is flat and free from defor-
mation. This occurs in practise when the DMC is pointing away from the membrane. All
recordings are orientated in the same spatial directions using the cross-hair laser system
for positioning.
Figure 4.7 shows the results of a single 6(d)x1mm augmented BioFlexr well recorded
at both 1 and 2 Hz using MagAct v2.0. The DMH rotates along the axis of the dotted
line in the maximum displacement map. The plots are read similarly as in Section
4.2.2. Here however the strain map has been separated into two maps – compression
and stretch3. The compression map represents the greatest amount of negative strain
for each facet. The maximum displacement plot indicates the maximum displacement
achieved by the membrane. This is no more than 1.25 mm and corresponds to a small
area of stretch at the right hand side of the EM with a magnitude up to around 6%.
Slight compression is measured at the left hand edge of the magnet reaching around
2.5%. The results for 1 and 2 Hz are visually and qualitatively similar which suggests,
as before, that frequency does not affect membrane dynamics. The smooth histogram
plots of both maximal displacements indicate on average low levels of both displacement
and strain.
Figure 4.8 shows the results in the case of the 6(d)x1 mm EM using MagAct v2.0.
Maximum displacement maps indicate for both 1 and 2 Hz a slightly greater maximum
displacement than in Figure 4.7 at around 2.5 mm. As intended, the maximum displace-
ment maps are approximately radially symmetric. Maximum stretch and compression
maps are also approximately radially symmetric. The maximum stretch is around 6%
around the periphery of the EM. There is an annular region around the EM with zero
stretch. The compression maps suggest this area, rather than stretching, compresses by
around 1%. Outside of this area there is maximal stretch of around 2% which through
a gradient drops to zero. The presence of bi-modality in the smooth histogram plots
of strain suggest that the area of membrane which is stretching is greater than with
MagAct v1.0.
3This is only possible when the reference frame in Istra4D is chosen to be in the undeformed state.
For the first set of measurements taken at Dantec this was not the case.
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Figure 4.7
DIC Results 2: 6(d)x1 mm EM | MagAct v1.0.
Results for a single well recorded at both 1 Hz and 2 Hz motor frequency.
1st and 3rd row show the maximum displacement, maximum stretch, and
maximum compression maps. As before, the maps show the maximum (and
minimum) values each facet point reaches throughout the time series. 2nd
and 4th row show the temporal line density plot (indicating motor frequency),
and the probability density plot of both the maximal displacements and
stretch.
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Figure 4.8
DIC Results 2: 6x1 mm EM | MagAct v2.0.
See caption to Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9 shows the results from the case of 6(d)x2 mm EM with MagAct v1.0. The
additional 1 mm thickness of the EM (compared to Figure 4.7) causes an increase of the
maximal displacement reaching 3 mm and the maximal stretch reaching at most 10%.
With the increase in stretch and under this colour scale a ‘comet trail’ type distribution
of stretch is observed with the tail towards the left side of the magnet. Around 3 - 4%
compression is seen at the left periphery of the EM.
Figure 4.10 shows the case with the 6(d)x2 mm EM using MagAct v2.0. Similar to
before, displacement and stretch maps show approximately radially symmetric distribu-
tions. Maximal displacements are between 5-6 mm in the center of the membrane and
maximal stretches are around 7%. Similar to the case with 6(d)x1mm EM (Figure 4.10),
compression is seen in an annular region around the EM with a magnitude of around
2%. The bi-modality in the smooth histogram plots indicate that a significant portion
of the membrane experiences a non zero strain and displacement.
4.2.3.3 Discussion
This second trip to the Dantec laboratories in Germany produced results which were
more informative than the first. As was discovered, the set of results generated from the
first trip were unusable due to flawed methodology used to create the speckle coating.
Cracking of the white acrylic base coat implies that the speckle coating acts indepen-
dently of the membrane and therefore any readings calculated by the DIC system are
not representative of the dynamics of the membrane.
The use of a white chalk/solvent aerosol to provide a speckle base coat have produced
results that are in general more expected than that produced before; deformation and
displacement maps are intuitively correct. However, given the error incurred with the
acrylic coating, it is reasonable to question the validity of any DIC results. The system
is entirely based on the assumption that whatever is used to create the speckle coating
sticks to, and deforms with, the object to be measured. The particles of chalk which
stick to the membrane will not stretch with the membrane but instead move apart. This
was observed during the DIC recording process; as the membrane was fully stretched
the speckle coating separates, exposing the membrane, and returns together upon the
membrane relaxing. This is expected behaviour of particles on a stretching membrane.
However, if visible by eye, then these areas of exposed membrane result in the DIC
method (which operates on a sub millimetre resolution) to ultimately have pockets of
complete data loss. For example, if it is only in regions of high strain where membrane is
exposed, then it could be argued that the DIC will not report the values at these regions.
An understanding on the impact of this in DIC measurements is needed to fully trust
the results from this section and this should be an area for continuing research.
A second observation of the chalk based method for create a speckle coated pattern
is that it was temporally short. After 5 to 7 seconds of actuation chalk was seen to
come off from the membrane creating a mist above the membrane. This suggests that
recordings can only be made in short intervals and highlight a limitation of the chalk
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Figure 4.9
DIC Results 2: 6(d)x2 mm EM | MagAct v1.0
See caption to Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.10
DIC Results 2: 6x2 mm EM | MagAct v2.0.
See caption to Figure 4.7.
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based method for coating.
Under the assumption that the DIC results are accurate enough, MagAct v2.0 to-
gether with the 6x2 mm EM BioFlexr augmentation Protocol 2.1, was shown to deliver
the greatest variance of strain across the membrane and with a general radial symmetry
(Figure 4.10).
In some maximum strain maps for the 6x2 mm MagAct v2.0 the strain is not sym-
metric around the magnet but instead focussed to one side of the magnet with a crescent
shape (not here presented). The implication of this is that the apparatus lacks a pre-
cision originally intended; either the EM is not mounted perfectly in the center of the
BioFlexr well and/or the rotating magnet in the DMH is not placed centrally under-
neath the EM. Through retrospect it is clear that any apparatus not constructed by
machine but constructed manually will unlikely be consistent and therefore, in the case
of MagAct v2.0, no empirically measured strain map may exist which is free of inconsis-
tencies between measurements. Therefore, efforts to construct a single strain distribution
map from the measurements made using the DIC method are hard to justify.
In light of this, focus was turned to supplementing the DIC results with FEM meth-
ods. MagAct v2.0 system produces an approximate radial symmetry which is useful for
analytics (Figure 4.8 and 4.10). This is made clear by Figure 4.11. Here, DIC results
have been arranged frame by frame together with a visual description of the geometry of
the membrane as it undergoes deformation. Frame 13 and Frame 27 describe the mem-
brane when the magnets in the DMH are facing away from the membrane. As they rotate
towards the membrane, the membrane deforms as in Frames 15 to 19 before the closest
point is reached and the membrane is maximally deformed as in Frame 21. Although
there are intermediary dynamics, the action between Frame 13 (the un-deformed state)
and Frame 21 (the fully deformed state) is simply a 1-dimensional (downward) displace-
ment of the EM – a value given by the maximum value of the maximum displacement
maps. Implementation in finite element models is made more simple than before in the
case of MagAct v1.0.
The DIC system had been earmarked as a high resolution methodology to physically
measure the strain and deformation distributions generated by MagAct. With the claim
of the company to be able to empirically measure map strain deformations across large
deformable surfaces, this method was explored as a way of providing the stimulus maps
required to test the hypothesis of this thesis.
The results of the DIC system are indicative of that, at least compared to the
FlexCellr system, the variance of strain delivered is unacceptably low for a high-throughput
apparatus. FEM methods were explored to build upon DIC measurements to both es-
tablish a characteristic strain map and theoretically explore methods to increase the
variance the strain distribution.
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Figure 4.11
MagAct v2.0: A Basis for FEM. Figure shows viewpoints of a single mem-
brane undergoing deformation using the single magnet actuator system as
measured by DIC. The top right of each block is a side on view of the mem-
brane. Bottom left is the deformation map relative to a reference frame. Bot-
tom right is the engineering strain map relative to a reference frame. Frame
21 coincides with the magnets in the DMH being closest to the membrane
and compared to the other Frames, the maximum downward displacement.
As a result of the symmetry, finite elements may be used to model the mem-
brane undergoing a fixed downward displacement from Frame 13 to Frame 21.
Theoretically this should be the membrane in maximal strain configuration.
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4.3 Finite Element Modelling
All FE approaches were conducted using Ansys Workbench 17, Static Structural
together withRhino3D for object construction. The BioFlexr membrane was modelled
as a Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material. Ansys Static Structural requires the initial
shear modulus, G0, and the incompressibility parameter, D1 to characterise the material.
Vande Geest et al. (2004) and Chiang et al. (2010) both set the value of the material
parameter C1 to be 0.282 MPa. In both cases this value was verified by regression
analysis of stress-strain measurements of the BioFlexr membrane. For a Neo-Hookean
hyperelastic material, the initial shear modulus is determined by




where E0 is the Young’s modulus of the material and ν is the Poisson ratio (Jakel, 2010).







3(1− 2ν) . (4.3.2)
Using Equations 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and assuming ν = 0.499 (a value indicating near incom-
pressibility), E0 = 1.69 MPa, G0 = 5.64 MPa and D1 = 3.6 × 10−8 Pa−1. A material
property sheet for the BioFlexr membrane was provided by Flexcell International Cor-
poration and lists the Young’s modulus of the membrane as 0.93 MPa but does not
provide detail on methods of calculation. A copy of the material property sheet can be
found in Appendix D.2. Despite the FlexCellr material property sheet, for initial FE
investigation, E0 is set to 1.69 MPa to remain consistent with previous studies.
4.3.1 FEM of FlexCellr
As an initial study, an FEM of FlexCellr was constructed for comparison against pre-
vious studies.
A 34.98mm disc was constructed to sit upon a 25.4mm diameter post with a top edge
fillet of 1.778 mm as done by Vande Geest et al. (2004). The disc was constructed with
an interior disc and outer annulus. Vande Geest et al. (2004) construct the membrane
similarly with an inner disc equal to the diameter of the post. The outer annulus is
then set to experience the force generated by the vacuum pressure. Chiang et al. (2010),
however, argue that as the membrane begins to deform and stretch around the post there
would be inner regions of membrane which should then become subject to the same force.
By only prescribing force to the outer region, Vande Geest et al. are ignoring what could
be an important element of the dynamics of the system. Here, the inner region is created
with a diameter of 20 mm and the outer annulus straddles both the off- and on-post
regions to account for this effect. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12
Model Schematic for FlexCellr FEM. Each colour represents a distinct ob-
ject. The membrane is broken into two sections where the outer section is
exposed to the vacuum pressure.
Once imported into Ansys, the post was rendered as a rigid body object while the
membrane was meshed with tetrahedrons using a patch conforming algorithm. This
generated 144,972 nodes and 87,845 elements with a minimum element size of 0.4 mm.
In comparison, Vande Geest et al. (2004) used 5830 first order, quadrilateral elements.
They, however, reported the conducting of mesh independency analysis which is missing
from this work. As such, mesh density analysis is an important avenue for developing
this work. A frictional contact region was prescribed between the post and the underside
of the membrane with a friction coefficient of 0.03 (Vande Geest et al., 2004). The outer
edge of the membrane and the base of the post were given zero displacement boundary
conditions. The two membrane sections were paired as a ‘glued contact region’ so they
would behave as one object. A normal surface pressure was applied to the underside of
the outer annulus of the membrane. TheAnsys Non-linear Mechanical FEM solver steps
from a pressure equal to 0 until it reaches 80 kPa. This represents a vacuum pressure of
-80 kPa which the FlexCellr manual claims to generate 20.2% strain on the membrane.
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(a) Maximum Principal Elastic Strain
(b) Minimum Principal Elastic Strain
(c) Minimum Principal Elastic Strain
Figure 4.13
FEM of FlexCellr : 3D Visualisation of principal strain measurements when
subject to 80 kPa of vacuum pressure. Images are shown in the deformed
state.
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Pressure (kPa) Strain (%)FlexCellr VG CH JP
20 3.7 4/4.4 3 3.8
40 9.2 7/8 6.2 7.5
60 15.6 10.5/11.7 10.2 12
80 20.2 15.2/17 NA 19.3
Table 4.1
Multiple Source Comparison of Strain Values for
FlexCellr. VG=Vande Geest et al. (2004); CH=Chiang et al. (2010);
JP=current study.
4.3.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.13 shows the 3-dimensional FEM results of the membrane having undergone 80
kPa of vacuum pressure. The plots show the maximum, middle and minimum principal
elastic strains, respectively. The deformation of the membrane around post is as would
be expected. The principal directions are indicated by the arrows along the radial line of
the membrane in Figure 4.14(a). The maximum and middle principals remain in plane
with the membrane but does not consistently point in the same direction. The minimum
principal is always directed normal to the membrane.
Figure 4.14(b) shows the z-displacement of the radial line along the top of the mem-
brane for four vacuum pressures: 20, 40, 60, and 80 kPa, respectively. The region where
the post is underneath the membrane as well as the curved edge of the post are indi-
cated on the graph. The separation of the curves on the on-post region indicate that
as pressure is increased the membrane is increasingly compressed towards the post in
the z-direction. This directly contradicts Chiang et al. who claim their FEM results
suggest the membrane located over the post moves upwards, perpendicular to the mem-
brane. They, however, do not report the detail or data of this result. They speculate
this occurs in their models due to a ‘leak’ of vacuum underneath the membrane early
into the vacuum cycle. This is not seen here or suggested by these FEM results. Further
investigation would be needed to assess these dissimilarities.
Figures 4.14(c) to 4.14(e) show the equivalent maximum, middle and minimum prin-
cipal strains. The first two principals are tangential to the membrane plane and the
equality of results up until the post edge indicate a biaxial strain. On the on-post re-
gion, the biaxial strain is 3.8%, 7.5%, 12% and 19.3% for the pressures 20, 40, 60, and 80
kPa, respectively when taking the value of strain at the center. These values are shown in
Table 4.1 for comparison to those provided from the Flexcell Cooperation, Vande Geest
et al. and Chiang et al.. The results from the FEM here are closer to those associated
with FlexCellr than in other studies. Despite a request to Flexcell, the methodology
used to calculate the values for the FlexCellr system are not known and therefore it is
difficult to judge whether the values discovered here are better or worse than those in
previous studies.
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Minimum Principal Elastic Strain
(e)
Figure 4.14
FEM of FlexCellr. (a) Shows the principal strain directions along the radial
line for the x,y and z planes. (b) to (e) show deformation, maximum, middle
and minimum principals along the radial line for four applied pressures.
Vande Geest et al. express their FEM results through radial and circumferential
strain components, Err and Eθθ, respectively, along the radial line. A method in the
Ansys Workbench user interface to extract these components was not found. Therefore
to calculate Err, 100 node coordinates were taken along the line going from (x, y) = (0, 0)
to (17.49, 0) (the radial line) in the FE model from the undeformed configuration together
with the corresponding nodes in the fully deformed configuration. This is shown in Figure
4.15(a) where each white line connects corresponding nodes. For each un deformed node,
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Nui , and the corresponding deformed node, N
d










where ed(s1, s2) is the Euclidean distance between s1 and s2. Equation 4.3.3 calculates
strain by measuring the change in node to node distance from the deformed to the
un-deformed configuration as a fraction of the un-deformed distance. Figure 4.15(b)
compares the output of this to the data from Vande Geest et al. as extracted from
Section 1.3; page 39. It is clear that there are strong discrepancies when comparing the
two data sets. In particular, there is a complete absence of strain gradient in the FE
results generated here when compared to the Vande Geest et al. data in the case of 80
kPa of vacuum pressure. Discrepancies are also notable in the regions at the fillet region
of the post where a jump in radial strain is predicted here. Within the off-post region
the membrane is here predicted to sharply decrease in radial strain. In the case of the
lower vacuum pressure of 20 kPa the radial strain becomes compressive which is not
predicted by the VG data.
The absence of the strain gradient in the region over the post has been difficult
to account for and despite investigations not presented here, an answer has not been
reached. However, the decrease in radial strain in the off-post region, when considering
Figure 4.15(b), appears reasonable. As the membrane deforms downwards a bending
moment may be expected such that the bottom of the membrane radially stretches
compensated by the top of the membrane radially compressing. The presence of bending
moments in membranes such as these are briefly mentioned in Gilbert et al. (1994),
albeit, for a thicker membrane. It isn’t clear from either Vande Geest et al. or Chiang
et al. from where throughout the thickness of the membrane radial lines are measured.
If radial strain is averaged throughout the thickness of the membrane then perhaps this
could account for the discrepancies seen here. However, a definitive explanation has not
been reached and since empirical data has never been measured for strain at the off-post
region, any explanation here will only ever be speculative.
Justified by strain values measured here being closer to those offered by FlexCellr in
Table 4.1, the membrane model was developed further for MagAct v2.0.
4.3.3 FEM of MagAct v2.0
An FE model of the MagAct v2.0 system was constructed in four parts given by:
1. The membrane is modelled as a single 0.5 mm disc with a diameter of 34.96 mm
as before.
2. The EM is a 6(d)x2 mm cylinder directly underneath the center of the membrane.
3. From observation of augmented BioFlexr plates, the glue used to embed the mag-
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Comparison to Vande Geest et al (2010) | Err
(b)
Figure 4.15
Comparison of FlexCellr FEM to Vande Geest et al. (2004).
(a) Plots the relationship between position along the radial lines in both
the deformed and un-deformed state in order to calculate Err. (b) Compar-
isons between the data from Vande Geest et al. (VG) and the equivalent
measurements made here (JP).
net ridges around the EM before dropping off to form a peripheral mound of glue.
The glue section was designed in two parts (Figure 4.16):
(a) An inner cylindrical annulus of glue with an outer diameter of 8 mm and
height of 1 mm.
(b) A second component with a height of 1 mm which decays in height towards
the membrane surface.
The silicone glue was given the same material properties of the membrane. The glue
did not undergo any material testing so this assumption is a limitation of the FE model
constructed here.
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Figure 4.16
FE Model Schematic for MagAct. Colours represent distinct objects. Green
and yellow objects are two stages of glue binding the EM to the membrane.
Measurements are given in mm.
Once imported into Ansys all objects were meshed with tetrahedrons using a patch
conforming algorithm. This generated 154,131 nodes with 93,541 elements with a min-
imum element size of 0.4 mm. Each of the objects were paired to have ‘glued contact
regions’. A z-displacement of 10 mm was applied to the magnet through which the
Ansys Non-linear Mechanical FEM solver steps from 0 mm until 10 mm is reached.
4.3.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.17, similar to the previous section, shows the 3-dimensional results of the mem-
brane having undergone 5 mm of EM downward displacement. The plots show the
maximum, middle and minimum principal elastic strains, respectively. The deformation
of the membrane is as expected. The principal directions are indicated by the arrows
along the radial line of the membranes in Figure 4.18(a). Unlike the FE models of
FlexCellr, the maximum and middle principal vectors are not always tangential to the
membrane. In general, the maximum principal is in the radial direction. Directly over
where the magnet is situated, however, the maximum principle is in the z-direction. This
suggests the predominate strain in the region over the magnet is one which is vertically
stretching – i.e., bulging.
Figure 4.18(b) shows the z-deformation of the radial line for the cases when EM
displacement is 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 mm, respectively. As the EM displacement has been
set to these values, this plot serves as a useful cross-check that the model is running as
expected. Figures 4.18(c) to 4.18(e) show the corresponding strain principals for the four
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(a) Maximum Principal Elastic Strain
(b) Middle Principal Elastic Strain
(c) Minimum Principal Elastic Strain
Figure 4.17
FEM of MagAct: 3D visualisation of principal strain measurements when
subject to a 5 mm EM downward displacement.
displacement lines. The plots also indicate the spatial regions where the membrane is over
either over the EM, the first glue section (G1), and the second glue section (G2). In the
region over the EM the maximum principal, which is pointing in the z-direction, displays
a strain of around 13% percent for the 10mm distension. This suggests, coupled with the
observation that the middle and minimum principals (in plane with the membrane) are
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compressive, that at 10mm of downward pull the region over the EM bulges upwards with
a (non-biaxial) compression in the membrane plane. These observations make intuitive
sense. As the membrane is pulled down from the middle the free regions of the membrane
(the parts not glued directly to the EM) will be pushed inwards towards the middle, and
since the top of the membrane is unrestricted, it bulges upwards to compensate.
When in the G1 phase in the radial line plots (Figure 4.18), strain always tends
towards 0. Considering this section is essentially a thicker area of membrane it makes
sense that it would be less pliable and therefore exhibits less strain than neighbouring
sections. As the membrane thins in the G2 phase the principal direction of strain points
in the radial direction and increases in magnitude sharply. After the G2 phase the
membrane is free of interfering components and quickly reaches a maximum radial strain
before decaying towards the membrane edge.
The results in Figure 4.18 are indicative of several key theoretical features of the
MagAct system. Firstly, the strain across the membrane is not biaxial. In comparison,
this is a feature at the core of the FlexCellr system. Secondly, the MagAct v2.0 system
does appear to generate a heterogeneous strain gradient. When pulled down to 10 mm
the results suggest a range of strain between 5 - 30%. However, as will be discussed
later, the variance of strain produced in MagAct v2.0 is much smaller.
Just as the FEM of FlexCellr was compared to previous studies, the FEM results
from MagAct is here compared to the DIC data from Section 4.2.3. Based on visual
inspection of the clarity of data and visual symmetry, the 2 Hz data set previously
shown in Figure 4.10 was chosen for further analysis.
4.3.4.1 Comparison to DIC
One of the major limitations of the DIC system is the absence of a standard coordinate
system from which to work from. To compensate for this, a script was written inMathe-
matica to interactively move the DIC membrane in its native coordinate system to align
with the FE system. This is shown as a before and after screen-shot in Figure 4.19(a). In
the Figure the outer blue circle is the same diameter as the BioFlexr membrane whilst
the inner is the diameter of the EM. The sliders were manually dragged to visually align
the DIC membrane with the circles. The x and y correction values were then used to
transform the coordinate system of the DIC membrane. Figure 4.19(a) demonstrates
both the partial loss of membrane edge from the DIC data as well as suggesting a strong
glue related effect in terms of strain around the EM.
Following coordinate transformation, radial lines going through the origin in the DIC
data were then sampled from the membrane. In total 64 lines were sampled. This was
also repeated for the corresponding compression map (see Figure 4.10). The correspond-
ing values of strain along these lines are shown plotted in Figure 4.19(b). Superimposed
on the plot are the lower and upper quartiles of the distribution of radial strain as well
as the mean. The variance is relatively consistent for the data set. The EM, G1 and
G2 regions used in the FEM model are also superimposed. The result suggests that the
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Minimum Principal Elastic Strain
(e)
Figure 4.18
FEM of MagAct v2.0. (a) Shows the principal strain directions along the
radial line. (b) to (e) show deformation, maximum, middle and minimum
principals along this line for four applied displacements.
placement of the G1 phase in the FE model is consistent with the DIC data but that
the G2 phase may not have been wide enough.
For this DIC measured membrane the maximum z-displacement of the EM was mea-
sured at 5.5 mm. Figure 4.20 shows the comparison between the maximum principal
elastic strain from the FE model when the EM has been distended by several distances.
It is immediately clear that there are stark differences between the FEM at 5.5 mm
and the DIC data. The DIC system does not concur with the sharp increase seen in
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(a) Coordinate Transformation
EM G1 G2
Radial Lines(MaxP>0) Radial Lines (MaxP≤0) Lower Quartile LinesMean Lines
Upper Quartile Lines













64 Radial Lines Sampled From DIC Membrane
(b) DIC Principal Strain Radial Lines
Figure 4.19
Preparation of the DIC Data.
(a) shows the application of the methodology being used to transform the
native coordinate system of the DIC data to one which is symmetric around
the origin. Manual sliders were used to move the DIC membrane to fit
visually within an outer circle (representing the BioFlexr dimensions) and
an inner circle (representing the EM dimensions). (b) Shows the results from
sampling 64 radial lines rotating around the origin of the transformed DIC
membrane. The plot shows the EM, G1, and G2 phases that were used in
the FE model as a point of comparison.
maximum principal strain towards the edge of the EM phase where, as discussed previ-
ously, is directed with the z-axis. The strain incline after the G1 phase is higher with
the FEM results than DIC, reaching a peak of around 11% before declining throughout
the rest of the membrane to around 6.5%. Instead, the DIC measurements show a peak
of around 7% declining throughout the rest of the membrane to around 2%. Despite
this, the gradient of decline for both the DIC and FEM results are qualitatively similar
suggesting that the FEM results capture the spatial dynamics of the system in form,
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EM G1 G2
Upper Quartile of DIC Data (MaxP)
Mean of DIC Data (MaxP)
Lower Quartile of DIC Data (MaxP)
4 mm 4.5 mm 5 mm 5.5 mm












DIC Data (black) Compared to FEM of MagAct (colour). FEM of Mag-
Act is presented for four EM displacements – 4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5 mm. After
transforming the coordinate system of the DIC data the maximum principal
strain given by the FEM model for a radial line displaced by 4, 4.5, 5, and
5.5 mm is compared.
but not in magnitude. Attempts to correct the discrepancy by comparing strain lines
for various EM displacements (shown on the same plot, Figure 4.20) suggest a decrease
of EM displacement may better replicate the initial peak of the DIC data but that the
similar gradient of decline is lost. In other words, the 4.5 mm FEM model describes the
magnitude but not the spatial dynamics.
To explain the discrepancy, the possibility that the BioFlexr manufacturers are in-
correct in consistently creating 0.5 mm thick membranes was tested. Similar iterations
were conducted for membrane thickness whilst keeping the EM displacement fixed. FE
models were conducted for membranes that were 0.5, 0.8 and 1.4mm thick and compared
similarly to the DIC radial data. These results are shown in Figure 4.21. Additional
in these plots is the Err component calculated similarly as before using Equation 4.3.3.
The Err curves in all of the plots confirm that after the G1 phase the principal direction
is radial. Figure 4.21(b) suggests the a membrane with a thickness of 0.8 mm may better
represent the DIC data than the original model. When the membrane is even thicker
(Figure 4.21(c)) the gradient of decline deviates from the DIC data and the improvement
is lost. However, fitting the model to the DIC data is not a sensible approach given the
doubts regarding the DIC methodology.
4.4 Conclusion
The aim of the work in this chapter was to analyse the strain distributions generated
by MagAct in order to generate a characteristic strain distribution map. With this






Comparison of DIC (black) to FEM Data (colour) of MagAct With Variable
Membrane Thickness. Err is calculated for the radial line FEM results for
MagAct v2.0 and compared to the DIC data. (a), (b) and (c) show the results
for membranes of 0.5, 0.8, and 1.4 mm thickness, respectively.
‘stimulus map’, the left branch of this thesis’ hypothesis would be complete. To do
this, two methods of investigation were employed: empirical measurements using the
digital image correlation (DIC) system from Dantec Dynamics GmbH, and theoretical
calculation in the form of finite element modelling (FEM) approaches.
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The DIC measurements at first indicated a failure of the MagAct system in produc-
ing any strain at all. Subsequent investigation found this was attributed instead to a
detrimental flaw within the DIC methodology. Upon rectifying this through employing
a different method of creating a speckle coated pattern, the system began producing
results closer to intuitive expectations. These results indicated that the most varied but
symmetric distributions of strain are generated by using a single magnet actuator system
(MagAct v2.0) and marks a distinct departure from Dr. Day’s original prototype.
Analysis of the DIC results also pointed to the difficulty in averaging DIC results to
produce a characteristic strain map. At the heart of this was the realisation of the chal-
lenges of the MagAct system. Although every attempt was made, manual construction
of the apparatus together with manual augmentation of the BioFlexr plates results in
either/both the EM placement or placement of magnets in the DMH being non-central.
A beneficial consequence of MagAct v2.0 is the ease at which FEM approaches can
be used to theoretically investigate the system. Due to the symmetry of the system,
investigation of maximal strains can be reduced to a simple z-displacement of the EM
as being the key model dynamics. This is in contrast with the previous expectation of
having to model the force interactions between magnet pairs in MagAct v1.0.
The FEM was build upon previous work conducted predominantly by Vande Geest
et al. (2004) who theoretically investigated the FlexCellr system. The FEM results of
the FlexCellr conducted here do not fully concur with previous studies. Despite this,
the strain values theorised for the FlexCellr system are closer to those provided by the
manufacturers than previous studies. The FEM was then considered robust enough in
terms of validation to justify extension to MagAct v2.0.
The theoretical result for the MagAct system were directly compared to measure-
ments made using DIC. Although there are similarities between the two sets of data, a
close match was not observed. There are, however, obvious limitations to both meth-
ods. FEM is a theorised simplification of the MagAct system based on untested material
parameters and which rely on precedent set by previous studies. The DIC system on
the other hand is left open to considerable criticism with respect to the speckle coating
procedure. As discussed earlier, the speckle coating is assumed to deform in the same
manner as the material to be measured. This assumption is the main reason for the fail-
ure during the first set of tests to produce any meaningful results using the DIC system.
There is reasonable doubt whether by trying to observe the deformation using DIC, the
deformation can truly be measured. There is also the possibility that the stereoscopic
camera set up of the DIC system is not able to accurately measure this extent of out-of-
plane deformation. Other versions of the system exist which utilise a five camera system.
Such could increase the accuracy of out-of-plane deformation measurement.
If a characteristic map of strain stimulus were to be produced from this work, it would
be through FEM results. The DIC results, however, guide the FE models in providing a
maximum distension of the EM – that of 5.5 mm.
With this, the result of this chapter suggests that the range of strain MagAct v2.0
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is capable of theoretically delivering is between -5-11% using the radial strain as the
measurement of choice. As well as not having anticipated compression, the range of
strain is lower than ideal for experimental purposes given, for example, pathological
strain may be as high as 15% (as discussed in the introductory chapter). Original goals
for a high throughput strain apparatus had desired ranges of strain covering, at the very
least, the full spectrum of the FlexCellr values: 0-25% strain. Theoretical modelling
suggests a further distension of the EM by up to 5 mm could generate strain gradients
up to 30% and thus serves as a topic for future development of this work.
To conclude, the strain delivered using the MagAct v2.0 system is non-biaxial, ap-
proximately radially symmetric, and can be approximated using FEM in radial strain
components with a resolution on par with the microscopy in Figure 3.16; page 130.
4.5 Chapter Summary
With reference to Section 4.1, the aims of this chapter have been achieved. In particular:
1. DIC methods were intuitively shown to measure strain distributions.
2. Driven by initial measurements, the MagAct system was developed to use a single
magnet actuation method encouraged. This resulted in MagAct v2.0.
3. Physical measurements suggested that the range of strain generated by MagAct
v2.0 is no more than 0 to 5%. Therefore, MagAct v2.0 does not fulfil the original
aims of this thesis.
4. Finite element models were created to theoretically describe strain distributions.
These are only partially in agreement with DIC measurements and suggest that
strain ranges are between -5 to 11%.
There is no rational consensus about which of the DIC measurements or the theoret-
ical FEM analysis is closer to describing the truth of the MagAct system. However, it is
clear that MagAct does not deliver the variance of strain originally desired by the aims
of this thesis - 0 to 25%.
The DIC system appears to be a relatively trustworthy tool for measuring strain and
to date a method as high in resolution as this has not been applied to the FlexCellr system.
Aside from an analysis of the MagAct system this chapter also demonstrates a novel alter-
native to standard measurements of strain across BioFlexr plates in the FlexCellr system.
It therefore serves as a promising area of future work to expand analysis of FlexCellr
experiments to a degree which has not been done before.
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Chapter 5
Explorative Study of Cyclic Strain
and Proliferation
When this thesis was in its planning stage the research plan for this chapter was focused
on answering biological questions rather than the development of the technology to
do so. This chapter was intended to showcase experimentally gathered information
greater in volume than previous literature of the correlation between strain and cellular
proliferation. However, biological complications coupled with an underestimation of the
time required to develop the technology leaves this work in flux. This chapter instead
describes and discusses biological experimentation undertaken during the course of this
research, it’s purpose within the context of the development of MagAct, and a discussion
of limitations and future work.
5.1 Introduction
Biological experimentation has served two purposes in this thesis: firstly as a tool for
development of the technology, and secondly to form the foundations for a complete
proof of concept demonstrating the validity of the method.
For development, in particular, the image acquisition and analysis work has been
driven by repeated experimental work. For establishing the proof of concept of the
MagAct system, preliminary experimental work was driven by the strategy defined as
follows:
1. Find a cell type together with a set of FlexCellr strain parameters where a notable
proliferative change is observed. This is referred to as ‘ground truth’.
2. With the same cell type, perform experiments using the MagAct work flow.
3. If, as part of the high throughput MagAct pipeline, the results derived encapsulate
the ground truth results from 1, then a proof of principle is established.
Proliferation as a phenotype of interest was chosen as a proof of principle candidate
for a number of reasons. Primarily, this was because of Dr. Day’s original proof of
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concept using the original prototype discussed briefly in Chapter 2.3.3; page 61, and
described in detail in Appendix C.2; page 234. Building upon this work is of interest to
our research group; engineering tissue both ex vivo and in vivo is greatly enhanced as a
therapeutic by controlling the rate of proliferation in cells. This is particularly notable
considering the wide use of non-human animal serum as a growth supplement in cell
culture.
Ultimately, a proof of principle was not established using proliferation as a phenotype
of interest. This is discussed in this chapter and in the final chapter of this thesis.
5.2 Chapter Aims
The aims of this chapter are to establish a biological paradigm to be used within a proof
of concept study of MagAct and the imaging pipeline established in previous chapters.
In particular:
1. Find a set of parameters for a specific cell type using the FlexCellr system which
exhibits strong correlation with strain and proliferation measure using the Roche
BrdU proliferation ELISA.
2. Using the established cell type, conduct experiments using the MagAct system and
imaging pipeline.
3. Demonstrate proof of concept by showing the results of 1. are encapsulated in the
results of 2.
5.3 Quantifying Proliferation
Results based on Dr. Day’s original prototype used the Roche BrdU Colorimetric Cell
Proliferation ELISA. 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) is a synthetic nucleoside analogue
of thymidine. BrdU can be incorporated into newly synthesised DNA of in-tact cells
through a substitution of thymidine for BrdU. A BrdU antibody can then be bound to
BrdU but only after denaturing of the DNA in the cells. The protocol for the Roche
BrdU ELISA is described here by Protocol A.15; page 226. Note that this protocol has
been developed for 6-well cell culture analysis.
The immediate criticism with the usage of this ELISA in Dr. Day’s original prototype,
and indeed on any experiment where the stimulant is not homogeneous, is that the ELISA
is population averaging. Consequently, not only are any heterogeneous effects ignored,
but the results may not be an indicator of the true biology.
Given the method developed in this thesis relies on stimulant heterogeneity, an
alternative method for assessing proliferation was found in the Click-itr EdU Alexa
Fluorr 488 imaging kit from ThermoFisher. Like BrdU, 5-ethynul-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU)
is a nucleoside analogue of thymidine and is incorporated into newly synthesised DNA
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HAEC BrdU FlexCellr †? 5%; 15 % PronectinCollagen 1 Inhibition of Proliferation
HRSMC BrdU FlexCellr †? 5%; 15 % Pronectin Inhibition of Proliferation
HASMC BrdU FlexCell
r † 15% Collagen 1 No Significant ChangeMagAct v1.0 Heterogeneous
HUVEC BrdU MagAct v1.0 Heterogeneous Fibronectin No Significant ChangeMagAct v2.0
C2C12 BrdU MagAct v2.0 Heterogeneous Fibronectin Stimulation of Proliferation
Table 5.1
Proliferation Studies: Basic Experimental Findings.
†: with BioFlexr post. ?: without BioFlexr post.
of in-tact cells through a substitution of thymidine for EdU. Mild fixation and perme-
abilisation is sufficient for the molecule based detection reagent to gain access to the
EdU in the DNA which means that cells no longer need to be denatured. This kit allows
fluorescent tagging using a variety of Alexa Fluorr dyes. In this way, cells are fixed in
place following strain stimulus for quantification of proliferative state through fluorescent
microscopy – a method suitable for the MagAct work flow developed here. The protocol
for the Click-itr EdU Alexa Fluorr 488 method is described in Protocol A.16; page 227.
Note that this protocol describes a method which utilises several ThermoFisher products
rather than the single imaging kit which the company offers. This was done due to the
cost effective nature of utilising several products; more experiments can be conducted
for less cost. Similar to the BrdU ELISA it has also been scaled for 6-well cell culture
analysis.
5.4 Experimental Exploration
Exploration to find a suitable proof of concept use case made use of several cell types.
The following section details a variety of results related to each. Table 5.1 summarises
select experimental results. In brief, no cell type was found to be suitable and results
are often contrary to what would be expected given previous literature. Reasons for why
this may the case be are explored in the discussion in Section 5.5.
5.4.1 General Methods and Materials
5.4.1.1 Culturing Protocols
For any given cell type, the first suspension of cells from cryopreservation was conducted
according to Protocol A.7; page 222. Cells were cultured and passaged according to
Protocol A.8; page 224. When there was a surplus, cells were aliquoted and cyropreserved
according to Protocol A.10; page 225.
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5.4.1.2 BrdU Titration and Serum Starvation
For serum starvation studies, cells were seeded into a 96 well tissue culture plate at a
specified density in 100 µL of complete (cell specific) medium. Approximately 24 hours
later half of the wells were replaced with complete medium and the other half replaced
with serum free (cell specific) medium. Following 24 hours of incubation the BrdU ELISA
was conducted according to Protocol A.15; page 226, with volumes scaled by 1/10.
For BrdU titration studies, cells were seeded into a 96 well place at a density of
10×103 per well in 100 µL of complete medium. Approximately 24 hours later half the
wells were replaced with complete medium and the other half replaced with serum free
medium. Following 24 hours of incubation, BrdU labelling solution was added to wells
at specified time intervals so that by the final time point cells would have been exposed
to a defined variety of times of BrdU incubation. The BrdU ELISA was then continued
according to Protocol A.15; page 226, with volumes scaled by 1/10.
5.4.1.3 FlexCellr and MagAct
A FlexCellr 3000FX was made available by Dr. Petros Syrris in the Institute of Cardio-
vascular Science, UCL. BioFlexr plates were purchased from Dunn Labortechnik GmbH.
Untreated (BF-3001U), ProNectin coated (BF-3001P) and Collagen Type 1 coated (BF-
3001C) were purchased. FlexCellr lubricating grease was also purchased from Dunn
Lavarotechnik GmbH.
Cells were seeded onto BioFlexr plates according to Protocols A.8; page 224, and
A.11; page 225. After a specified time of incubation, medium was replaced with pre-
warmed complete (cell specific) medium before being mounted onto the FlexCellr system
for stretching. Prior to mounting, the 25 mm loading posts of the FlexCellr system
were coated lightly by finger with lubricating grease and the software was programmed
to deliver appropriate strain parameters. The loading posts can be removed from the
FlexCellr system and when done this step was ignored. The BioFlexr plate was then
mounted on top of the loading posts as per manufacturers instructions and removed only
if the experiment required replenishment of medium. Otherwise the plate was removed
at the end of the experiment and quantified using the BrdU ELISA (Protocol A.15). For
every actuated BioFlexr plate a control plate is prepared the same way and at the same
time but is not subject to BioFlexr actuation.
For experiments involving MagAct, BioFlexr plates and control plates are seeded
and handled in the same way as above. The actuation period was set using software
developed in previous sections.
5.4.2 Human Aortic Endothelial Cells (HAEC)
Human Aortic Endothelial Cells (HAEC) were purchased from Gibco (COO65C) as a
frozen vial cryopreserved in medium containing 10% DMSO.
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Figure 5.1
BrdU sensitivity and serum starvation experiments. (a) Shows the colorimet-
ric absorbance of HAEC having undergone 24 hours of serum starvation and
quantified using the BrdU ELISA. (b) Shows the results of titrating BrdU
incubation times.
5.4.2.1 BrdU Titration and Serum Starvation
For serum starvation studies, cells were seeded into a 96 well tissue culture plate at a
density of 10×103 and 5×103 per well in 100 µL of Medium 200 with Low Serum Growth
Supplement (LSGS) and antibiotics/antimycoctics (AB/AM) (complete medium; see
Table A.1; page 223). Serum free medium is described as Medium 200 with ABAM only.
For the BrdU titration studies, cells were seeded into a 96 well plate at a density of
10 × 103 per well in 100 µL of complete medium. BrdU labelling intervals resulted in
final exposure time points of 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 hours. Three wells were recorded for each
experimental condition.
Results
Figure 5.1(a) shows the results of the serum starvation experiment. As expected, it
suggests a complete arrest of DNA synthesis activity after 24 hours of serum starvation.
Figure 5.1(b) shows the results of the BrdU titration. As expected from 24 hours
of serum starvation, DNA synthesis activity is inhibited compared to cells exposed to
fully supplemented medium. After 1 hour of BrdU labelling solution incubation the
difference between the colorimetric signals of serum starved and fully supplemented cells
increasingly becomes larger. For experimental work, an incubation time of around 3
hours is suggested in order to clearly differentiate signals from proliferating and non-
proliferating cells.
This set of experiments suggests the cells are behaving as expected and 3 hours is a
sufficient time for BrdU labelling solution incubation.
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5.4.2.2 FlexCellr Experimentation
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of testing these cells on the FlexCellr system is to
establish a ground truth from which the MagAct system can be tested against as a proof
of concept. From the results of Li et al. (1994) (see Table 1.1; page 37) the expectation
was that HAEC would be stimulated to proliferate when stretched at an amount between
7-25% at a frequency of 1.6 Hz. This was partially tested as well as a handful of other
parameters on the FlexCellr system.
For all variations of the experiments HAEC of passage 5-8 were seeded onto 6-well
Collagen Type 1 or ProNectin BioFlexr .
In attempt to replicate the results of Li et al. (1994) HAEC were stretched contin-
uously for 5 days with programmed strain of 25% at a frequency of 1.6 Hz. For this
100×103 cells were initially seeded. For exploration of proliferative responses to various
stretch parameters the following conditions were also explored:
Exp 1: Initial seeding of 65×103 cells on ProNectin treated plate; 24 hours actu-
ation; 15% stretch. Including loading post.
Exp 2: Initial seeding of 65×103 cells on ProNectin treated plate; 24 hours actu-
ation; 15% stretch. No loading post.
Exp 3: Initial seeding of 65×103 cells on ProNectin treated plate; 24 hours actu-
ation; 5% stretch. Including loading post.
Exp 4: Initial seeding of 65×103 cells on Collagen Type 1 treated plate; 24 hours
actuation; 15% stretch. Including loading post.
It should be noted that microscopes available in the lab at this time did not have
focal lengths which were capable of viewing the cell plane on the membranes; the culture
height in BioFlexr plates is much higher than standard tissue culture plates. As a result,
visual confirmation before and after experiments was not conducted.
Results and Discussion
For the Li et al. (1994) replication experiment the results are presented as the BrdU
colorimetric reading for both the actuated wells and control wells. For Exp 1 to Exp 4
results are presented as BrdU fold increases of the actuated wells relative to the control
wells. In this way results can be presented in the same plot and interpreted in the same
way.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the results from the 5 day actuation experiment. Contrary to
what was expected from Li et al. (1994) there is no marked difference between actuated
and control wells. However, by the final day there was significant condensation of medium
on the underside of the lid in the BioFlexr plate which was being actuated. This was
not present in control plates. Visually, there was also a significant loss of medium
due to evaporation in the actuated wells compared to the controls. As no positive
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FlexCell Experimentation : BrdU ELISA
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Figure 5.2
Human Aortic Endothelial Cells: FlexCellr Experimentation Results. (a)
Replication of experiment of Li et al. (1994); shows the colorimetric reading
when quantified using BrdU. (b) Provides the fold increase relative to an
unstretched control plate. In this way results can be better compared. No
experiments here show an increased level of proliferation as a result of of
cyclic stretch.
controls or standardised readings were used in the experiments these results can’t be
definitively compared against other experiments. The colorimetric readings, however,
resemble those of serum starved cell cycle arrest seen in Figure 5.1(a). This indicates,
but doesn’t definitively point to, 5 days being too long an actuation period without
medium replenishment.
Figure 5.2(b) shows the results of conditions Ex 1 to Ex 4. Expressed as ratios of
the control measurement, each result is interpreted as the fold increase in proliferation
as a result of stretch. A fold increase greater than 1 indicates an induced proliferative
response. Here, all measurements are indicative of significant inhibition of proliferation
as a response to stretch. Again, this is contrary to the results of Li et al. (1994). Given
that these experiments were not repeated, the assumption is that there were flaws in
the experimental protocol or faults in the FlexCellr apparatus. Figure 5.3 shows the
result of a subsequent test where a ProNectin BioFlexr plate is compared to a 6-well
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Human Aortic Endothelial Cells - BrdU ELISA
Figure 5.3
HAEC: Growth on plastic versus ProNectin BioFlexr . Cells grown on plas-
tic are in a significantly more proliferative state than cells grown the exact
same way on ProNectin BioFlexr plates.
tissue culture plastic plate. Both plates were seeded with 100×103 cells and treated in
the same way as described in Section 5.4.1. BrdU analysis suggests that by virtue of
being on ProNectin BioFlexr , the HAECs are either arrested in their cell cycle – not
proliferating – or cells have not adhered, or cells do not grow on ProNectin. The lack
of a microscope to visualise cells on the BioFlexr plates and without a repeat which
quantifies total cell number, a definitive answer cannot be concluded.
For the purposes of finding a suitable cell type for use as a proof of concept, HAEC
were deemed an unsuitable candidate due to both contrary behaviour and a lack of a
suitable response.
5.4.3 Human Rectal Smooth Muscle Cells (HRSMC)
HRSMC were previously used by Dr. Richard Day in establishing his original prototype
for this project. This cell type was also explored as a suitable candidate here.
5.4.3.1 Serum Starvation and BrdU Titration
Similarly to Section 5.4.2.1, the BrdU ELISA was titrated across BrdU incubation times
and assessed using a serum starvation experiment as a preliminary step for the use of
HRSMC.
For the the serum starvation study, HRSMC of passage 11 were seeded into a 96
well tissue culture plate at a density of 10×103 and 3.4×103 per well in 100 µL of
complete medium (A.1; page 223). Approximately 24 hours later one third of the wells
were replaced with complete medium, one third replaced with complete medium without
FBS and the remaining third with complete medium with the addition of human basic
fibroblast growth factor (hbFGF) at a concentration of 1 µg/10 mL . The inclusion of a
group with added hbFGF was to provide a positive control. hbFGF is used by others in
the lab to stimulate the proliferation of cells and concentrations were established through
recommendation and experience of other lab members.
For the BrdU titration study, HAEC of passage 11 were seeded into a 96 well plate
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Figure 5.4
BrdU sensitivity and serum starvation experiments. (a) Shows the colorimet-
ric absorbance of HRSMC having undergone 24 hours of serum starvation and
quantified using the BrdU ELISA. (b) Shows the results of titrating BrdU
incubation times.
at a density of 10×103 complete medium.
Results and Discussion
Figure 5.4(a) shows the results of the serum starvation experiment. As expected, it
suggests a complete arresting of DNA synthesis activity after 24 hours of serum starva-
tion. The positive control shows a large increase in proliferation and shows that cells are
capable of proliferating at a rate higher than their base rate.
Figure 5.4(b) shows the results of the BrdU titration. As expected from 24 hours of
serum starvation, DNA synthesis activity is inhibited compared to cells exposed to fully
supplemented medium. After 1 hour of BrdU labelling solution incubation the difference
between the colorimetric signals between serum starved and fully supplemented cells
increasingly becomes larger. For experimental work, an incubation time of around 3
hours is suggested in order to clearly differentiate signals from proliferating and non-
proliferating cells.
5.4.3.2 FlexCellr Experimentation
The method and materials for FlexCellr experimentation of HRSMC is the same as de-
scribed in Section 5.4.1. However, in line with Dr. Day’s original prototype experiments,
the period between seeding cells onto BioFlexr plates and the time the first actuation
occurs is different. Here, cells are seeded 3 days before actuation, typically on a Friday
for actuation beginning on the following Monday. Each well in the BioFlexr plate is
replaced with pre-warmed complete medium immediately before FlexCellr actuation as
before.
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Figure 5.5
HRSMC FlexCellr Experimentation. Results show the fold increase of two
FlexCellr experiments, Exp 1 and Exp 2, using HRSMC relative to un-
stretched controls for two independent plates.
HRSMC’s were the cell type of choice for Dr. Day’s original prototype. Of the two
experiments detailed here, Exp 2 follows in a similar vein with periodic actuation over
several days for only 1 hour per day. Much work in the literature with similar smooth
muscle cell types instead expose the cells to a continuous actuation for several days.
The experiments presented here using FlexCellr to assess suitability for HRSMC as a
candidate for a proof of concept for the MagAct pipeline was conducted through the
following experimental parameters:
Exp 1: Initial seeding 300×103 cells on ProNectin treated plates; 24 hour actu-
ation; 15% stretch; 1 Hz; with loading post.
Exp 2: Initial seeding 360×103 cells on ProNectin treated plates; 1 hour actua-
tion per day for 5 days; 10% stretch; 1 Hz; with loading post.
For Exp 1 cells of passage 7 were used and for Exp 2 cells of passage 9 were used.
Results and Discussion
Figure 5.5 shows the results of the two exploratory experiments. Similar to the exper-
iments for HAEC’s, contrary to what is expected, there appears to be an inhibition of
proliferation in cells which have been stretched. Again, there was no visual confirma-
tion that cells were adhered to the membrane following actuation and without adequate
repeats the result can not definitively say that there is an inhibition of proliferation.
Although only a few experiments with HRSMC are presented here, because an in-
crease in proliferation was not observed, this cell type was also deemed to be unsuitable.
5.4.4 Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (HASMC)
Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (HASMC) were purchased from Gibco (COO75C)
as a frozen vial cryopreserved in medium containing 10% DMSO.































Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells
Actuation Experiment: BrdU ELISA
Prep: 2.2. 1Hz. 24 hours. 3 Wells.
24 hour serum supplemented.
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Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells
Actuation Experiment: BrdU ELISA
15% Strain. 1Hz. 24 hours. 6 wells. Prep: 3.1. 1Hz. 24 hours. 3 wells.
24 hour serum starved. 24 hour serum supplemented.
(b)
Figure 5.6
HASMC MagAct v1.0 and FlexCellr Experimentation. (a) shows the results
of an experiment using MagAct with augmentation 2.2. (b) shows the results
of a comparison experiment between FlexCellr , MagAct 1.0 augmentation
3.1, a serum starved (S/S) control and cells grown on tissue culture plastic.
5.4.4.1 FlexCellr and MagAct Experiments
In a conscious move away from FlexCellr experimentation, experiments using HASMC
were conducted predominantly on the MagAct v1.0 system. Two experiments are pre-
sented here, the first uses MagAct v1.0 with augmentation 2.2 (Protocol C.2; page 233),
and the other uses MagAct v1.0 with augmentation 3.1 (Protocol 2.1; page 74). In
both cases HASMC are seeded onto Collagen 1 coated BioFlexr plates at a density of
100×103 cells. 24 hours after seeding, plates are placed on the MagAct system having
been set to run at 1 Hz and were actuated for 24 hours. Plates prepared in the same
way are placed next to MagAct in the incubator to serve as a control.
In the second experiment, a plate was also prepared for use on the FlexCellr system
and the method and materials are the same as described in Section 5.4.1. Cells seeded on
two 6-well plastic tissue culture plates served as extra controls and are treated the same
way as the BioFlexr control. In the second experiment however, a tissue-culture plate
was serum starved during the 24 hour actuation period. This was to provide a negative
control. Following actuations, the BrdU ELISA is used to quantify proliferation. Cells
in both experiments were seeded at passage 6.
5.4.4.2 Results and Discussion
Results are presented as fold increases relative to the BioFlexr control. Figure 5.6(a)
suggests that there is no effect of MagAct strain upon proliferation when using plate
preparation method 2.2. Given what was deduced in Chapter 4, this is expected. Even
if there was an effect generated by the limited strain this method creates, it would
be so localised that averaging the membrane using the BrdU ELISA would obfuscate
these effects. Figure 5.6(a) suggests also that cells grown on tissue culture plastics are
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naturally in a more proliferative phenotype than cells grown statically on a Collagen 1
coated BioFlexr plate.
Figure 5.6(b) shows the result from the second experiment utilising MagAct v.1.0
with plate preparation 3.1. BioFlexr membrane augmented using this preparation
method are thinner and should therefore deliver higher levels of strain. In compari-
son to FlexCellr , when actuated on MagAct there is a marginally significant decrease
in proliferation relative to control. The significant difference between the serum starved
negative control and all other conditions suggest that it is not the case that there are no
proliferating cells on the BioFlexr membrane – this was a question raised as a result of
the first experiment. Again, cells grown on tissue culture plastic are naturally in a more
proliferative phenotype than cells grown both statically and dynamically on Collagen 1
coated BioFlexr plates.
Based on the Mills et al. (1997), it was expected that a significant stimulation of
proliferation would be observed using FlexCellr at 15%. However, the group used cells
derived from rabbit rather than human and so a legitimate comparison cannot be drawn.
Together with a difficulty experienced in expanding these cells and a lack of significant
experimental effect this cell type was regarded as not being suitable as a candidate for a
proof of concept.
5.4.5 Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (pooled) (HUVECp)
Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (pooled) (HUVECp) were purchased from Gibco
(C0155C) as a frozen vial cryopreserved in medium containing 10% DMSO.
5.4.5.1 MagAct Experiments
Testing was conducted with HUVECp’s towards the later stages of this project. Unlike
before, no tests were conducted using the FlexCellr system and an affect was only
explored using MagAct. Two experiments were conducted; one using MagAct v1.0 and
plate preparation 2.2 and the other using MagAct v2.0 plate preparation 3.1. Although
the differences between plate preparations are minimal in terms of strain distribution,
as seen in Chapter 4, the difference between strain distribution between v1.0 and v2.0
are far greater.
Testing parameters were here conducted closer to Dr. Day’s original prototype exper-
iments. Uncoated BioFlexr plates were treated with bovine fibronectin through Protocol
A.13; page 225. 100×103 HUVEC were seeded onto BioFlexr plates on a Friday and left
to attach over the weekend for actuations beginning on the following Monday. Plates
on a Monday were replaced with complete pre-warmed medium and actuated on the
MagAct system for 1 hour per day for a total of 3 days before being quantified using the
BrdU ELISA. Cells used were between passages 3 and 5. As before, both BioFlexr and
tissue culture plates were used as static controls.






































Prep: 3.1. 1Hz. 1 hr/day: 3 days. 3 Wells.
Prep: 3.1. 1Hz. 1 hr/day: 3 days. 3 Wells. Serum Supplemented
Figure 5.7
HUVECp MagAct Experimentation. Fold increases are displayed for ac-
tuation of HUVECp using both MagAct v1.0 and MagAct 2.0 relative to
unstretched control. The comparison against cells grown on plastic are also
shown.
5.4.5.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.7 shows the results of BrdU quantification expressed relative to unstretched con-
trols. As before, it suggests there is no significant change in fold increase in proliferative
behaviour as a result of MagAct stimulus. The results also suggest that cells grown on
tissue culture plastics are naturally in a more proliferative phenotype than cells grown
statically on a bovine fibronectin coated BioFlexr plate.
Given the results from Chapter 4, MagAct v2.0 still does not generate strains that
could be generated by the FlexCellr system, and the area where it does provide a strain
greater than zero is sufficiently small such that any possible effect will be obfuscated by
averaging across the whole membrane.
At the time, the lack of significant effect this cell type was regarded as enough to not
be being suitable as a candidate for a proof of concept.
5.4.6 C2C12 Cells
C2C12 cells had previously been purchased as a frozen vial cryopreserved in medium
containing 10% DMSO.
5.4.6.1 MagAct Experiments
Experiments using C2C12 cells were conducted in exactly the same way as described
in Section 5.4.5.1. Through 2 separate experiments, three plates were actuated using
MagAct v2.0 and plate preparation 3.1. Cells were seeded at passage 12. As well as
BrdU ELISA quantification, duplicate wells were used for EdU Proliferation staining
(Protocol A.16; page 227) and imaging (Protocol 3.2; page 100).
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MagAct v2.0: BrdU ELISA
Prep: 2.2. 1Hz. 24 hours. 3 Wells.
24 hour serum supplemented.
Figure 5.8
C2C12 MagAct v2.0 Experimentation. Results are expressed as fold increases
relative to unstretched controls.
5.4.6.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.8 shows the BrdU ELISA results relative to the unstretched BioFlexr
control. Although the variance is high in each plate, there is a trend towards an increased
level of proliferation across each of the 3 plates tested. Given what is understood by the
strain distribution for MagAct v2.0 from Chapter 4, this suggests a sensitivity of C2C12
cells to even a small strain magnitude.
Although an effect is observed with C2C12 cells, suitability for use as a proof of
concept is complicated by their behaviour on the substrate. At the end of the 3 days
of actuation, cell sheets could be observed by naked eye on the BioFlexr membranes.
EdU staining and whole membrane imaging confirmed the formation of cell sheets. This
is shown in Figure 5.9. Whole membrane imaging also reveals that cells are not evenly
distributed where in the previous cell studies (images not here presented) cells show
a homogeneous distribution. For the image analysis pipeline developed in Chapter 3,
the complexity of analysing cell sheets goes beyond the capabilities of what has been
developed. Therefore, despite C2C12 cells appearing to be a suitable candidate for a
proof of concept biologically, in terms of the overall pipeline, this is not the case.
5.4.7 Imaging for Proliferative Phenotypes
For the majority of cell studies described above, parallel studies were also conducted to
explore suitability of fluorescent staining using the Click-itr EdU proliferation assay as
described by Protocol A.16; page 227, and imaging using Protocol 3.2; page 100. Since no
cell type was discovered to be a suitable candidate for proof of concept, documentation
of these experiments is not provided in this thesis. However, Figure 5.10 highlights the
ability to stain cell types for proliferation and their suitability for proof of concept had
a biological response been found.
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Hoescht 33342 Alexa Fluor 488
Merged
Figure 5.9
C2C12: Formation of Cell Sheets Example. C2C12 cells imaged using Imag-
eXPress after having been strained with the AlexaFluor Click-it Proliferation
ELISA. Cell sheet formation can be observed.
5.5 Discussion
The search for a cell type established to have proliferative responses to strain to be
used as a proof of concept for MagAct has proven to be challenging. No cell type was
found which, given previous literature, achieved expected results. A selection of studies
conducted here are compared to those which are closest matched in the literature in
Table 5.2 where rows highlighted in yellow are results from this chapter. There are a




Hoeschst 33342 or Dapi
HAEC
Alexa Fluor 488 Overlay
Figure 5.10
Example of EdU Staining for HAECs, C2C12 cells and HUVECps.
number of reasons which could explain this these discrepancies.
The FlexCellr apparatus which was used here was dated. The platform in which the
BioFlexr plates sit shows obvious signs of warping and was too expensive to replace.
Not only this, but strain regimes which were programmed into the software were not
reported by the on-screen monitor. Occasions where 15% strain was proscribed, the
monitor reported only a maximum of 11.6%. When 25% was proscribed, often only a
maximum of 15% was reported. From the strain analysis of Colombo et al. (2008), the
value reported by the software is based on pressure-strain relationships hard coded into
the software. As Colombo et al. have suggested, these relationships should be assessed
on a case by case basis and coded into the software. Warping of the platform suggests
an inherent shelf life of the system and therefore care should be taken over results.
Although the FlexCellr apparatus may have inherent problems, methodology may
also allude to why no appropriate cell type was found. A lack of consistency between
experiments makes it difficult to progress with any cell type evaluated; experiments were
conducted with MagAct v1.0, v2.0, plate preparation 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1.
The possibility also exists that the incubator these experiments were conducted in was
malfunctioning. It was an incubator outside the control of the Day lab and therefore its
upkeep could not be accounted for. Therefore, it is possible that if CO2 or temperature
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levels were misreported then cells would in a sub-optimal environment and may not
behave as expected.
Alternatively, these results may in fact be true which indicates a heterogeneity inter-
species, and possibly intra-species, in the behaviour of cells when responding to physical
stretch. If this is the case it further highlight the need for higher throughput tools to
understand these differences.
In terms of the cell-substrate dynamics, it is conceivable that as a result of the stretch
generated by the membrane cells would detach. Therefore, based on the experimental
methods used here, non-actuated control wells are not adequate as a reference point to
compare actuated wells against. A solution to this would be to use more appropriate
actuated controls. For example, actuated BioFlexr plates that are serum starved could
be used as a negative control. Actuated wells which are supplemented with hbFGF could
be used as positive controls, as done in Section 5.4.3.
Proliferation as a biological paradigm was sought throughout this thesis because of
Dr. Day’s original experiments. An increase in proliferation due to the original prototype
had been established as discussed in Section 2.3.3; page 61. Despite these possible
explanations for not finding a suitable cell type, a more damning critique is found in
the consideration of a study by Wilson et al. (1993). The group subjected neonatal rat
vascular smooth muscle cells to strain using the Flex I system (15-20 kPa of pressure
was delivered but strain values aren’t reported). They showed, with the use of Platelet
Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) antibodies, that an autocrine secretion of PDGF was
the driving force of strain induced proliferation in the cells. If strain related increase
in proliferation is indeed driven by autocrine factors then general strain-proliferation
relationships can never be uncovered by the methods proposed in this thesis. The release
of PDGF from cells, even if they were stimulated to do so by particular strain amounts,
would diffuse through medium and act upon all cells in the culture. Ultimately this
renders any proliferation analysis obfuscated by a combination of autocrine and paracrine
effects. Therefore the ‘stimulus’ for proliferation in this case is not heterogeneous, and
therefore strain cannot be directly related to proliferation.
5.5.1 A Different Biological Paradigm
Based on the argument that no cell type can exist which is suitable for a proliferation
based proof of concept, a seperate idea which was conceived early in the project but left
on the back burner was revisited. This is the model where cellular strain modifies plasmid
transfection efficiency. As discussed in Section 1.2.2.2; page 36, Taylor et al. (2003)
demonstrated that A549 cells having undergone as little as 30 minutes of stretch on the
FlexCellr system demonstrate significantly greater expression of transfected plasmids
than unstretched controls. This idea was evaluated as an initial investigation in the late
stages of this project.
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5.5.1.1 C2C12 Cell Transfection
As an initial investigation C2C12 cells were transfected using a pEGFP-C1 plasmid
donated by Dr. Paul Frankel (Division of Medicine, UCL) originally purchased from Clon
Tech (6084-1). The original donation of plasmids were expanded in colonies of Stellar
Competent Cells (Clon Tech 636763) according to Protocol A.17; page 229 and purified
using the Maxi-Prep Purification kit (QIAGEN, 12145X4) according to manufacturers
instructions. Transfection of cells using Lipofectamine was conducted through Protocol
A.19; page 230.
100×103 C2C12 cells at passage 10 were seeded onto 6-well glass bottom black walled
culture plates. Following 24 hours of incubation, cells were transfected with the pEGFP-
C1 plasmid. Cells successfully transfected produce Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). 24
hours following transfection cells were fixed and stained with Hoeschst 33342 according
to Protocols A.12; page 225, and A.14; page 226. Wells were then imaged using the
ImageXPress system as described in Chapter 3. Quantification was conducted using the
image analysis pipeline developed in the same chapter.
Results
Figure 5.11 shows the stitched image of a single well for both channels: Hoechst 33342
and GFP. The zoomed image shows a small section which has been merged and pseudo
coloured in Adobe Photoshop. The white circles indicate those cells which are ex-
pressing GFP. Given that only 24 hours had passed after transfection, it is reasonable to
assume that not enough time was given to cells which had been successfully transfected
to begin expressing GFP, and this is an explanation for such a low efficacy of transfection.
Figure 5.12 shows the output of the image analysis pipeline for 3 transfected wells.
For each subfigure, ‘cell density’ maps, ‘cell number expressing GFP per voxel’ maps,
and ‘percentage expressing GFP per voxel’ maps are shown. Across all 3 wells, total
percentage transfection is an average of around 0.7%.
Interestingly, because the cell distribution shown on the cell density map is hetero-
geneous, the percentage efficiency per voxel map qualitatively suggests that there is a
relationship between percentage efficiency and cell density – the top left section of the
map displays a higher expression of transfection which coincides with a localised cell den-
sity (blue) of around 30 cells per voxel. Where typically transfection percentages would
be assessed by trypsinising all cells and quantifying expression levels through tools such
as flow cytometry, image based systems such as this may have the power to extract
more information than is often generated. This is demonstrated here by localised peaks
of transfection associated to a heterogeneous stimulus, here heterogeneous cell density.
This is a promising area of future work.





Transfection of C2C12 Cells with pEGFP-C1. Following fixations cells have
been stained with Hoechst 33342 and imaged using the ImageXPress sys-
tem. The white circles in the merged image show those cell nuclei which are
expressing both Hoechst 33342 and GFP.
Discussion
Although no actuation experiments are here presented using the transfection paradigm,
initial experimentation suggest is may be better suited for proof of concept of the MagAct
system. As well as being a cheaper experiment to run, there is less doubt between the
cause and effect between strain and transfection owing to an educated assumption that
the biological method behind this phenomenon is intracellular.
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Cell Number per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 50 100 150 200
Number of GFP Positive Cells per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Percentage Efficiency per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Summary
Cell Count 718983





C2C12 pEGFp-C1 Transfection on Glass. Well A01 Image Analysis
(a) C2C12 Transfection Image Analysis - Well A01. Figure continued overleaf.
It is regrettable that this wasn’t explored further as the primary biological paradigm
in which to test the system, but it serves a solid starting point for future work.
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Cell Number per 145.125μm2 voxel
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Number of GFP Positive Cells per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Percentage Efficiency per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Summary
Cell Count 658062





C2C12 pEGFp-C1 Transfection on Glass. Well A02 Image Analysis
(b) C2C12 Transfection Image Analysis - Well A02. Figure continued overleaf.
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Cell Number per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 50 100 150 200
Number of GFP Positive Cells per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Percentage Efficiency per 145.125μm2 voxel
0 2 4 6 8 10
Summary
Cell Count 721298





C2C12 pEGFp-C1 Transfection on Glass. Well A03 Image Analysis
(c) C2C12 Transfection Image Analysis - Well A03
Figure 5.12
Analysed Images for C2C12 Transfection. Images recorded using the ImageX-
press system have been analysed using the image analysis pipeline developed
in Chapter 3. The results indicate a very low percentage of transfected cells
as well as visual observations that transfection is heterogeneous across the
well. This heterogeneity visually appears related to cell density.
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5.6 Chapter Summary
With reference to Section 5.2, the aims of this chapter have not been met. A set of
parameters for a specific cell type using the FlexCellr system which exhibits strong cor-
relation with strain and phenotype was not found for a variety of cell types. Judgement
of this was driven by not being to replicate results in the literature. However, there
may be experimental reasons for this as well as biological, as discussed in Section 5.5.
Similarly, strong correlation was not observed in the handful of experiments conducted
on the MagAct system. However, this may be explained by the results of Chapter 4.
Ultimately, the lack of finding a suitable biological paradigm has resulted in not having
the capability of establishing an end-to-end proof of concept. In summary:
1. In light of Dr. Day’s results using the original prototype, efforts were predominantly
focused on finding a cell type where a notable increase in proliferation was observed
as a response to FlexCellr generated strain.
2. No cell type was found which was suitable as a paradigm in which to test MagAct.
This could be due to:
(a) Apparatus flaws - both FlexCellr and culturing equipment.
(b) Experimental design flaws.
(c) Inherent biological heterogeneity between cell samples.
3. Proliferation as a paradigm may not be suitable due to studies suggesting the
method of stimulation being autocrinous PDGF.
4. Transfection as a paradigm would have been a better model to investigate from
the start, but is a solid foundation for continuing research.
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Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to develop a new system for conducting stretch based experi-
ments on biological cells, an important component of cell biology research. The principle
of this system was rooted in increasing the volume of information returned from each
conducted experiment in order to maximise the information from research output. In
part this differs from the current popular tool for stretching cells; the FlexCellr system.
The FlexCellr system is designed both for uncovering relationships between strain and
phenotype as well as providing a culturing environment which delivers a reasonably con-
trolled environment which better mimics the mechanical environment from which cells
are naturally derived. Arguably, this balance results in a low throughput in terms of
uncovering relationships; each experiment delivers only a single strain parameter and
therefore dozens of experiments are required to elucidate relationships in general. The
strategy employed in this thesis was to design a system primarily for the purposes of
uncovering relationships. In this respect the system is not a replacement for one which
is used to culture cells in a mechanical environment, but one only to rapidly understand
strain-phenotype relationships. Considering the heterogeneous nature of the distribution
of strain generated by the MagAct system, this distinction is important. The MagAct
system and the pipeline built around it was constructed under the goal of rapidly under-
standing relationships by exposing cell substrates to as many strain values as possible.
For culturing cells in a mechanically active environment, either to better mimic in vivo
as a baseline for other biological studies, or to condition cells for engineering purposes,
a uniform homogeneous strain is arguably better. The MagAct pipeline should there-
fore be treated as a precursory stage which informs what this homogeneous strain value
should be. It is within this where the novelty and impact of this work resides.
To increase throughput in cyclic strain experimentation there are two strategies which
can be taken. The first is scaling down and increasing experimental variation of homo-
geneous strain regimes. This is equivalent to a system where the 6 well BioFlexr plate
becomes a 24 or 48 well plate where each well can be prescribed individual strain regimes.
As demonstrated by Balestrini et al. (2010), such could be achieved through retrofitting
the FlexCellr system such that each well in the 6-well BioFlexr can be prescribed dif-
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ferent strain regimes despite a uniform vacuum pressure across the plate1. Although
scaling down is a sensible strategy for increasing throughput this thesis attempted the
second, and perhaps the more unorthodox, strategy of maintaining scale but increas-
ing experimental variation with heterogeneous strain regimes. This itself is not without
issues. As has been discussed here (and elsewhere in Moraes et al. (2010)) for any au-
tocrine/paracrine stimulation of a phenotype associated with stretch, trying to uncover
this relationship using a heterogeneous stimulus is a complex problem. Diffusion of sig-
nalling agents through medium undoubtedly obfuscates the correlation of heterogeneous
stretch with heterogeneous phenotype. Indeed, signalling agents seems to be the driver
of stretch induced proliferation changes (Wilson et al., 1993). This has significant im-
plications for the heterogeneous strategy employed in this thesis and suggests the caveat
that the strategy can only work where imaging the behaviour of a cell is not dependent
on cell signalling mechanisms. For example, the EdU proliferation assay would not be
sufficient for understanding stretch induced proliferation as each cell may have been im-
pacted upon by another cell’s secretion of Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF). This
can be overcome in this strategy by not imaging for a proliferative phenotype but in-
stead imaging the production of PDGF. Ultimately, it suggests a limitation of using the
MagAct pipeline without understanding something of the strain-phenotype relationship
a priori to mitigate for heterogeneous related obfuscations.
Completion of the MagAct pipeline was, however, only part realised. Despite this,
and the above, there is still potential for considerable value with the system. In part this
value lies in the potential to truly increase the volume of information from experimental
practises. With this, not only will our understanding of mechanobiology increase but
will also allow us to be better informed when designing further studies.
This chapter serves as both a summary of the work conducted throughout this the-
sis as well as a retrospective analysis in order to answer why this work was not fully
successful, and therefore provide a platform for future research.
6.1 Summary of Work
Chapter 1 provided an introduction to the motivations of this work. Investigation of
cyclic strain on cellular phenotype modulation is a field which has been under investiga-
tion for decades given its significant biological implications. However, through synthesis
of previous research an argument was made that throughput is not high enough to sig-
nificantly progress the field. This is evidenced by a review of the literature surrounding
modulations in proliferative behaviour of cells as a result of cyclic strain and the obser-
vation that there is no key literature which describes this relationship in general terms
or recommends best practise in investigating these relationships. A review of apparatus
both commercially available as well as built in-house shed light on why this may be the
case. The FlexCellr corporation have cornered the market for this type of research but
1As the authors note, however, this itself it not without problems
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it transpires that their system is severely lacking in throughput. Perhaps due to cost,
iterative experiments where strain regimes are titrated are not conducted and therefore
general relationships are not recorded in the literature.
The field of tissue engineering utilises mechanical conditioning of tissue to better
create tissues for therapeutics. It was argued that to build anything new it is beneficial
to know more than you use than to use only what you know. That is, without having a
general understanding of the strain-phenotype relationship, further research may be sub-
optimal. A general understanding would provide rational foundations for further research
to be based upon. Arguably, this is more likely to advance the field. Coupled to this,
on the issue of FlexCellr, this chapter provided a small but novel theoretical analysis
of the system based on results published in the literature. This demonstrated that the
current utilisation of FlexCellr may not return true strain-phenotype relationships and
further highlighted the need for developing something new.
A model to enhance throughput was subsequently defined. Instead of delivering
a homogeneous strain regime, the ambitions of this thesis were instead to exploit a
heterogeneous regime where image analysis methods together with a solid understanding
of the strain distribution could be used to extract general relationships from minimal
experiments. This principle was encapsulated in Figure 1.8; page 53.
Chapter 2 detailed the design and development of new apparatus to deliver a het-
erogeneous strain stimulus. The system used magnetic actuation to create deformations
in BioFlexr membranes. A magnet embedded to the underside of BioFlexr membranes
is displaced by magnets rotating underneath the membrane using brush motors. The
system was engineered and constructed using 3D printing technology. Software was de-
veloped to allow control of the periodic strain through magnetic sensors and Arduino mi-
crocontrollers. In comparison to the FlexCellr system, MagAct is lightweight, portable
and cheap to produce.
Chapter 3 detailed efforts to image the monolayer of cells on BioFlexr
membranes with an effort focused on imaging every cell. A number of obstacles were
overcome to do this. Despite an early focus making use of the Ziess Axiovision micro-
scope, feasibility was demonstrated using the ImageXpress microscopy system. Protocols
for preparing the membranes for imaging were developed and iterated to allow for close
to every cell on the membrane to be imaged, such that the location of each cell on the
membrane would be known. This chapter is in many respects coupled to Chapter 2 given
that protocols to facilitate successful imaging necessitated changes to the apparatus. In
light of these changes whole membrane imaging was achieved and as well the capability
to analyse these images. For the scenario where cell nuclei are the features of inter-
est, both bespoke algorithms and computational pipelines were developed to process the
images. As part of this pipeline manual intervention to create metadata to normalise
images was developed. Despite many efforts, manual intervention was needed as image
artefacts and aberrations would always be present in membrane preparations conducted
by hand – for example, caused by small fibres, invisible to the eye, falling on the top
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of the membrane. The image analysis pipeline was evaluated in terms of error and was
shown to be successfully working within reasonable bounds of error.
Chapter 4 detailed efforts to understand and evaluate the strain distribution gener-
ated by the MagAct system. Digital image correlation methods (DIC), conducted with
Dantec Dynamics in Germany, as well as finite element modelling were employed. Two
trips were made to Dantec Dynamics to conduct testing. The first analysed an earlier
version of the MagAct system. Results indicated that strain was non-existent and so
motivated a redesign of the system. The second trip showed that the results obtained
using the first design were in fact due to an error in the applied Dantec system. Once
corrected, analysis of DIC data showed the redesign to be providing a detectable strain
across the membrane lower in magnitudes than expected. To understand this a finite
element modelling pipeline was developed. Finite element analysis went some way to cor-
roborate this and suggested that 3-5 mm of further distension of the embedded magnet
was needed to achieve desired strain regimes.
Chapters 5 showcased efforts in biological experimentation. Experimentation heavily
leaned towards finding a model to be used to test the MagAct system and in light
of results on the original prototype, efforts were greatly focused on proliferation as a
paradigm of choice. The strategy had been to use the FlexCellr system to generate
what could be considered as ground truth data to be used later to validate/invalidate the
MagAct system. For nearly every cell type tested, the proliferative response appeared
counter-intuitive to expectations deduced from the literature. A definitive answer for
why this is was the case was not reached, likely due to this being the result of a myriad
of factors. Efforts were subsequently focused on plasmid transfection as a model of
choice. Given plasmid transfection efficiencies have been shown to increase with cyclic
strain, foundations for this as a model were investigated. Experimentation in transfection
was geared towards use in image analysis rather than generating ground truth using
FlexCellr. However, given the choice of proliferation and transfection, transfection was
deemed to be a better candidate as a model for validating the MagAct system and a
promising area of future research.
6.2 Critiques of Approach
The MagAct system ultimately did not deliver a wide enough variance of strain across
the membrane of BioFlexr plates. Although FEM results provide a basis for increasing
this variance allowing for continuation of this research it is prudent to offer critiques on
the approaches used throughout this thesis to better facilitate this development. Two
areas of criticism are in the absence of statistics and the need for a retrospective analysis
on the project plan. These are here discussed in turn to provide a redesign of the project
to better optimise development.
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6.2.1 Critique: Absence of Statistics
A critique to the realisation of the aims of this thesis is a lack of discussion and de-
velopment of the statistics which would be necessary for the method proposed in the
introduction to succeed. This was in part due to a necessary focus given to other foun-
dational elements of the work. By creating virtual fences through microscopy imaging,
the act of relating each of these small areas to the underlying strain is far from trivial in
terms of statistics. With reference to the matrices in Figure 1.8; page 53, this is because
each element can not be treated as independent; it cannot be said that each element acts
independently of its neighbouring elements. Therefore, standard methods in correlation
statistics cannot be used.
One porential avenue of development is found in the work of Peiffer et al. (2013). Peif-
fer et al. investigated the relationship between blood flow characteristics and atheroscle-
rosis. They generated disease distribution maps generated from in vivo studies together
with computational fluid dynamics to associate patterns of wall shear stress to the pres-
ence of atherosclerotic lesions. They argue that conventional quantification methods lack
robustness when comparing two spatial maps. In part, methods such as linear regression
between spatial maps, having been discretised into small segments, necessarily assumes
the experimental independence of each segment. In their datasets each segment cannot
be considered independent and may be influenced by neighbouring segments. This has
parallels to the maps generated in this thesis. In the case of this project, where whole
membrane images have been discretised into smaller segments, cell to cell communica-
tion between neighbouring segments results in a dependency between data points, and
therefore linear regression comparison fails.
Peiffer et al. devised a novel quantification method for comparing spatial maps.
Their method is based on calculating discriminating statistics on multiple surrogate
pairs. In brief, a statistic is used to compare the original two distributions through point
wise comparison of segments. Swaps are then made in the point wise pairings and the
statistic is recalculated. This process repeated multiple times with each swap pairing
resulting in a distribution of statistics. The placement on this distribution of the original
statistic for the two distributions is an indicator of confidence in the correlation between
maps. If the original statistic is high on the distribution of all statistics, it suggests that
the maps are not correlated by chance, but that given random changes to one of the
maps, the original is more likely correlated due to causality.
This principle applies to the spatial maps generated in this project (that of phenotype
and stimulus). Therefore quantification methods to extract strain-phenotype relation-
ships were to be based on the method of Peiffer et al.. This represents an important are
of future development.
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6.2.2 Critique: Retrospective Analysis
Although the work conducted in this thesis is presented as distinct chapters, in reality
each was conducted simultaneously throughout the research period: minor results from
each fed into other components. For example, struggles with whole membrane imaging
discussed in Chapter 3 heavily influenced the protocols developed in Chapter 2 for aug-
menting the BioFlexr membrane to include the embedded magnet. However, changes
to these protocols resulted in a differing strain distribution pattern, and so the decision
of when to measure this using DIC becomes crucial. Retrospectively, a reason for why
the initial aims were only part realised is because of time.
For a complex, interdisciplinary project such as this, without significant prior experi-
ence and expertise in the various components required to make it work, forward planning
is easily misguided. Early in this project focus was given predominantly to the biology,
and excessive biological experiments were conducted on early prototype systems. These
results are not presented in this thesis as no significant value was added to this project.
In the scope of project planning, this project was naively waterfall ; the structure was
such that it would only be after the completion of every component and the integration of
each that the success or failure of the system would be known. A result of this is that the
design of MagAct continued from the beginning all the way through to the final months
of this project, where sense would instead suggest it be the first component complete.
Given the emphasis on working on all components simultaneously, which to some degree
is needed owing to the interplay between components, realisation that MagAct v2.0 was
not delivering a varied enough strain distribution was not realised until it was late in
the project. The visits to the labs of Dantec Dynamics in Germany for DIC testing were
separated by over a year. A reason for this is due to focus being diverted to imaging
and image analysis after the first visit, which continuously changed the MagAct system.
As the system was in flux, the return trip was delayed by a long period such that it was
detrimental to this thesis.
As part of this discussion, and to understand the shortfalls of this project, an exercise
based on retrospect was conducted to create a revised project plan. In doing so the
limitations of this project are illuminated. Based on this, a platform for continuing
research is established.
6.2.3 Redesigning the Project
The project was redesigned based on answering a series of questions:
1. What are the components?
2. What are the requirements/dependencies of each component?
3. What is the point at which a minimum viable product can be established?
4. How can progress be assessed?
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Of these, only the first was fully established at the beginning of this project. As an
argument to why, sufficient expertise did not exist to be able to legitimately answer
the remaining questions. Answering them now is legitimised through an increased basic
knowledge of the various components and together with a reverse engineering of experi-
ence.
Figure 6.1 shows a swimlane based project schematic constructed using the answers
to the above questions. It is referred to as the Revised Project Plan (RPP) where each
swimlane represents a distinct component of the project. This thesis treated apparatus
testing and the biology as one and the same; in the beginning of the project, apparatus
testing was a means to an end to generate biological results. In this redesign, the opposite
is imposed: the role of the biology in this context is only to test apparatus as this is the
only way to ultimately ensure biologically informative output. Therefore, these are here
separate components.
The AND gates in the RPP are indicative of the dependencies throughout the project.
In the apparatus swimlane relating to Chapter 2, both Theoretical Optimisation of the
Apparatus and completed Requirement Gathering for Imaging are needed before appa-
ratus should begin a construction phase.
Milestones are reached at various levels as a direct result of testing. For example, the
first is reached after successful testing of a minimum viable product (discussed further
below). The failure of a test results in a stop point. If the minimum viable product
test has inconsistencies, for example, nothing should continue with the project until
this has been assessed. Both milestones and stop points did not adequately exist in
the project undertaken in this thesis. As there was a strong degree of parallel work
across components, when a ‘stop point’ was reached in one component (i.e. something
didn’t work as required), adequate assessment was not conducted due parallel activities
which demanded parallel focus. Although parallel efforts are undoubtedly required in
this project, in retrospect efforts must be structured and guided by defined scope.
Below, each task/requirement box labelled in the RPP in Figure 6.1 is explained in
more detail.
Theoretical Optimisation
In this project FEM of MagAct was conducted towards the end of the project period.
Retrospect suggests that it would be more prudent to conduct it straight away. For
example, theoretical optimisation was conducted here in Chapter 4 for the purposes of
understanding DIC measurements. Development of a modelling approach, however, both
explained these results partially but more importantly provided a rational to engineer
the system further for achieving the requirements of the MagAct system – to deliver a
wide ranging and heterogeneous strain stimulus. Construction of apparatus may have
been aided with this as the primary driver.
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(c) Revised Project Plan Schematic Key
Figure 6.1
(a) and (b): Retrospective redesign of the project plan as discussed in Section
6.2.3. Each swimlane (row) is a distinct component.
Requirements Gathering (Imaging)
The building of MagAct and the ability to image whole membranes were deeply entangled
throughout this thesis. MagAct was constructed first before properly exploring imaging
systems, and as a result arguably an unnecessary amount of time was spent returning
to and iterating the apparatus. Therefore, in the RPP, it is a dependency of apparatus
construction that the requirements for imaging are fully understood and defined.
Apparatus Construction
Apparatus construction occurs after theoretical optimisation and imaging requirements
have been ascertained. In this thesis, construction was conducted to refine a rudimen-
tary but already existing system, and the aims of this refinement were to increase the
accuracy and repeatability of Dr. Day’s original prototype. Although the refinement was
successful, it was not feasible, given the time of discovery, to conduct further redesigns
and improvements.
Protocol Design (Imaging)
The methodology used for whole substrate imaging and the construction of the apparatus
are undoubtedly linked. For agility, retrospect would suggest that these occur in parallel
to optimise development time.
Physical Verification
In this thesis, DIC measurements in the Dantec Labs in Germany were conducted as a
means of understanding the strain distribution across membranes. The RPP, however,
uses these measurements as a means of corroborating the theoretical basis upon which
the apparatus was constructed. A lesson informed by this thesis was that any apparatus
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not machine constructed will undoubtedly have inconsistencies which result in varia-
tions. In the case here, augmenting BioFlexr plates manually will result in differences
in magnet positions causing non-consistent strain distributions between wells as well as
between experiments. Therefore, physical measurements do not offer much in the way
of usable data to generate the ‘stimulus map’ defined in the Introduction chapter, and
the apparatus here developed can only be a proof of concept and not a salient product.
Transfection Paradigm
A notable feature of this project redesign is the complete absence of proliferation as a
phenotype of interest. For this thesis, from early on, a great amount of resource (both
time and financial) was given to the proliferation of cells as a biological route of interest
in accordance with Dr. Day’s original prototype results as well as lab interests. This
thesis began primarily as an investigation into proliferation caused by cyclic strain on
smooth muscle cells, and the development of the technology was a means to an end
to explore this further. The scale of the work required in developing the technology
eventually obfuscated this investigation, and proliferation was benched as the paradigm
in which to validate the technology. For the reasons discussed in Section 5.5; page 189,
the evidence suggesting the involvement of autocrinicity in proliferation by cyclic strain
may hinder the usefulness of proliferation as a validating model.
Based on this, the use of proliferation as a model is abandoned in favour of trans-
fection studies. As discussion in Section 1.2.2.2; page 36, and based on the preliminary
work in the same section, a strain induced increase in plasmid transfection efficiency is
suited both in feasibility and by medical relevance to be used as a paradigm for testing
the MagAct pipeline.
In this RPP, the primary focus is not to discover new biology regarding this phe-
nomenon, but to use it instead as a means only to test. That is, a fixed experimental
protocol and parameter set used repeatedly throughout the project. This stage is only to
set these parameters. Working in this way has the potential to facilitate a much greater
impact on biological output yielding both broader, repeatable, and more robust results.
Minimum Viable Product (Milestone 1)
The first milestone in this revised project plan is the completion of a minimum viable
product. Together with the transfection paradigm, a completed version of the imaging
protocol and a completed version of the apparatus, a test for viability to reach the aims
of the project should be conducted.
Here there is no need for image analysis or statistical methods but rather simply an-
swering the question of whether the apparatus, given it has been theoretically optimised,
is capable of generating transfection efficiencies which vary (qualitatively) with locations
of the membrane. It is a step which is minimal in terms of quantitative analysis but a
qualitative answer serves as a potent indication of viability. If the system does show a
spatial dependence then the first milestone is reached and both the method of imaging
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and apparatus can be fixed without later needing change. If it does not, then a stop
point is reached where reassessment of the steps preceding can be thoroughly evaluated.
Established Apparatus
The first milestone permits the establishment of the apparatus and no longer should be
changed.
Established Protocol (Imaging)
The first milestone permits the establishment of the imaging protocol and no longer
should be changed.
Pipeline Development (Image Analysis)
The point at which to start developing the computational pipeline for image analysis
is a difficult one to place. During the requirement gathering and protocol design work
surrounding the Zeiss Axio Scan microscope (Section ??; page ??), significant effort was
also given to the development of a complementary image analysis pipeline (not presented
in this thesis). This work added little value to the project other than serving as a sandbox
for image analysis. With experience and hindsight, in the revised plan this stage should
begin after the first milestone without allowance to revise the imaging protocol. As
experienced in this thesis, the backlog of revisions to multiple components when imaging
protocols are changed is a step which was challenging to the advancement of the project.
Methodology Development (Statistics)
As discussed in Section 6.1, together with the development of the image analysis pipeline,
the statistical framework should be designed as a dependency before continuing with the
project.
Verification (Milestone 2)
This verification phase is a test of both the development of statistical and image analysis
methodology. It should be a stage which is independent of strain as a stimulus or the
biological paradigm.
This stage, although not set in stone, is envisaged to involve simple cell experiments
where a variable associated with the cells is dependent on spatial location. For example,
low attatchment cell culture plates where the wells are selectively treated with extra
cellular matrix proteins in, say, annular rings. Cells seeded to the cells would naturally
adhere to the annulus of protein. Over time cells may gradually migrate out of the rings.
Imaging all cell nuclei after a predefined time together with the statistical framework
based on Peiffer et al. (2013) should be able to confidently correlate the spatial map of
protein treatment and the map of cell density.
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If the experiment shows successful methodology in correlating maps, then the second
milestone is reached and both the imaging and statistical pipelines may be fixed without
later needing change. If it does not, then a stop point is reached where reassessment of
the steps preceding can be thoroughly evaluated.
Established Image Pipeline (Image Analysis)
The second milestone permits the establishment of the image analysis pipeline and should
no longer be changed.
Established Methodology (Statistics)
The second milestone permits the establishment of the statistical methodology and
should no longer be changed.
Hypothesis Generator (Milestone 3)
In the context of this thesis, this stage denoted the end goal. Experiments were conducted
prematurely and data stored for later use in a complete image analysis and statistical
framework. As the developed apparatus was found to not fully behave according to
requirements, this data adds little value. More so, these experiments more often than
not failed at some level due to incomplete protocols for imaging and/or because apparatus
had not been finalised.
The emphasis in the revised project is not to use biological experimentation to provide
a data set to validate MagAct, but instead to use MagAct to generate hypotheses to be
validated after.
If a hypothesis is generated – that is, the MagAct pipeline generates an intuitively
convincing relationship – then the third milestone is reached. However, if it does not, a
stop point is reached. Different from the first and second stop points is that here, there
is little reassessment of project, project plan and scope, but instead an informed end
point to the project.
FlexCellr Corroboration (Milestone 4)
With respect to FlexCellr, efforts in this thesis were geared towards pre-emptively gen-
erating data using FlexCellr and a biological model. Here, this was the proliferation of
cells. Data was sought as a means to verify any hypothesis generated from the MagAct
pipeline. In the revised project plan the use of FlexCellr remains the same – it is a
verification tool of the MagAct system – however, this is scheduled to happen only after
the third milestone; only after hypothesis have been generated.
Conducting FlexCellr experiments alongside the development of everything else –
as was the case in this thesis – proved to be a fruitless task and efforts would have
been better spent focusing on other components rather than thinly spreading efforts in
parallel. This will also reduce biological resources and therefore optimise spending.
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If the FlexCellr system verifies the hypothesis of MagAct, then it confirms the sys-
tem works and inductively that MagAct returns biological results rather than simply a
biological hypothesis. At this stage the final milestone is reached and the project comes
to a close.
Project Pipeline Established
The fourth milestone permits the fixation and validation of the project pipeline and
brings the project to a successful close.
6.2.4 Continuing Research
The best strategy to continue this work is to follow the RPP (Figure 6.1). This thesis has
made significant and novel contributions to key areas of the project. Given the imaging,
image analysis and biological model are ready to be integrated, to course correct the
project a theoretically driven redesign of the apparatus remains as the main blocker for
reaching the first milestone. Therefore, this is the starting point to continue research for
achieving the original aims of this thesis. Continuing with the plan set out in the RPP
provides a defined, methodological approach.
A starting point here is exploration of a controlled increase of the membrane disten-
sion up to 10 mm where FEM suggests a greater strain heterogeneity will be observed
with strain in the ranges of 0 to 30% (Figure 4.21; page 171). Such an increase could
be achieved by changing the magnet dynamics: either stronger magnets or the rotating
magnets being placed closer to the EM’s.
6.3 Conclusions
The aims of this thesis were to to construct apparatus that would provide information
regarding the relationship between substrate strain and phenotypic modulation in cells
with greater throughput. Where popular existing apparatus delivers a homogeneous
distribution of strain to a monolayer of cells – done to facilitate easier biological quan-
tification – the principles explored here to increase throughput are to instead deliver a
purposely heterogeneous distribution. In this way, by imaging every cell on the mem-
brane, a quantitative relationship was sought between small, but well defined, areas
of cells and the corresponding strain experienced by each. The more heterogeneous the
strain, the more strain-cell associations can be drawn and therefore throughput, and sub-
sequently biologically relevant information, increased significantly in each experiment.
This has implications to the fields of tissue engineering and cell biology as a whole.
The complexity of purposely delivering heterogeneous strain required a multidis-
ciplinary approach: physical and electrical engineering of the apparatus, software de-
sign, theoretical and physical analysis of strain, a reliable method of recording data
through fluorescent microscopy, development of appropriate computational processes for
analysing images, and a biological paradigm in which to test.
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Tailor made apparatus (MagAct) was designed and developed based on magnetic
actuation to deform the membranes of BioFlexr plates. This was accompanied by the
creation of software to control the period of deformation based on magnetic sensors.
Protocols for image acquisition of 35 mm diameter membranes were produced and im-
plemented which allowed for the recording of every cell on the membrane. A bespoke
image analysis pipeline which converts the images to a usable matrix of information was
established and validated. This imaging pipeline, out-with the framework of MagAct,
offers a novel methodology specifically for studies involving BioFlexr plates where imag-
ing of the entire substrate is not reported in the literature. Due to its bespoke nature,
this pipeline can be easily tailored to investigate any biological paradigm. Both finite
element modelling and physical measurements in the form of digital image correlation
were used to describe the strain deformation experienced by the membranes. In doing
so the DIC method offered by Dantec Dynamics is demonstrated to be a novel tool for
measuring strain in the FlexCellr system to a degree of resolution which has never been
conducted before. Biological experimentation was conducted to facilitate testing of the
apparatus and the entire pipeline. Finite element modelling and digital image correla-
tion both highlighted that although succeeding in delivering a heterogeneous strain, the
MagAct apparatus may not provide enough strain variance. Currently only a maximum
strain of 4-5% is reached which is insufficient to provide biologically relevant results.
Through a retrospective analysis methods to achieve the aims of this thesis are offered
– in particular a change to the apparatus to achieve desired strain ranges is proposed
as well as an alternative biological paradigm to investigate the pipeline and establish a
proof-of-concept.
In whole, this thesis highlights a limitation with current methodology to understand
strain-phenotype relationships and contributes to the field by developing a multidisci-
plinary novel methodology and pipeline to facilitate enhanced understanding.
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A.1 Cell Culture Methods and Materials
A.1.1 Preparation of General Reagents
Protocol A.1. Sterile Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (D-PBS) for Tissue Culture
10x Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (D-PBS) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (D1408-
500ML). 1x D-PBS is a cell culture grade water used for washing.
1. In sterile conditions mix 90 mL of autoclaved deionized water (dH2O) with 10 mL of 10x
PBS to give a 1X working solution. Solutions are stored between 2-6◦C.
End of Protocol A.1.
Protocol A.2. Non-sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
Non-sterile PBS is used for reagent dilutions and washing when tissue culture sterility is not an
issue. PBS tablets are puchased from Sigma-Aldrich (P4417-50TAB).
1. Dissolve two PBS tablets with 400 mL dH2O to give a 1X working solution consisting of
0.01 M phosphate butter, 0.0027 M potassium chloride and 0.137 M sodium chloride with
a solution pH of 7.4.
End of Protocol A.2.
Protocol A.3. 4% Formalin
4% formalin is a used as a general purpose fixative to preserve biological samples - in particular
here, as preparation for fluorescent staining.
1. In a fume hood, mix 20 mL of 10% formalin with 30 mL of 0.01 M PBS to give a 4%
solution of formalin. Store solutions at room temperature in a safety cabinet.
End of Protocol A.3.
Protocol A.4. 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA)
bovine serum albumin (BSA) is used here as a reagent for fluorescent staining. BSA is purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (A2153) as a lyophilized powder.
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1. Using scales, dispense 1.5 g of BSA powder on a weighing boat before fully dissolving in a
bottle with 50 mL of 0.01 M PBS. Store solution between 2-6◦C and are discard a month
after preparation if not used.
End of Protocol A.4.
Protocol A.5. 0.5% Triton X-100
0.5% Triton X-100 is used here as a reagent for fluorescent staining and is purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (T8787).
1. In a fume hood, mix 0.5 mL of Trixon X-100 with 95.5 mL of deionized water to make
a 0.5% working solution. Store solutions between 2-6◦C and are discard a month after
preparation if not used.
End of Protocol A.5.
A.1.2 Cell Culture Protocols
The protocols listed here are for use in the following cell types:
• Human Rectal Smooth Muscle Cells (HRSMC).
• Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (HASMC): Gibco (C0075C): primary cells.
• Human Aortic Endothelial Cells (HAEC): Gibco (C0065C): primary cells.
• Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (pooled) (HUVECp): Gibco (C0155C): primary
cells, pooled from multiple donors.
• Mouse Myoblast Cells (C2C12).
Protocol A.6. Preparation of Complete Cell Culture Medium
Complete cell culture medium (herein referred to as ‘complete medium’) is made up of compo-
nents specific to the cell type being cultured. Table A.1 lists and details the components of each
complete medium.
1. Thaw frozen aliquots of appropriate supplements in a water bath heated to 37◦C ensuring
that the water level does not reach the lid of each aliquot.
2. Before being transferred to a class 2 type A laminar flow culture hood (herein referred to
as the ‘culture hood’), spray thawed tubes with 70% IMS.
3. In aseptic conditions, transfer supplements to a bottle of basal medium using serological
pipettes.
4. Gently rotate the medium bottle to ensure even mixing.
5. Store at 2-6◦C and discard a month after preparation if not already completely used.
End of Protocol A.6.
Protocol A.7. Suspension of Cells from Cryopreservation - First Suspension
Vials of cells which are delivered are stored in a −80◦C freezer at the point of arrival and should
be seeded within at most 24 hours.
1. Remove the vial of frozen cells from −80◦C freezer and transfer to a water bath heated to
37◦C for rapid thawing ensuring the water level does not reach the lid of the vial.
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A.1. CELL CULTURE METHODS AND MATERIALS
2. Before being transferred to the culture hood, spray the vial with 70% IMS.
3. In sterile conditions, pipette the contents of the vial up and down using a 1 mL serological
pasteur pipette to disperse the cells. In the same way, transfer the contents of the vial to
a 20 mL universal tube with 10 mL of cell specific complete medium.
4. Centrifuge the tube for five minutes at 1000 revolutions per minutes to gather the cells as
a pellet at the bottom of the tube.
5. In sterile conditions, re-suspend the pellet in an appropriate volume of complete medium.
6. Aspirate the cell suspension equally among the desired number of T75 flasks and supple-
ment each flask with medium such that the cell suspension totals 12 mL of medium.
7. Incubate at 37◦C at 5% CO2.
8. 24 hours after incubation replace the medium in each flask with complete and pre-warmed
medium.
End of Protocol A.7.
Protocol A.8. Culturing and Passaging Cells
Culturing Cells
1. Replenish medium of cells cultured in T75 flasks ever 2-3 days using complete, pre-warmed
medium prepared according to Protocol A.6.
2. When cell confluency reaches 70%, cells should be passaged.
Passaging Cells
1. In sterile conditions aspirate and discard medium from the T75 flask and gently clean the
cell layer using 10 mL of pre-warmed PBS (Protocol A.1).
2. Add 3 mL of freshly thawed Trypsin EDTA (Sigma, T3924) to the flask and tilt the flask
to ensure complete coverage of the cells.
3. Incubate at room temperature or at 37◦C depending on the distributor’s instructions for
each cell type. Incubation should be no longer than around 5 minutes and only until cells
detach from the flask and with a gently rasping of the flask.
4. Immediately dispense 10 mL of complete, pre-warmed medium in the flask ensuring cov-
erage of the flask surface. Transfer the contents to a sterile 15 mL centrifuge tube.
5. Centrifuge the tube for 5 minutes at 1000 revolutions per minutes to gather the cells as a
pellet at the bottom of the tube.
6. In sterile conditions, re-suspend the pellet in an appropriate volume of complete medium.
7. Aspirate the cell suspension equally among the desired number of T75 flasks and supple-
ment each flask with medium such that the cell suspension totals 12 mL of medium.
8. Incubate at 37◦C at 5% CO2.
End of Protocol A.8.
Protocol A.9. Preparation of Freezing Medium
To make x mL of freezing medium.
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1. in sterile conditions add 45x mL of FBS to
x
5mL of Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).
2. Aliquot into 5mL bijou tubes and store at -20◦C .
End of Protocol A.9.
Protocol A.10. Cryofreezing and Re-suspending Cells
1. Trypsinise and centrifuge cells according to Protocol A.8 but ignore Step 6 onwards.
2. Re-suspend the cell pellet using the drop-wise addition of freshly thawed freezing medium
as prepared through Protocol A.9.
3. Transfer 2 mL of cell suspension to a cryofreezing tube and place in a freezing container
(C1562-1EA, Sigma) which inside a -70◦C freezer, cools the cell suspension at a rate of
1◦C per minute.
4. For long term storage transfer to an appropriate liquid nitrogen storage facility.
End of Protocol A.10.
Protocol A.11. Cell Counting and Seeding
1. Re-suspend a pellet of cells after trypsinisation and spinning (Protocol A.8, Step 6) in x
mL of complete medium.
2. On a clean glass hemocytometer dispense 10 µL of the suspension in each chamber un-
derneath the glass coverslip.
3. Using a microscope, count the cells in the central nine squares of each chamber.
4. Clean the hemocytometer and glass coverslips and repeat the process.
5. Take the average hemocytometer cell count and calculate the total number of cells in the
suspension by multiplying the average by x× 104.
6. Based on a desired cell seeding density, dilute an appropriate fraction of the cell suspension
with complete medium and distribute amount cell culture wells.
End of Protocol A.11.
Protocol A.12. Fixation of Cells
1. In a fume cupboard, aspirate well contents and discard.
2. Add enough 4% formalin (prepared according to Protocol A.3) to cover the cell layer.
3. Incubate at room temperature for 15 minutes before aspirating and appropriate disposing
of the formalin.
4. Rinse the cells three times with PBS solution. Store in PBS until further use.
End of Protocol A.12.
Protocol A.13. Fibronectin Coating of Untreated BioFlexr Plates
This protocol applied to untreated BioFlexr plates (Dunn Labarotechnik GmbH, BF-3001C).
Bovine Fibronectin (Sigma F1141) is used to coat untreated membranes for cell culture.
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• In sterile conditions, dilute freshly thawed bovine fibronectin in sterile PBS (Protocol
A.1) to give a working concentration of 5 µg/mL fibronectin in PBS. Prepare 3 mL of this
solution per 6-well plate to be coated.
• In sterile conditions, dispense 3 mL of the working solution into a well of a BioFlexr plate
and swirl for 5 seconds to ensure even coverage.
• Transfer the solution to the next well and repeat.
• Repeat for each well in the plate.
• For each plate, use 3 mL of fresh fibronectin solution.
End of Protocol A.13.
A.2 Cell Analysis
Protocol A.14. Hoechst 33342 Staining
Stock Preparation
Hoechst 33342 is prepared as a stock solution according to manufacturers instructions. Here,
stock is prepared at a concentration of 10 mg per mL in DMSO.
Working Protocol
1. Freshly prepare working solutions by diluting the stock solution in PBS to give a Hoechst
33342 concentration of 10 µg per mL.
2. Following Protocol A.12, aspirate any PBS in the well and add enough working solution
of Hoechst 33342 to cover the cell layer. For 6-well plates, 1 mL of solution is added to
each well.
3. Incubate at room temperature in darkness for 15 minutes.
4. Rinse three times with PBS.
End of Protocol A.14.
Protocol A.15. Cell Proliferation ELISA, BrdU (colorimetric) - 6 Well Format
The BrdU colorimetric cell proliferation ELISA was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (11647229001).
The protocol used here is scaled from the 96 well format given in the product documentation to
a 6 well format.
Stock Preparation
1. Bottle 3 (Anti-BrdU-POD) is dissolved in 1.1 mL of double distilled water for 10 minutes
and thoroughly mixed resulting in 100 times working concentration stock solution. Stored




1. Prepare BrdU labelling solution shortly before use. For each well to be assessed add 100
µL of fresh culture medium to 1 µL of stock BrdU labelling reagent (bottle 1). Regardless
of the number of wells to be assessed, prepare an extra 100 µL of labelling solution to
account for solution lost to bubbles. For example, for 6 wells 700 µL should be mixed
with 7 µL of BrdU labelling reagent.
2. In the culture hood, adjust the medium in each well in the 6-well to 1000 µL of original
medium.
3. Aspirate 100 µL of the BrdU labelling solution into each of the adjusted wells and swirl
to ensure mixed before returning to the incubator for at least 3 hours depending on the
cell type.
4. Remove medium from each well. Add 1 mL of the fixing/denaturing reagent (bottle 3) to
each well and incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes.
5. Prepare the Anti-BrdU-POD working solution prepared shortly before the fixing/dena-
turing step is complete. For each well mix 10 µL of Anti-BrdU-POD stock solution with
1000 µL of the antibody dilution solution (bottle 4). Regardless of the number of wells to
be assessed, prepare an extra 500 µL of antibody solution to account for solution lost to
bubbles. For example, for 6 wells 6500 µL of dilution solution should be mixed with 65 µL
of Anti-BrdU-POD stock solution. Remove the fixing solution thoroughly by aspiration
and/or tapping. Add 1000 µL of working Anti-BrdU-POD to each well and incubated at
room temperature for 90 minutes.
6. During the 90 minute incubation prepare a 96 well plate for colorimetric reading. For each
well assessed three to four wells in the 96 well plate are prepared. In each well of the 96
well plate to be used, aspirate 25 µL of 1 M H2SO4.
7. Remove the Anti-BrdU-POD solution thoroughly by aspiration and/or tapping and rinse
each well using a 1 times concentration of PBS.
8. Add 1 mL of substrate solution (bottle 6) to each well and incubate in the dark at room
temperature for 10 to 15 minutes depending on the strength of the colour produced. After
a chosen time, for each well, aspirate 300 - 400 µL of the substrate solution deposit equally
into 3 - 4 wells of the pre-prepared 96 well plate. The H2SO4 in the 96 well plate works
to stop the colour development process.
9. Plate the 96 well plate on a plate shaker for 1 minute at 200 revolutions per minute to
ensure even mixing before read on an ELISA plate reader at 370 nm with a reference
wavelength of 492 nm.
End of Protocol A.15.
Protocol A.16. Click-iTr EdU Alexa Fluorr 488 Imaging - 6 Well Format
Click-iTr EdU Alexa Fluorr 488 is available as a complete imaging kit but is for the most part
used here in component form. Click-iTr Cell Reaction Buffer Kit, Alexa Fluorr 488 Azide and
5-ethynul-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU) is purchased from ThermoFisher (C10269, A10266 and A10044
respectively). Copper(II) Sulfate (CuSO4) and Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (C1297-100G and D8418, respectively).
Stock Preparation
1. EdU Solutions:
(a) If using stand alone component: Dissolve the 50 g EdU dessicate in 2 mL of DMSO
to give a 100 mM stock solution. Once dissolved, aliquot by mixing 200 µL of stock
with 1800 µL of DMSO to give a concentration of 10 mM. Stock solutions are stable
up to a year when stored at ≤ −20◦C.
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(b) If using Imaging Kit: Dissolve the 50 g EdU dessicate in 2 mL of DMSO to give a 10
mM stock solution. Stock solutions are stable up to a year when stored at ≤ −20◦C.
2. Reaction Buffer Additive:
(a) If using reaction buffer kit: Dissolve the 80 g of reaction buffer additive desiccate
in 4 mL deionized water (dH2O) to give a 1X working solution. Stock solutions are
stable up to a year when stored at ≤ −20◦C and should be discarded if the solution
develops a brown colour.
(b) If using the imaging kit: Dissolve the 400 g of reaction buffer additive desiccate in
2 mL deionized water (dH2O) to give a 10X working solution. Stock solutions are
stable up to a year when stored at ≤ −20◦C and should be discarded if the solution
develops a brown colour.
3. CuSO4: Dissolve 0.08 g of CuSO4 in 5 mL dH2O to give a 100 mM aqueous solution and
is stored between 2-6◦C.
4. AlexaFluorr 488 Azide: Dissolve 0.5 mg of AlexaFluorr 488 azide desiccate in 1.5 mL
DMSO to give a 0.39 mM stock solution. The solution is stored protected from light at
≤ −20◦C .
Working Protocol
1. Prepare EdU labelling solution shortly before use. For each well to be assessed, add 1000
µL of fresh culture medium to 2 µL of 10 mM stock EdU solution resulting in a 20 µM
solution. Regardless of the number of wells to be assessed, prepare an extra 500 µL of
labelling solution to account for solution lost to bubbles. For example, for 6 wells 6500 µL
should be mixed with 13 µL of EdU labelling reagent. Before use, warm the EdU working
solution to 37◦C in an incubator.
2. In the culture hood adjust each well in the 6 well plate is adjusted to 1000 µL of original
medium.
3. Add 1000 µL of the EdU labelling solution into each of the adjusted wells, and swirl to
ensure mixed. Return the plate to the incubator for at least 3 hours depending on the cell
type. The concentration of EdU in each well is now 10 µM/mL .
4. Remove the medium in each well of the plate thoroughly by aspiration. Fix the cells using
Protocol A.12 but rinse with 3% BSA (Protocol A.4) instead of PBS.
5. Thoroughly remove the BSA and add 1 mL of 0.5% Tritonr X-100 in PBS (Protocol A.5)
to each and incubate at room temperature for 20 minutes.
6. Prepare the reaction buffer cocktail no more than 15 minutes before use through the
following:
(a) Reagent preparation for n wells:
i. Reaction buffer working solution: dilute 88×n µL of stock reaction buffer in
792×n µL of dH2O to give a 1X working solution.
ii. Reaction buffer additive (if from imaging kit): dilute 10×n µL of stock reaction
buffer additive in 90×n µL of dH2O to give a 1X working solution.
(b) Add the components listed in Table A.2 in order to prepare the reaction buffer
cocktail. This results in a final AlexaFluorr azide concentration of 5 µM/mL .
Regardless of the number of wells to be assessed, prepare an extra 500 µL of reaction
cocktail to account for solution lost to bubbles
7. Rinsed each well three times with 3% BSA.
8. Add 1 mL of the reaction buffer cocktail to each well and incubate at room temperature
in the dark for 30 minutes.




Click-itr EdU Reaction Cocktail Preparation Table
Component n-wells (µL) 6.5 wells (µL)
1X reaction buffer 880×n 5720
CuSO4 20×n 130
AlexaFluorr azide (stock) 13×n 84.5
1X reaction buffer additive 100×n 650
Total 1013×n 6584.5
10. Stain each well with Hoechst 33342 using Protocol A.14.
11. Rinse each well three times with PBS.
12. Image using a fluorescent microscope. Alexa Fluorr 488 has an excitation of 495 nm and
an emission of 519 nm. Hoechst 33342 has an excitation wavelength of 350 nm and an
emission of 461nm.
End of Protocol A.16.
A.2.1 Cell Manipulation: Plasmid Transfection
Protocol A.17. Colony Expansion of Plasmid
pEGFP-C1 Plasmid Transformation
1. Prepare an Agar plate with Kanamycin according to manufacturers protocols such that
the Kanamycin concentration is 1 mL per litre.
2. Mix 1muL of stock pEGFP-C1 plasmid to 50muL of StellarTM competent cells (Clontech,
636763) in a microcentrifugue tube and incubate on ice for 10 minutes.
3. Heat shock the solution at 42◦C for 45 seconds and then return to ice for 2 minutes.
4. Mix 250 uL of SOC Medium (Sigma, S1797) with the solution and incubate at 37◦C for
1 hour.
5. Spread the solution on the agar plate and incubate at 37◦C for 24 hours.
Colony Expansion
1. The agar plate should have visible colonies of StellarTM competent cells following 24 hours
of incubation.
2. Prepare 100mL of autoclaved LB Broth (Sigma, L7275) with 50 mg/mL of Kanamycin in
a conical flask according to manufacturers instructions .
3. Using a colony picker, scrape a single colony of cells on the agar plate and stir into the
LB broth. Incubate the flask at 37◦C in an 3D shaker for 16 hours.
End of Protocol A.17.
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Protocol A.18. Plasmid Purification Maxi Prep
Purifcation of plasmids from colony expansions (Protocol A.17) is conducted according to man-
ufacturers instructions (Qiagen, C1562-1EA). Quantify yield using spectrophotometry.
End of Protocol A.18.
Protocol A.19. Lipofecatmine Induced Plasmid Transfection of Cells
For x number of wells in a 6-well plate.
1. Bring Opti-MEM (ThermoFisher, 31985070) and Lipofectamine 2000 (ThermoFisher,
11668019) to room temperature.
2. Tube A: In sterile conditions mix x µg of plasmid with 250x µg of Opti-MEM.
3. Tube B: In sterile conditions mix 5x µL of Lipofectamine 2000 to 250x µL of Opti-MEM.
4. Incubate Tubes A and B at room temperature for 5 minutes.
5. Tube C: Gently mix Tube A with Tube B and incubate for 20 minutes at room temperature.
6. In sterils onditions replace the medium in each well to be transfected with 1.5 mL of
prewarmed DMEM containing 10% FCS.
7. Dropwise add 500 µL of solution from Tube C to each well.
8. Incubate at 37◦C and 5% CO2 for 6 hours before rinsing three times with PBS.
9. Add complete medium to each well and return to the incubator.
End of Protocol A.19.
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B.1 Literature Keyword Removal
Table B.1
Key word removal for high level overview in Figure 1.3(b)
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Appendices For Chapter 2
C.1 BioFlexr /EM Augmentation Protocols
Protocol C.1. BioFlexr Plate Augmentation 1 (Dr. R. Day)
1. Open an individually sealed BioFlexr plate (Dunn Labortechnik, BF-3001U) inside a
class 2 laminar flow culture hood. Seal the lid to the base with autoclave tape so to not
contaminate the wells.
2. Prepare 8mL of Sylgardr 184 elastomer as per manufacturers instructions (Dow Corning)
ensuring the two part elastomer is thoroughly mixed.
3. On a bench, upturn the BioFlexr plate. Suction 1 mL of Sylgardr elastomer into a 1
mL syringe. Aspirate a small amount of elastomer into the middle of each well. Place a
6(d)x2 mm N42 nickel plated disc magnet (e-magnets, EP390) onto the middle of 3 wells
(A1, A3 and B2). Gently syringe the remainder of each 1 mL syringe over the magnets
ensuring an even coating across the membrane and over the magnet.
4. Syringe 1 mL of the remainder of the elastomer mix into each of the remaining wells to
act as controls.
5. Cure in an empty incubator at 37◦ Celsius for 24 hours.
End of Protocol C.1.
Protocol C.2. BioFlexr Plate Augmentation 2.1
1. For each BioFlex plate prepare 6 magnet containing loading posts by placing them in a
class 2 safety cabinet and dousing with 70% IMS. Allow to air dry fully.
2. Open an individually sealed BioFlexr plate inside the safety cabinet.
3. Remove the lid of the plate and hold upside down before fully inserting one loading post
into each well. Place the plate upside down so that the plate is resting on the loading
posts.
4. Place the magnet spacer on the membrane. Orient a 6(d)x2 mm magnet so that the
magnetic poles are consistent with a reference magnet. Allow the magnet to drop in the
middle of the spacer and attract the magnet inside the loading post. Remove the magnet
placer and repeat for the remaining wells.
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5. Suction 1 mL of Sylgardr elastomer, prepared according to manufacturers instructions,
into a 1 mL syringe. Gently syringe 1 mL syringe over the magnets ensuring an even
coating across the membrane and over the magnet. Cure in situ in the biosafety cabinet
for at least 72 hours. (72 hours as opposed to 24 in Protocol C.1 due to the temperature
difference in the biosafety cabinet.)
6. In aseptic conditions, remove the loading posts by hand remaining careful not to contam-
inate the lids of the well.
7. Using a sharp scalpel, slice over the elastomer in wells A2, B1 and B3 and allow the
embedded magnet to be removed by magnetic attraction to the scalpel. These wells are
used as controls.
End of Protocol C.2.
C.2 Initial Prototype Proof of Concept
Within the context of studying strain induced proliferation, initial experiments using the pro-
totype magnetic actuator were conducted using Human Rectal Smooth Muscle Cells (Human
Rectal Smooth Muscle Cells (HRSMC)). This work was conducted by Dr. Richard Day.
C.2.0.1 Materials
HRSMC were obtained from ScienCell (2985). Bovine fibronectin was obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich. HRSMC was cultured with Minimum Essential Medium Eagle (M 2279 Sigma-Aldrich)
supplemented with 1% non essential amino acids (M7145 Sigma-Aldrich),1% L-Glutamine (Sigma-
Aldrich), 1% antibiotic/antimycotic solution (A5955 Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% fetal bovine serum
(10270 Life Technologies). Cells were grown in standard T75 tissue culture treated flasks
with medium replaced over 2-3 days and passaged at 70% confluency using Trpsin/EDTA
(T3935-100ml Sigma-Aldrich). The Roche BrdU Proliferation Elisa was purchased from Ab-
cam (AB126556).
C.2.0.2 Methods
BioFlexr plates were prepared according to Protocol C.1. Subsequently they were opened in
class 2 safety cabinet in sterile conditions. 1 mL of fibronectin in PBS (5µg/mL) was swirled
in each well to create a matrix for cells to bind to. In a solution of 3 mL of complete medium,
HRSMC were seeded on each well at a density of 500×103/well. Plates were left unagitated in
a humidified incubator at 37 degrees Celsius with 5% CO2. After 24 hours the plate was moved
to the prototype actuator apparatus. Magnets were lined up by eye with pre-marked cross hairs
(as in Figure 2.4(d)) and taped into position. The motors were initiated with fresh AA batteries
and set to speed setting 1 as indicated by the LEGOr speed remote controller. The actuator
device and BioFlexr plate were placed inside a humidified incubator at 37 degrees Celsius with
5%CO2. The actuator was run for 1 hour per day for 5 days.
At the end of the actuation period the proliferation status of each well was assessed using
the BrdU Proliferation Elisa according to manufacturers instructions with all volumes scaled up
for use with a 6 well plate.
Concurrent with this, through a collaboration with Dr. Guitano Buriescci (Department
of Engineering, UCL), a finite element model (FEM) of the system was derived and the strain
distribution across the membrane generated by the magnets theoretically calculated. Other than
knowing that the magnetic forces were not, in fact, part of the model but the embedded magnet
was prescribed a displacement based on an educated assessment of the system, the details of the
model and implementation are not available.
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C.2.0.3 Results
The results of the effect of a 1 hour actuation for 5 days on HRSMC are shown in Figure 2.6(a).
A significant increase is seen in the actuated wells compared to control. Results are given with
3 actuated wells and 3 control wells.
The FEM calculations are shown in Figure 2.6(b) as supplied by Dr. Burriesci. Although the
model heavily based on estimates, alongside intuition, it becomes apparent that a characteristic
of this system is a highly heterogeneous strain distribution, both in direction and magnitude.
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/* Assign a unique ID to this sensor at the same time */











/* Initialise the sensor */
if(!mag.begin())
{
/* There was a problem detecting the HMC5883 ... check your connections */
Serial.println("Ooops, no HMC5883 detected ... Check your wiring!");
while(1);
}





/* Get a new sensor event */
sensors_event_t event;
mag.getEvent(&event);





C.4. MAGSENSOR SOFTWARE NOTES
Table C.1
List of filenames in MagAct software with a brief description of the function
of each.
File Name Title Function
ABEG_ARDUINO_MAG.fig Created using MATLAB Guide. GUI displaycode
ABEG_ARDUINO_MAG.m Created using MATLAB Guide. Definesbuttons and function calls.
connect.m Connected to the Arduino COM port.
portopen.m Opens the Arduino COM port.
portclose.m Closes the Arduino COM port.




C.4 MagSensor Software Notes
The un-compiled root folderMagAct_Frequency contains the file architecture listed in Table C.1.
The ABEG_ARDUINO_MAG .fig and .m files were created with the assistance of MATLAB
GUIDE: a simple environment for designing graphical user interface (GUI). These files form the
front end of the program calling the other files in the root folder as MATLAB functions or images
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